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Introduction 

 
During the 2003 Bio-Monitoring Workshop held on March 4-6, 2003 in Nome, Alaska, recom-

mendations for future research areas were made to the Eskimo Walrus Commission (EWC). This 

publication is the first direct product of those recommendations. It is also meant as the beginning 

of future studies, documentation projects, and research to serve the goal of maintaining the long-

term health of the Pacific walrus and its habitat. As explained in the 2003 Bio-Monitoring Work-

shop Report: 

The long-term health of Pacific walrus is of utmost importance to their communi-

ties. The health of its habitat, which is shared by an abundance of other subsistence 

resources, is arguably one of the primary cultural and natural reservoirs for their 

communities. [Introduction, 2003 Biomonitoring Workshop Report] 

This Traditional Ecological Knowledge Project, Conserving Our Culture Through Traditional Man-

agement, is the first of many documentation projects that will be designed specifically by the Eskimo 

Walrus Commission with the goal of enhancing the wellbeing of Pacific walrus as a natural and cul-

tural resource. The dependence of EWC communities on the subsistence harvest of Pacific walrus 

is well documented and places them in a unique situation. The interweaving of cultural values, life-

style, and economy with the Pacific walrus creates a dynamic, highly influential process of change 

that affects the walrus and human populations equally. Put simply, as the walrus go, so go the in-

digenous communities among them. Just as significantly, as those same people go, so go the Pacific 

walrus. This is the interconnectedness that traditional culture is based upon, which is something 

that is undoubtedly changing. 

It was based on this dynamic relationship that the concept of traditional ecological knowledge 

[TEK] was developed. The working definition of TEK used for this project was written by the di-

rector of Dene Cultural Institute in the Northwest Territories of Canada. 

Traditional environmental [ecological] knowledge [TEK] is a body of knowledge 

and beliefs transmitted through oral tradition and first-hand observation. It includes 

a system of classification, a set of empirical observations about the local environ-

ment, and a system of self-management that governs resource use. Ecological as-

pects are closely tied to social and spiritual aspects of the knowledge system. The 
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quantity and quality of TEK varies among community members, depending on gen-

der, age, social status, intellectual capability, and profession (hunter, spiritual leader, 

healer, etc.). With its roots firmly in the past, TEK is both cumulative and dynamic, 

building upon the experience of earlier generations and adapting to the new techno-

logical and socioeconomic changes of the present.  [Emery, Allen, 1997, 5-6. 

"Guidelines for Environmental Assessments and Traditional Knowledge." Unpub-

lished. Ottawa: Centre for Traditional Knowledge.] 

Since this project is presented as a framework on which others can be built, it seems necessary 

to explain some features of this understanding of TEK. Traditional ecological knowledge is differ-

ent from science, however it is a system of information gathering and experiment. TEK involves 

the human experience and is, consequently, local in nature and a function of society. TEK is based 

on the traditions of learning the skills and knowledge necessary to live successfully where one is 

reliant entirely on the natural resources locally available. It is because it is experiential and personal 

that all hunters and others living a subsistence lifestyle are "engaged in a lifelong personal search 

for ecological understanding." [Battiste, 2000 p. 45] Significant to understanding why this is a con-

tinual process of study is the concept that things change. Unlike scientific laws that are fixed, tradi-

tional knowledge presumes that change is inevitable "in both predictable and unpredictable ways," 

and therefore adaptability is critical. [Battiste, 2000 p. 46]  

There is another aspect of TEK requiring explanation because it may be the most significant 

one to this type of project. What makes this knowledge 'traditional'? A common misunderstanding 

is that ‘traditional’ means ancient and that unless knowledge has been passed down for many gen-

erations it isn’t traditional. What makes this knowledge traditional is how it is acquired and how it is 

used. The social nature of this knowledge exists in the way it is shared and learned, which occurs in 

the unique cultural context of each indigenous group. This is the critical aspect of this study of wal-

rus hunting practices, focusing on how it is learned, how it is evolving, and possibly where it is go-

ing. Recognition of the value of TEK is vital to supporting conservation through traditional man-

agement. The confidence of knowing that ‘traditional’ doesn't necessarily mean ancient and that 

cultural lessons offer examples of self-governance and leadership can provide valuable knowledge 

and sound management today. 

Consequently, this report addresses issues of continuity in hunters’ knowledge of walrus and 

walrus behavior, as well as of changes in the way hunting is organized today, and how this knowl-
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edge is being passed to younger generations.  The full transcripts of the interviews (about 125 

pages) constitute an invaluable resource that the EWC will share with the communities and use for 

additional projects. 
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Project Description 

 
From the conception of the plan to begin traditional ecological knowledge [TEK] documenta-

tion by the Eskimo Walrus Commission [EWC], the goals and direction for this specific project 

were undefined. According to EWC's cooperative agreement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice (FWS), the purpose of this project was: 

To support and assist in the collection of traditional ecological knowledge from eld-

ers and active hunters in five communities. 

The general outline of this project was developed in 2003 by EWC's executive director, Vera 

Metcalf, who proposed addressing some general discussions that had taken place involving the 

Walrus Harvest Monitoring Program [WHMP].  

The EWC has been working cooperatively with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) on 

the WHMP for a number of years to increase overall knowledge about the effects of indigenous 

hunting on the walrus population. This program involves brief interviews with hunters concerning 

hunting success, length of trips, type of equipment, and other general information that is gathered 

as soon as possible after a hunting excursion, optimally just as boats return. Samples of lower teeth, 

reproductive organs from females, and of any part of the animal that may appear unusual are re-

trieved. The results of this basic level information gathering are used by FWS to estimate changes 

in the Pacific walrus population, but the impact of this program extends beyond population esti-

mates. WHMP meetings have become a focal point for discussion about resource management be-

tween local communities and FWS. These meetings have included discussion on significant issues, 

many involving FWS law enforcement, wasteful take policies, and a local community's self-

governing authority. The communities that have the longest history participating in the WHMP are 

Diomede, Gambell, Savoonga, Shishmaref, and Wales. It is in this context that planning began for 

this project on the documentation of traditional hunters’ knowledge related to walrus. 

Upon the hiring of a program specialist, Jonella Larson, EWC's executive director started the 

process of forming the team that would develop the specifics of this project using recommenda-

tions made during the 2003 Biomonitoring Workshop in Nome. The expertise of an experienced 

researcher was necessary, and Dr. Igor Krupnik agreed to offer advice and guidance as a project 

consultant. Dr. Krupnik is a renowned cultural anthropologist with the Smithsonian Institution's 

Arctic Studies Center and is very experienced in northwest Alaska research projects. These three 
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individuals became the project development team.  

The project development team first agreed to target the five communities involved in the 

WHMP due to their history of participating in discussions concerning this project and other walrus

-related issues. These communities were also chosen because they represent the most walrus hunt-

ing effort in the region and, arguably, have the deepest cultural connections to walrus hunting. Also 

at the core of this project were the periodic discussions in these communities about a perceived 

increase in violations of FWS hunting regulations by younger hunters. This perception, the gradual 

loss of TEK as carried by the oldest of elders, and the advocacy in some communities for the 

adoption of local ordinances to regulate walrus hunting, led much of the planning and development 

stage of this project. This developed into the idea of discovering what people of different genera-

tions learned about walrus and walrus hunting, what their thoughts were about how they learned 

about walrus and walrus hunting, and how the knowledge of these generations differed from each 

other. By documenting the existing condition of knowledge about walrus hunting and how it is 

transmitted, the goal is to show a snapshot of the cultural understanding different generations may 

have and whether traditional methods of self-regulation are being passed on. 

The EWC discussed the project with FWS during the Biomonitoring Workshop in Nome in 

2003, endorsed the project at a full board meeting in December of 2003, and stated that the project 

was supported by and in full accordance with the EWC mission.  The EWC commissioners from 

each of the communities involved in the project (Arthur Ahkinga/Diomede, William Soonagrook/

Gambell, Clarence Waghiyi/Savoonga, Stanley Tocktoo/Shishmaref, and Raymond Seetook/

Wales) became facilitators and mediators between the project team and local hunters.    

The methods used to implement this research were designed using standard practices, as rec-

ommended by Dr. Krupnik. The process included gathering qualitative data through formal inter-

views with selected community members who represented specified target populations. The inter-

view questions were guided and open-ended, requiring the interviewees to be informed and experi-

enced in walrus hunting. It was established that the products of these interviews would include a 

summary publication of the project which would describe the project implementation and process, 

feature selected excerpts from interviews, and discuss some themes arising from the interviews. 

The full transcriptions of interviews were returned to each community to add to their repository of 

cultural documentation. A poster based on interview themes was produced and distributed to the 

participating communities.  

Certain circumstances were constraints to this project, such as limitations of time and man-
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power to travel, meet, question, transcribe, index, and edit all the interviews. However, the advan-

tage of sufficient funding support, the built-in legitimacy of the EWC, and the use of researchers 

with the local knowledge and background necessary to complete informative interviews helped to 

balance the limitations of this study.  Significantly, the enthusiasm of hunters to participate by shar-

ing their valuable knowledge and expertise also made this project possible to accomplish. 

 

Methods 

As a TEK documentation project, the interviews followed standard ethnographic interview 

procedures. The interviews were conducted in a relaxed, conversational manner. After a brief ex-

planation of the project friendly, open-ended questions were asked, with follow-up questions, re-

stating for clarification, and other active listening techniques included for reinforcement. Each in-

terviewee was offered an honorarium of $100 for his participation, which was promised to arrive 

soon by mail. The selection of participants was based on three general groups:  (1) a respected, 

knowledgeable elder, (2) a recognized, active hunter, usually in his late 40s or 50s, and (3) a rela-

tively young hunter.  

The interview questions were designed with several main considerations. They were meant to 

solicit observations by the interviewees that would convey TEK, which is knowledge that is learned 

and transmitted in culturally appropriate and customary ways. The information requested was not 

meant to duplicate or verify western scientific research on walrus migration, ice conditions, or 

weather patterns, for example. We instead sought to document the participants’ perceptions and 

personal experiences with the conditions relevant to walrus and walrus hunting. The order of the 

questions was deliberately designed to lead from one to the next without any apparent redirection. 

The hope was to create a logical story line for each interview. 

The introductory block of questions was: "How did you learn about walrus, its behavior, its preferable 

feeding places and best hunting sites around your community? What kind of subsistence "schooling" did you go 

through to help you learn to become a successful walrus hunter and observer? Would you like your children and 

grandchildren to gain the knowledge about walrus the same way your did?" These opening questions were 

meant to establish the context for the interview by requesting personal history and establishing the 

background of the interviewee. There were no right or wrong answers, and the introduction of 

how things may have changed or may be changing (depending on the age of the participant) 
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opened the discussion to how the community might also be changing in specific ways. 

The second question was: "How would you explain to a younger hunter what types of habitat walrus prefer 

when staying around or passing by your community on a seasonal migration?" Through this question, detailed 

local knowledge was shared that could be highly valued to the community. Local traditional knowl-

edge of types of ice and location of walrus during certain times of the year could contribute to the 

knowledge of newer generations of hunters. This question was designed to lead directly into the 

following question linking ice, walrus, and changes. 

The third question was: "How would you explain to a younger person or to an inexperienced hunter the 

times and timing of walrus migration(s) around your community? Do you see any change in this because of the chang-

ing sea ice, change in wind and weather patterns, hunting techniques, or total number of walrus you observe these 

days?" This question was asked for observational comparisons and relates to how TEK is passed on 

to the next generation. 

The fourth question was: "How was hunters' walrus monitoring (observation and conservation) organized 

in your earlier years? Was it better or worse than it is today? Would you recommend that more traditional observa-

tion (monitoring) practices be used in today's walrus conservation in your community and if so, which ones in particu-

lar?" This question was built on the previous questions and allowed for the documentation of tradi-

tional conservation techniques. This is perhaps the key question in discovering how well traditional 

self-regulation methods are still used.   

The last question was: "How do you see the value of walrus and walrus hunting for your community today 

and in the future?" This question was asked to allow the interviewees the opportunity to make some 

ideological statement on the value of walrus hunting in their community. It helped to conclude the 

interview appropriately and allowed the participants a chance to give overall comments and opin-

ions. 

Most of the interviews took an hour to complete. They were taped, so the researchers were not 

distracted taking notes and could be focused on the interview process. Personal portraits were 

taken of some of the interviewees.  Follow-up and clarifying questions were used to help guide the 

interviews and are included in the following interview selections. Excerpts are included from each 

interview with specific selections chosen because of their relevance to the documentation of TEK 

and to the questions raised during WHMP meetings, as well as their interest to the larger EWC 

community. The tremendous volume of conversation recorded during this project required that 

only portions of interviews be included, and no assumptions should be made based on what is in-

cluded or omitted in this summary publication. 
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Altogether, 27 interviews have been conducted through this TEK project between December 

2003 and April 2004 (see Table of Contents – List of Interviewees) with an average of 5-6 inter-

views from each of the five participating communities.  Interviews in Wales, Shishmaref, and Dio-

mede were conducted primarily in English or in Iñupiaq.  Most of the interviews with senior hunt-

ers in the communities of Gambell and Savoonga on St. Lawrence Island were conducted and re-

corded in Yupik.  Translation of these interviews into English required extensive work. Finalizing 

and editing of these translations was done by John Waghiyi, Jr. of Savoonga, as some of the hunt-

ing terminologies expressed by the senior hunters must be carefully translated.   Overall, roughly 

130 pages of hunter interviews have been recorded during this project.  Taken together, the project 

database likely constitutes the largest pool of documented knowledge of four generations of Native 

walrus hunters in Alaska. This project has created an invaluable record of hunters’ views, practices, 

and perspectives on the traditional knowledge of walrus and its environment. 
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JL:  How did you start learning about walrus hunting and where you might find them around the community? 
 
AA: Walrus?  I was about 12 years old when I started hunting with my grandfather.  We start hunting early- 

around May and June.  We start hunting in May usually for oogruk, so we could have dry meat before 
the ice goes away.   

 
JL:  With your grandfather, when he started taking you out, what did he teach you about the walrus and what did he 
teach you to look out after? 
 
AA:  Every kid that goes out, they learn by watching the hunters.  Not by just asking the grandpa.  Members 
of the crew teach you too.  I started as a bailer (bailing water from the boat), and putting in the pokes, the 
seal pokes.  As we get older we make crew hot water for tea and coffee.  So those are the things we have to 
do when we are teenagers.  We go step by step so to speak.  They showed us…when I first went hunting I 
was so scared that I didn’t get off the boat.  There was so many walrus.  Scary when you first experience it.  
Come to find out I didn’t have to be scared. 
 
JL:  What type of equipment were you using back then? 
 
AA:  We were using the traditional skin boats, we had rifles, motor, but we had those old seal pokes and 
regular hand made paddles.  We couldn’t order from the catalog in them days.  Everything had to be hand 
made by someone here, all the equipment other than the rifles and the shells. 
 
JL:  Have you seen the teachings that you have gone through occurring with the younger generations?   
 
AA:  Yes.  But some of the old equipment that we used to use when I was growing up are gone like the seal 
poke, the paddles are no more. 
 
JL:  For your crew, how many walrus would be sufficient?   
 
AA:  Nowadays, three walrus is all the Lunds can take.  Sometimes we have to go 30-40 miles out.  We can’t 
take a big load.  Three walruses is a big load for those small 18-foot Lund boats.  We could probably put a 
little more meat in there.   
 
JL:  How about with the skin boats? 

 

Interview with Diomede 

Hunter  

 

Arthur Ahkinga (AA) 

 

Place:  Diomede Native                 

Corporation  

 

Interviewed by:  Jonella  

Larson (JL) EWC Specialist, 

and Clinton White (CW) TEK 

Photographer 

 

Date:  March 28, 2004 
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AA:  With the skin boats, a lot.  Maybe about 5 or 6, 10 walrus.  Taking all the required meats and stuff. 
 
JL:  When you were growing up was there a preference? 
 
AA:  Females with the young ones are the first to come through.  And the males are usually the last ones. 
On bulls we prefer the liver on the bull. It’s better than the female.  The old folks that are gone now used to 
say that the bull’s liver is better than the female.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter what type of habitat the walrus prefer on a seasonal migration? 
 
AA:  They learn, we don’t have to tell them, we don’t have to talk to them about that.  We take them with us 
so they learn.  If they have any questions they may ask and we’ll tell them.  Every hunter goes when they are 
young and learns, as they grow older, through observation and by being told by an elder.   
 
JL:  Where do they migrate through? 
 
AA:  When this ice goes, they will go between the islands if they come through.  Migrating walrus don’t   
always come through here.  Sometimes they go through the Siberian side, sometimes they go by the Alaska 
side and sometimes they come through here.  So they don’t always come through in the same area every 
year. 
 
JL:  What times during the year do the walrus migrate? 
 
AA:  In the spring they start as early as April.  In the fall well there is walrus across there.  Big Diomede is a 
haul out with walrus on the other side.  We used to eat walrus sometimes when they come through here.   
They come across here once in a while in the summer.  They come through here in the spring as early as 
April and when the ice comes, when it first comes, is when they all come back, the females.  The bulls are 
the ones that haul out here.  All the females are up north.   
 
JL:  Is there much concern in the community about that? 
 
AA:  We used to hunt on the moving ice out here when the ice stops, it would open up.  Pretty soon it 
would close at night and open up again.  Pretty soon you can’t see that ice anymore.  It would open up  
further and further everyday.  It would stay ice for a long time and when the ice comes in and if the cracks 
are that way then it’s safe.  If they are any other way then it’s not too safe.  The cracks got to be a certain 
direction straight over that way and they say it’s safe to hunt.  I’ve hunted on it before, but not anymore. 
The ice doesn’t do that anymore, it’s probably due to global warming.  Same thing up north when the ice 
first come, they used to hunt on moving ice up here.  Can’t go far though.   
 
JL:  Have you seen much change with the weather aside from the ice? 
 
AA: The weather is getting worse every year I think.  When I was a kid it used to be nice for long periods of 
time.  But when the ice starts moving and it stops, that is when the weather gets nice.  But when it starts 
moving again that is when we get the bad weather.  That’s what they used to do, when the ice stops moving, 
is go to Wales long ago.  They would walk and they knew what they were doing. 
 
JL:  When observing the weather are there certain things that you look for with landmarks? 
 
AA:  The worst one is on the Siberian side.  There are two hills.  When that thing is filled with white 
clouds going like this back here then you don’t go far.  It will take about 2-3 hours if it is white, the cloud. 
But, if it is black then you’d only have maybe less than an hour. It picks up.  That is what we look for all the 
time.  When I was a kid we got caught down south.  We had to go to Fairway Rock, we couldn’t go very far 
anymore even though we weren’t too far out.  That is when we had the Johnson 9 horse, the old ones.   
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JL:  Are there times when you would avoid some of the herds?   
 
AA:  The best way is to go after the fewest ones that way you go faster.  Long ago when there was no limit 
we’d go after the biggest bunch but now it’s better if we go after the fewer ones.  Or if we go to the bigger 
ones we just shoot the ones we want because we don’t have that much…the boats are not big enough.   
 
JL:  Are there any teachings that you could remember from the older people about conserving walrus? 
 
AA:  My grandfather had a boat but long ago that was when they didn’t used to sell ivory and they took just 
what they needed.  They didn’t have to kill all those walrus.  They took just what they needed and never 
threw anything out in the ocean.  They didn’t believe in throwing anything out in the ocean because they  
always say that it is their life out there.   

 
 
JL:  Have you seen change in the total number of walrus you observe today? 
 
AA:  Yeah, a few.  Especially towards the end of the season walrus used to travel on Wales side between 
here and Wales.  Even when there is no more ice there is still a lot of walrus traveling and we would go and 
hunt over there.  Most of the time they are on the Wales side but sometimes they would travel not too far 
from Fairway Rock.  They don’t travel over here much either.  When the ice is gone they’re gone.  It’s not 
like it used to be when I was young.  We can’t hunt them in the water anyway now.  Unless we are close to 
the land where we could cut them up.  We can’t cut them out in the ocean. 
 
 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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JL:  How was more traditional observation done in the earlier days with walrus?  Were there people in the  
community that would make sure that people would take what was needed? 
 
AA:  Like I told you they would take just what they needed before my time.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus in the community today and in the future? 
 
AA:  We need it.  This is what we grew on and grew up with.  Seals, oogruks and all the game and all the 
birds here too, except the seagulls.  Here we don’t eat seagulls.   
 
JL:  How do you see the practice of walrus in the future with the younger generation? 
 
AA:  It will be with us for a while.  The young ones are hunting here too.  It will still be going on even with 
the Lund boats we have here.  We have all kind of help too.  Like before we only depended on a compass, 
but now we could go wherever we want foggy or not with a GPS.  That tells us exactly where we are and 
how fast we are moving, the GPS works wonders.  Like when it is foggy we could hear the walrus and go to 
them even in the fog cause they are noisy. 
 
JL:  Are there any walrus you were taught to leave alone? 
 
AA:  Just the ones that were mating.  Those are the ones we were taught to leave alone.  
 
CW:  You mentioned a couple of times with the past generations people taking as much as they could.  Is that still 
the same importance with people in the community today? 
 
AA:  We go by the book.  In other words we go with what Fish and Game tells us what to take.  Like we 
take the front teeth, measure the tusks, take samples of the blubber and the reproductive tracts…all of that 
has to be recorded and handed over to the monitor.  I think the more we know about walrus the better we 
will be. 
 
JL:  Have you seen any unusual physical traits with the walrus?  Thinning of the blubber or anything?   
 
AA:  Some walrus are real skinny but we don’t eat them.  Most walrus are good to eat now.  I like to learn 
what are the contaminants that are going to affect the walrus.  That is why we have the samples.  I think it 
would be good if we stay right on top of the monitoring and taking samples and learn what kind of affect 
the containments have, or if there any contaminants, how many there are out on the ocean.  Cause that is 
our livelihood, we get our crabs and our fish out there too.  If not here in Diomede then we have to go to 
the main land and trade.  It’s important that we learn all we can about walrus even though we know a lot. 
Cause with the changes in the climate and changes in the ocean, more pollutants go in everyday worldwide. 
We need to be on top of that.   
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JL:  When did you start learning about walrus hunting and who taught you how to walrus hunt? 
 
PA:  Ever since I was born, we grew on walrus mainly.  That it a large part of our consumption, seals also 
and other sea mammals, birds and stuff. But with walrus, everybody born is expected to learn along, just like 
learning in school.  They are taught and it used to be where all the younger men and men would get  
together and talk about what they did today, how it was, how dangerous it was and what the current was to 
get to the walrus.  So it was our elders, our father and mother first, and the whole community would teach 
each other.  
 
JL:  When you would go out in the boats was it mostly your family? 
 
PA:  Anybody.  See the skin boats over there?  They would require no less then 9 people because they are 
heavy.  It was in the skin boat.  Not the whole family.  There is a clan system, a family system.  Like two, 
three houses would be in a family.  What everybody expects everybody to do is to go with their relatives and 
their family.  Some people have large families and that is fortunate.  They are not too badly in need of a 
crew.  It’s already there.   
 
JL:  What were some of the things the older people would point out to you when you would go out walrus hunting?  
What are some of the things that they would teach you? 
 
PA:  Most important thing that I learn before aluminum and stuff, they teach you how to be ever watchful 
of the weather.  Weather patterns you have to study that every hour of the day.  Weather, they teach us, is 
the one that controls if we walk out or go out with the boat.  And they say if you are careless then you are 
endangering the whole boat crew or the people out here on Diomede because they have to get you out if 
you get stranded.  Hunting techniques and weather prediction and how to fix the skin boat if it needs patch-
ing up and stuff.  All the techniques of hunting, which is very simple.  You just have a spear and stuff to 
retrieve the walrus.   
 
JL:  Do you think the younger generation is learning about walrus hunting the same way you did? 
 
PA:  Unfortunately not, because of us mainly.  We show no interest or make any attempt to set up a system 
that used to exist in my time where there are clan houses where men and young men gather and teach each 
other about life and hunting and getting game and so forth.  Out here if you are taking off for example you 
probably won’t go up unless an outboard motor and an aluminum boat go and get you.  And so many times 
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you can’t because of how rough the ice is unless we make a narrow trail at the edge of the water.  That is the 
reason why the young people are not knowledgeable, they know how to kill a walrus.  They can predict the 
weather patterns just like the fog a little bit.  They don’t know the techniques.  They just know how to make 
a harpoon so they can go and retrieve the walrus.   
 
JL:  What are some of the values and lessons that you remember being told to you about the walrus in terms of  
respect? 
 
PA:  It depends on who you are talking to.  My family and the clan that I come from, they conserve the 
meat more and they are more conservative.  That is a value my dad taught me and my brothers pretty much.  
And respect for the elders, all elders.  And attempt to learn what elders know about the current and stuff.  
Those values are gone.  Value in the younger generation the older and younger generation connection is 
what I miss.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter or someone from the younger generation what types of habitat  
walrus would prefer when passing by on migration?  Where you might find the walrus?  
 
PA:  My point of view on that is that the younger people, the younger males have much more ego and count 
on themselves.  Their attitude is ‘yeah I hunt, I’m 18 years old, and I’ve been going out hunting ever since I 
was 6.’  What I learn myself and what I observe, I’m going to utilize in going out today or tomorrow.  The 
way we would try to do it is we say look the walrus will go by far today or days when it is a foggy day, or 
windy day, or calm day it’s different.  For example, in early May, they may swim with their baby.  Those are 
the things you try and teach them. 
 
JL:  Have you seen much change in the migration routes because of the sea ice or the wind and weather patterns? 
 
PA:  That is hard to answer.  Migration pattern, the walrus choose themselves.  They are very smart animal.  
They are smarter than a seal.  Maybe not as smart as a whale but sometimes you can’t catch them, you just 
got to be lucky.  Because the population of walrus in this period may swim more to the Siberian side.  They 
may swim more closer to Wales.  They may hit Diomede more often then you know close to…but it will be 
between the two main lands. That is one thing that I did not learn.  My generation is the generation where 
we use the 9, 10 mph aluminum boat and you get there real quick and you catch only few game and you go 
back really quick.  The pattern is up to the walrus.  They have a long memory like an elephant.  If the walrus 
are known to have a family group they call a ‘herd’ in our language.  If that herd got slaughtered two years 
ago in one certain spot going through here, for example, they will avoid that place for years and years they 
will not come through there.  I don’t know how many walrus have experience being you know, killed for 
consumption for food or ivory.  We never knew.  You are guessing every year like this year we are hoping 
there will be more on that side.   
 
JL:  What kind of change have you seen with the ice in the last few years?   
 
PA:  Some change.   It depends on how strong the wind was in November, northwest that is, and how weak 
it was from both sides south and north.  If there is a north wind there is two-year ice.  This is a one-year ice 
you are looking at out the window.  When there is two-year ice there is fish, blue cods and we fish them.  So 
many times now, it’s just not coincidence, the ice is too thin for everything the airplane to go down if they 
have problem.  I always estimate that the temperature may be warmer. Because when I was a little boy 
around 1950-55, the weather is cold and no ice on it and it froze overnight you could walk on it the next 
day.  It doesn’t freeze anymore as fast.  And we don’t get 2-3 year ice.  It brings clear, like a glacier, some-
thing you can drink.  Like when you pick it up and put it in your bucket and drink it when it melts.  That 
kind is 2-3 year ice.  That doesn’t come around anymore.  It hasn’t come as often as it did anymore.  Dirty 
ice like this, there isn’t much protein in it especially for the fish.  I’m starting to believe global warming that 
was said by the scientists maybe true.  How did that happen we never knew.   
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JL:  When you were growing up did you hear the older people talking about change with the ice or change with their 
observation of weather? 
 
PA:  Not during my period.  There was no concern as to how the ice was going to be.  However, they were 
more happier.  More glad about the season when the 2-3 year ice is going by and reaches the bottom and 
stays there.  We are only about 20 feet out here and some parts is about 30 feet and a bigger berg would 
float by and get stuck and the rest of it would stay there all winter until spring.  If it’s froze and the weather 
got cold, 0 degrees and below, and the weather got calm and the ice die down.  The reason why our elder 
people want calm weather after the cold storm weather is because they get to walk on the ice as soon as it 
comes in.  The current brings it in or it just stayed there after blowing and it froze over and never drifted 
off, chipped and drifted off.  They walk on it and it’s easier to get a seal or an oogruk that way.  But it never 
happens anymore.  If you try to do that now, it will be too thin and you’ll fall right through.   
 
JL:  What were some of the observation techniques for walrus hunting when you were growing up? 
 
PA:  We were not as mobile.  I started boating when I was a little older.   I come from a bigger family and 
my brothers had all the opportunity to go out.  Mine when I was about 15 years old.  That wasn’t much of a 
problem.  They knew the walrus was going to come whether it was going to swim by or whether it was go-
ing to be on the ice. That is the technique we use.  Otherwise more and more often nowadays and some-
times in the past when I was 15 years old we would have to guess, just like a fisherman on the river or on a 
lake, he has to get a hot spot to get trout or salmon.  We hope to just hit walrus if we go out and we don’t 
go out far long time ago.  
 

  JL:  Would you recommend more traditional observation   
  in the area with the younger generation? 
 
  PA:  Yes.  I believe 50% of the time I want to do it  
  myself.  I tell my sons, I’ve got 4 of them, does it 
  look sunshiny today?  Look at Siberian side, look at 
  the Wales side.  The TV said that the weather for 
  cast will be 10 mph winds but it’s going to hit this 
  boat today.  50% of the time I use observation tech- 
  nique and the other 50% of the time we use TV and 
  call the weather station.  Sometime they are very 
  accurate, sometimes they are accurate, sometimes 
  they make mistake, the weather forecast. 
 
 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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JL:  How did you learn about walrus, its behavior and the feeding places around the community? 
 
CM:  I don’t know too much about the feeding places, but I’ve gone with my dad hunting since I was 7 
years old.  But that was only participating and not hunting.  I didn’t start catching walrus until I was 10 or 
11, I think.  But being around it you get to know and watch. 
 
JL:  How did you start out in the boat? 
 
CM:  I started out in the back as the bailer.  When I first started hunting there was 4 different families in the 
boat, all close relatives.  Cause there were only three boats in Diomede, big boats, and they had all different 
families… all the families hunted in those three.   Nowadays all the hunting is done with single families and 
single boats and it’s driving us apart.   
 
As far as learning how to hunt walrus, you just went along.  It’s like an apprentice system, an informal      
apprentice system.  You start out in the boat at the back where you are in the least amount of danger and 
least useful for the crew.  All I did when I first started was bail the boat and make the coffee, menial jobs.  
As I grew older, I moved up by seat.  And that was how it worked back then you know, you moved up to 
the bowman, the most experienced and skillful of the hunters.  There is two of them actually.  They are both 
used to hunt walrus, look for walrus, because the bow is a lot higher than the rest of the boat on the skin 
boat.  It’s just based on how useful you are and how much knowledge, and how you are able to work in the 
boat.  And it was kind of a ranking system, you know.  Also when dividing up shares, the boat Captain and 
the bowman are right after each other.  The boat Captain usually, because he owns the boat, he gets the first 
share.  He gets to choose first, and then the bowman, and then so on.  And that is how they divided up the 
game. 
 
JL:  When you guys would first start to go out how would the captain and the crew discuss where to go that day? 
 
CM:  Yeah, they would.  When I first started out I wasn’t a part of it.  They would go over to a place called 
the Falling Rock.  It’s a big rock on top of a cliff that looks like it is ready to fall.  And they would go there, 
look around with binoculars, and see where the walrus are and which way is the best way to go out, if at all.  
There were some days we didn’t go out at all because the ice wasn’t good.  I guess it’s based on how much 
your life is involved with hunting.  I know parts of where to go, which currents are going where, and what 
kind of wind, but the people that really know it are the people that grew up with it.   
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Back in the old days they used to spend days out on the ice.  Not any more.  I think we’ve lost a lot of 
knowledge about how the ice acts, plus we’ve lost a lot of knowledge on how the ice acts now by itself with-
out our knowledge.  By that I mean that the ice has changed a lot.  When I was a kid if we flew from here to 
Nome the ice would be all the same.  It would all look the same, thick.  Now you take off and fly 5 minutes 
south of Diomede, it all turns to yearling ice.  And that is all the way to Nome.  And that is how much the 
winters have warmed up.   
 
Walrus hunting has changed a lot too, because last year was the first time we didn’t get any female walrus.  
They all took off before we got done whaling and all we were left with was the bulls and unless you get a 
young bull like we did last year, you could use that for skins but mostly it’s the females and we didn’t get 
any.  And we have to get some this year because our skin is too old, for the skin boat. 
 
JL:  Back to when you were growing up and the schooling you went through, are there any lessons or anything that 
you observed that really sticks with you? 
 
CM:  There weren’t any lessons as far as traditional lessons go.  My dad would show me once and they said 
that is all I’m going to and you’d have to remember it. Course, I never could, but over the years it’s just 
repetition and it becomes instilled.  And it’s easy to forget too, because when I came back from the Marine 
Corps. I couldn’t remember. 
 
My brother joked that I spent too much time in the white man’s world cause I couldn’t remember how to 
butcher an oogruk, let alone a walrus.  It’s like the old saying ‘you don’t use it, you lose it’ and that’s true.  
Some people really catch on to it…I’m not very good at it. But the lesson part was they show you once and 
that’s all they’re going to show you.  Of course there are guys that will show you more than once.   
   
We mostly learned by doing.  We used to always joke about how the elders would always laugh at us, how 
we cut up stuff.  The first oogruk of the year or the first walrus of the year is always sloppy cause we’re    
getting back into cutting, especially us young punks, because we’re trying to rush.  When me and my crew 
were starting out, it would take us maybe half hour to butcher an oogruk, but by the time we got done it 
would take 5 minutes flat.  Yeah, the lessons were just by doing.   
 
JL:  Do you think that the younger generation is acquiring and understanding the knowledge of walrus the same way 
you did? 
 
CM:  Yeah, because experience is the best teacher.  When you make mistakes, they stay with you.  And if 
you have someone knowledgeable to correct you, that’s even better.  It depends on if the kids are willing to 
listen and learn.  Nowadays, some of the kids they think they know it all.  But then again most teenagers 
think that too.  I don’t know it all.  There is a lot of stuff I haven’t learned just from not doing it.  But as far 
as I learned, that would be great because it teaches you responsibility because you are responsible to your 
crew, everybody has a place and those are there for a reason.  Nowadays, I think sometimes that the boats 
hunt differently, not safe because they don’t follow those ways.  I still try to even though there is only like 
five in my crew.  The one who is least experienced does most of the menial work, but we share anyway.  It’s 
being safe.  That system was set there long before the United States was born and they’re there for a reason, 
you know.  Keep people safe.  It’s just different I guess.  
 
JL:  How would you explain the types of habitat walrus occupy when going by the community? 
 
CM:  The type of habitat.  There is ice obviously; they use a lot of ice.  They go with the flow basically but 
I’ve seen walrus hauled up on Fairway Rock.  And when we see them white we know they’ve been in the 
water for a long time.  All the blood is gone from their skin.  They have feeding places over here, south of 
the island where they feed.  Nowadays, back in the old days they used to leave them alone when they were 
feeding.   
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JL:  Those seem to fall along the lines of traditional conservation…when to leave them alone.  Are there any other 
times you were encouraged to leave them alone? 
 
CM:  When there are killer whales around, I leave them alone.  My mom said ‘you leave their prey alone if 
they are around cause that is why they come, they are coming for their territory.’  There could be herds in-
side a pack of ice, but if the current is no good and the ice is all packed, you could go in that and end up 
stuck in that.  That’s about it when people would tell us not to go after them.  Nobody tells us now not to 
go after them when they are feeding and I think that’s why people are doing it.  But fresh meat is fresh meat 
and it always tastes good, especially in July. 
 
JL:  How about ‘rogue walrus’ or ‘orphaned walrus’?  Have you heard of them? 
 
CM:  Yeah, one year we caught a walrus that had seal in its stomach.  It was pretty neat.  It had seal strips 
that were like an inch and a half wide and it was perfect strips.  They were an inch and a half all the way 
along like someone had taken a ruler and cut it with a knife.  I guess what had happened was the walrus had 
just sucked it right off the seal skin.  As far as orphaned, I don’t know about that part.   
 
But we’ve found some walrus that, not to get off the subject, but we’ve found walrus…seems like more that 
are unhealthy.  Some with white patches in the body like cancer or something.  Like a couple of the walrus 
that I caught there was white under their ribs.  They were sick and real skinny. So, we just let them go but I 
sent specimens to Gay.  But, they never let us know what is going on with them. Walrus, we see more sick 
animals and it has me kind of worried because we are eating this stuff.  Nobody is telling us.  We always get 
these toxin reports from the Fish and Wildlife and I don’t know if I agree with them.  But being uneducated, 
I may not know what I’m talking about.  
   
JL:  How would you explain when the migrations occur around Diomede?   
 
CM:  It all depends on ice.  Like for the last 10 years, the ice has really thinned out so the walrus are here 
sooner and gone quicker.  And I know humans are quick thinkers but it seems like that our habits are not as 
fast.  Cause people always try to do traditional timing but it seems like we always be late sometimes, you 
know.  
 
The females with calves are usually the ones that pass first.  But it seems kind of weird cause we’ve been  
seeing bulls with the females in the past...but it seems like there are more now.  Now we get them more 
mixed females and males.  Plus we are seeing a whole bunches of bulls on the ice, which is kind of weird.  
They don’t usually come around until the end of June.  But like I said, the ice is the key factor.  So, the fe-
males with calves come first and that’s usually the end of April until the middle of June depending on the ice 
and then the bulls come.  They always call them ‘green palms’, cause they are always green from the algae, 
from the rocks.  Man, they can climb.  And, it all depends on the ice and it’s changing every year.  It seems 
like it’s getting quicker and quicker.   
 
You can tell if its year old ice because its thinner and cleaner.  Old ice is dirtier and it’s a little bit more 
brown, it’s thicker 6 or 7 feet thick and maybe even more.  The distinction between old and new is not very 
big because in a year if its really cold the ice can get thick in a year.  We used to get thick, thick ice.  The ice 
has gotten a lot thinner.   
 
JL:  Have you seen change with the migration because of the weather regime and the ice?   
 
CM:  Big change sometimes, but it varies from year to year.  The general trend seems to be that the ice is 
going quicker and one year the ice was gone in April.  We didn’t have any ice out here...it all took off and 
come June there was no ice whatsoever.  With the ice goes the game.  Only the newborn pup seals are 
around.  They stick around till the middle of July and they take off too.   
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JL:  With traditional monitoring and conservation, 
how was that organized when you were growing 
up?   
 
CM:  It was pretty much the same.  They kept 
records of what they caught.  It hasn’t changed 
really with monitoring.  But, I suspect it hasn’t 
changed much.  I understand both sides of the 
story as far as conservation.  I agree with a lot 
of the points the conservationists from the 
lower ’48 and the rest of Alaska, even for that 
matter.  I agree with a lot of the stuff and is-
sues that the places like Diomede, Gambell, or 
Brevig, all have issues with conservation as far 
as being able to establish it, I don’t know.  
Whatever system we get we have to be flexible.  
There are circumstances out of our control 
and there are circumstances in the lives.  But as 
far as conservation goes, it’s fine now.  Every-
one has the message.  It’s just being able to 
deal and cope with it on an individual level.   
And there are people that are just scared to 
hunt.  So, that is the negative part of conserva-
tion.  But, I agree with it whole-heartedly as far 
as keeping the animals around.  But, I don’t 
agree with it as far as someone in the lower ’48 
saying that it’s wrong, because it’s not.  I don’t know anyone who is more respectful to animals than Na-
tives.  We’re a lot more conscious of our actions than anyone else.  It’s changed a lot in my lifetime that’s for 
sure.   
 
It’s not easy to live here.  This is one of the most expensive to live in the United States.  A lot of the stuff 
that we buy is 200% more expensive than Anchorage, 100% more than Nome.  So we have to balance that 
with feeding ourselves and keeping our houses heated.  So as far as their being a conservation blanket, I 
don’t know if there will ever be one because circumstances are all different.  There has to be a happy       
medium for our needs and the needs of those 1000 miles away.  I understand that people that are involved 
in “conservation” have to deal with that.  I guess what I’m trying to say is that I don’t want us to be rail-
roaded, or our issues unheard.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus hunting in the community of Diomede today and in the future? 
 
CM:  Honestly, when I grew up walrus hunting was more of a way of life than anything else.  It was  
predominant, meaning we spent 75% of our time getting ready for it when the time came.  I mean it was 
almost 100% prevalent because then 90% of everybody didn’t have jobs and 10% of the people had jobs 
that could pay for stuff with real money.  Everything else was paid with ivory.  Everybody’s nutritional 
needs were met with walrus and through trading with other villages and that made up 80% of our diet.  
Nowadays we have the store that is always full.  There were times when I was growing up when there was 
only flour left in the store and no other food staples.  It’s changed a lot.  We can order stuff and it will get 
here within two weeks, if the weather is good.   
 
As far as walrus consumption and diet, it’s changed a lot and will probably change more.  And I think in the 
future that is how we are going to be...even now you can see the changes.  We are not going to need walrus 
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to survive, but we are going to need it as a people.  So how do you balance that, I don’t know.  There are 
two sides to everything.  Like I said that everybody is probably going to be on welfare, and if the State is 
going like it is going, we are going to run out of money.  It’s going to change.  It’s already changing.  There 
are probably kids in Diomede that have never had walrus and that is a real possibility, before that was un-
heard of.  So it’s changing gradually.  As far as balancing our love for walrus and the need for walrus, I don’t 
know where that line is drawn.   
 
From what I’ve heard of walrus population, we haven’t had a census done in over 10 years, it could be  
totally different from what we have none.  What some of them have said may be true in that they might be 
eating themselves out of habitat.  And that may be why we are seeing more sick animals.  But, on the other 
side of the coin, we may be just polluting them to death, and in turn ourselves.  So the quicker we answer 
these questions, the safer we will be.  I think we should push for the information.  As far as getting into the 
lives and the habits of walrus and any marine mammals they don’t.  All they are studying is the plankton and 
the ocean currents and stuff like that.  Although I realize that is the basis for everything, it seems superficial.  
And maybe it’s because it’s just started so maybe they’ll get into it more.  I know Gay Sheffield has done a 
lot of work in terms of studying their diets and stuff, and I’m real curious as to what she finds out about 
that.  But yeah, we do need the information.  Cause I’m not, as far as my health is concerned, I’m not going 
to take anybody’s blanket statement in that eating is healthier than the alternatives.  It may be true, but it 
may not be.  We just don’t know and I’d like to.   
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JL:  How did you learn about walrus and walrus hunting when you first started hunting? 
 
HM:  When I first started hunting, I started with my father when I was a little boy.  I sure wanted to go 
hunting and I would go crying down at the beach and he finally put me in the skin boat.  I started when I 
was about 8 years old.  I used to go out with Okpealuks’ crew.  Old man was strict.  When I first started, I 
ended up bailing the skin boat by the motorman. 
 
JL:  What kind of hunting techniques to you remember with the older hunters? 
 
HM:  I mostly observe the older men.  Mostly stayed in the skin boat but I helped them shoot walrus and 
made coffee for them since I was the youngest in the boat.   
 
JL:  Are there any practices or lessons you recall as a younger boy?  Things that were done in a boat, or what to 
look out for when approaching a herd? 
 
HM:  Yeah.  When we were approaching a herd of walrus we would shut the motor down and everybody 
would just paddle and go right up to the walrus.   
 
JL:  If you were explaining to a younger hunter where they may be able to find walrus around here during the time of 
migration, how would you explain that to them? 
 
HM:  Around here you got to watch…mostly the currents come from the south in the springtime.  Mostly 
stay on the open water.  That current is real fast, always watch the ice from the south and if there is a herd 
of walrus, you got to cut them up right away.  That ice will push you right against the shore ice if you don’t 
and you’ll miss your docking area.  That happened to us once.  We couldn’t help it cause we couldn’t start 
the motor and that ice just push us against the shore ice.  It was so slushy that we couldn’t paddle, so we let 
the ice just push us.  Until we got to a flat area and we had to unload all the meat, the walrus hide, every-
thing except the ivory…to lighten the skin boat you know.  So we could pull the skin boat up onto the ice.  
The next day we found our meat, it was still on the ice so we recovered some of the meat and the walrus 
hide but it was frozen.  They weren’t too far up north.  Most of them anyway. 
 
JL:  When you guys would go out, what kinds of walrus were a part of the herds during the migration? 
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HM:  Mostly we see females first and no bulls, maybe one or two males in a female herd plus calves.  These 
walrus look smaller than before when I was growing up.  We hardly see bulls nowadays.  You got to go a 
long way.   
 
JL:  What time of the year do the walrus migrate by the community? 

 
 
HM:  May.  Sometime in the middle part of May we start seeing walrus.  This month we start seeing winter 
walrus, a small herd over here, this month winter walrus.  Maybe 10 of them but we couldn’t go out to them 
because that’s when the ice was coming in.  Maybe the middle part of May that’s when we really start waiting 
by bringing all the skin boats down south.  If it’s no good on south…I don’t think it will be good this year 
cause we have open water too close and the trail along the island is really rough.  It’s worse than last year but 
if it keeps opening up this young ice will come in and it will freeze up, but it will probably be pretty rough.   
 
JL:  Have you noticed much change in the ice patterns? 
 
HM:  Yup.  First time we see in a long time open up this close to the village.  Usually it freeze up kind of 
farther out.   
 
JL:  How about from when you were younger? 
 
HM:  When I was younger, usually it was real flat and smooth. No rough ice on the shore. Maybe just a little 
bit here and there.  Thick ice, you know. It seems like it is thinning out and thinning out every year, it’s not 
too thick.  It’s mostly young ice, and not old ice.  When you see old ice, it is all brown covered and it’s got 
sand here and there.  Sometimes we get river ice. Real clear river ice where we can go and get fresh water.  

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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JL:  Aside from the ice changing, do you notice much difference with the weather also? 
 
HM:  Last year it was a little warmer than this, no kidding.  It’s a little colder this year but last year it was 
really warm.  Warmer than usual and we had less snow and we got a little more this year than last year.  
 
JL:  When you were growing up and you said that that boat captain was pretty strict?  How were some of the ways 
he was strict? 
 
HM:  He was a boat owner and kind of an old man.  He used to scold young guys like me growing up.  Do 
it right away, can’t just stand around or you’d get scolded.  Every time we bring the walruses we’d unload 
the skin boat, wash the skin boat and take all the blood off his skin boat, everything.  We keep it clean.  
Wash it out.  Tilt it on one side, almost turning it upside down so it will dry up.   
 
CW:  When you talked about being a bailer, were there certain positions that you would work yourself up to from 
being a bailer? 
 
HM:  Yep.  Bailer, from bailer there is the chief, the cook.  From bailer you go to assistant cook, then to 
cook, then there is the crew.  After you pass all that you’ll be a crew.  Maybe later on they’d put you as a 
bowman.  Sometimes we rotate every year, two different men.  But if that bowman is good then he’ll be a 
bowman for a while and will be it the next year.  Me, I was just about everything.  I was a bowman, but 
when I  missed too much my Captain always call me back and I would have to drive the skin boat.  He was a 
pretty good Captain, Thomas Menadelook, Sr.  He teach me everything. 
 
JL:  What does the bowman do? 
 
HM:  Look out for walruses and make sure the skin boat doesn’t run into small chunks of ice when going 
into an ice pack.  The bowman always harpoon when there is no ice and we shoot a walrus, he harpoons the  
walrus.  Always on the left side or right side always harpoon on the right side.  The person behind him  
always carry the float.  After the man harpoons the walrus he’s got to make sure he throws the float over.   
 
CW:  Does it depend on how the Captain feels?  If the Captain feels that a guy is ready to move up to a higher posi-
tion he will go up? 
 
HM: It depends on how many hunts you’ve been on and if you’re an accurate shooter then you’d go up in 
front and be the bowman.  If you miss too much you’ll move back a seat.  The guy in front is the bowman, 
the two men…if the bowman miss too much then the next guy in the seat will move up.   
 
JL: How was some of the traditional observation and walrus conservation done when you started? 
 
HM:  We were allowed only 10 females and 10 bulls per hunter.  They had regulations then.  That is all we 
were allowed.  And if you have 10 men and you meet your quota then you’re done for the spring.  Skin 
boats load more meat, not like these aluminum boats. There are some areas up north you got to watch all 
the time cause that ice keeps, doesn’t go all the way north in the spring time.  It’s just goes in  
circles.  There is a current here and a current there and behind the island and that current just goes around.  
If you shoot walrus on the edge if you stay too long the ice will just go around and around and pretty soon 
you’ll just end up in the middle and you’ll get trapped.  You got to work fast when you butcher walrus.  It 
happened to us at Fairway Rock, we were cutting up walruses and all of a sudden it surrounded our skin 
boats.  We had to pull our skin boats over and over to get to open water.  We always keep contact with each 
other with CBs.  Each boat owner uses a CB and a VHF.  We always call sometimes after we see  
walrus and if we are alone we always call other skin boats and tell them there’s walrus on our side.  Some-
time we’ll wait for them to come and we’ll go to this herd and they’ll go to that herd.  We help each other 
out.   
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And you got to watch the other boats.  These young guys don’t know.  If there is a herd of walrus and 
you’re on this side and they’re on the other side, they start shooting toward the walrus they’ve got to be 
careful sometimes.  It happened to us twice where the bullets were flying right by us.  They knew we were 
over there, they always get excited, those young boys.  That is when they get excited, they shoot any old way.  
We always go over there sometimes and scold those young boys and tell them to watch where they are 
shooting.  They always get too excited.   
 
JL:  What are some of the differences you see from when you were growing up hunting and then with these younger 
generations? 
 
HM:  Not too much.  You know they grew up with their fathers and grandfathers and they showed them 
how to hunt.  They bring home what they need.  When we don’t get too much walrus, when we don’t get 
too much meat the other boat always share their meat.  That is good.  They always give me walrus meat 
every spring, so I could keep my freezer full.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus and walrus hunting in the community today and in the future? 
 
HM:  Well, in the past we try to bring most of the meat home.  We try to bring ivory home so we could 
carve.  We always try to tell these young guys, try to bring most of the catch what ever you kill, you know.  I 
don’t know, in the near future we might not end up with skin boats but these younger guys try to keep their 
tradition by keeping the skin boats in the village.  Some of these ladies try to teach their daughters how to 
split the skin of the walrus hide for the skin boats.  Like Vera Ozenna is teaching her daughter how to split 
and sew to keep the tradition.  Got to have age flipper.  I’ve got one more left and I had some the other day.  
I’ve had too much white man’s food, not too good.  Just me and my oldest daughter eat Eskimo food 
mostly.  My grandson, he sure like Eskimo food.  When I’m not eating Eskimo food, he goes to his 
grandma’s to eat Eskimo food.  
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JL:  How did you first learn about walrus and the hunting sites around Diomede? 
 
POSr.:  Like I said earlier I was about 8 or 9 years old when my uncle Otto used to take me out during  
walrus season in May.  That is how I learned. 
 
JL:  Would you go out with family crews? 
 
POSr.:  No, we don’t take family out.  It’s always the husbands and sons.  In those days the only place we 
had was the south side, even whaling season time.  That area we hunt out of.  We’ve got all this game: wal-
ruses, bowhead, belugas.  They come along with the ice.  They follow the movement of the ice going north-
ward and they go right along with them, even walrus.  We teach the young ones like my son, like Jerry my 
stepson, I teach them ever since they were small and teach them how to shoot also.  Very young.  That is 
how we learn.  There is a lot of change, you know.  It’s too bad sometimes when I think back.  I hope these 
young people could speak Iñupiaq too.  That is the best language in a boat when you are hunting.  The best 
language in a boat, especially when you are out hunting.   
 
These young people I worry about.  They won’t tell you where they are going.  But these two boys, my Jr. 
and his older brother, they will tell me where they are going and I will know which way they are heading.   
 
JL:  Is that something you would always tell each other when you would go out hunting? 
 
POSr.:  Yes.  We have VHF radios nowadays which we didn’t have.  All we had was compass in the boat.  
No communication.  Now they have everything.  I always try to think for the betterment for the island, what 
would be helpful for this little island.  That is the way I am.  And they are good.   
 
Walrus, how many years now, the ice always be gone so fast that we are not catching walrus like we used to.   
Like I said we hunt out here.  With no open water, there would be herds and herds of walrus and all you got 
to do is watch them through the binoculars.  And the past few years, the ice is gone just like that.  That is 
how fast the ice is going up north.  Maybe, hopefully if this ice keep coming up close every time we get 
strong northwest wind we’d be okay then.  One thing I am afraid of this year is that we’d have a real early 
spring too.  This whole world is changing.  Our current system is changing and the weather is  
changing.  There is a lot of changes that these young people don’t realize that us older people we experience.  
We experience it and these younger people don’t know.  Yeah, the walrus season has changed here.  The last 
few years.  It never was like that before.   
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JL:  When they migrate, when would they normally migrate by?   
 
POSr.:  In May.  The females, that is when their calves are born.  And some maybe they still carry in the 
later part of May.  All these years, when was it two years ago it was real big open water and you know the ice 
hits over here and it would pretty much stay with us.  There was no way we could get to those herd.  There 
was thousands and thousands of walrus on the ice.  Females.  And there was no way we could get to them.  
The sea ice was just packed.  Then we got to the closest one about from here to that wall.   
 
Boy it got real poor on walrus season.  Summer time, like our fathers and grandfathers, when there is walrus 
it’s always good to eat fresh meat.  Even so we get thousands and thousands that come every spring and 
summer till fall.  And we still preserve the walrus meat.  We’ve got 1,2,3 meat holes.  Those we will pull up 
in the fall.  The ones we age.  Those are the best.   
 
Like I said, walrus season really change.  I hope this year it will be better.  You know EWC always give re-
ports from Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  Village by village how many walrus are 
caught in a season which is good, you know.  We don’t waste here.   
 
JL:  What are some of the things that your father used to tell you about conservation and some lessons about  
walrus?  
 
POSr:.  Yeah, walrus season is not like it used to be. Only three female heads.  And I use them for carving.  
In my free time I like to carve.  That is the worst part about walrus season time.  The ice going so fast and 
all those boys out there are going to tell you the same thing.  How many years now it’s been that way.  The 
funny thing too is last spring, us we didn’t catch enough oogruk, bearded seal.  And there was lots of ice all 
right but where are the walruses?   
 
A lot of changes in the weather and the current system, too.  Our current system out here has changed.  
When someone finds the clear ice we go for that and use it for drinking water.  Not any more, not any more.  
Everything changes, people wise and weather wise.  Yes, I’m not fooling you, I’m telling you the truth.  The 
people change too.  The people are not like they used to be…they follow the weather.   
 
And there are some changes in the health of walruses.  The best people here, the hunters, are collecting  
specimens from the marine mammals, and we are still the best collecting seal samples or bearded seal  
samples.  And now that walrus season is starting we have to collect these samples for the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service.  Whatever they want, we are going to collect all that for them.  And we are real good at it.   
If the liver has a high level of mercury, that is suppose to affect the baby if a women is carrying one.  We’ll 
get whatever we think is unusual even in the guts of the marine mammal and we are going to take that and 
put it in a special bag and give it to whoever is collecting the specimens.  And we are real good at it.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to someone who may be an inexperienced hunter where they might find the walrus 
around here?  
 
POSr.:  Let me talk about these young people.  On account of if we were to get together, us older ones 
could tell these younger people about the walrus season.  We lack that.  But me, I talk to these boys, not all 
the time but whenever his older brother is here I talk.  Even in the boat I talk.  You know sometimes we 
pull over and have coffee and I talk to them.  In the springtime that ice starts moving north.  That is when 
the walrus season starts.  You’ve got to look southwest even to the east towards Wales.  Because the walrus  
migrate on both sides of the island, especially on the ice.  Fairway Rock southeast of us and to the west.  
And with my experience is there would be some walrus on top of the ice on the Wales side and there is no 
way, when the ice is packed, that Wales people will get out there.  They will just be watching the walrus go-
ing by and hear us shooting walruses on the ice.  Over here, on this little island it will be the same if the ice 
is packed, no open water.  If this open water up here is close enough, then we’ll use it because the ice is 
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packed over. There is no way we could hunt and we could have a chance as long as the ice is not too packed 
where we could get to walrus.  And that is how the current system operates the ice.  And the wind system 
too, it goes with the wind.  Like I said, these metal boats, there is no way you could get to the walruses if 
they are inside.  With the skin boat, yeah you could get to them. You could push them either way to get out 
on the ice and you load up the skin boat.  You just push the ice.  You have to try to go to the smallest cake 
of ice.  They are easiest to push. You could even push a good size of cake of ice.  That is how we do it with 
a skin boat.  A couple guys pushing sideways and the people in the back they would paddle…they would be 
pushing.  That is how we do it, especially with a skin boat.   
 
I don’t know whether these other parents tell their son about the hunting system and how to go about it.  
 

 
 
JL:  How do you see the importance of walrus hunting today and in the future?   
 
POSr.:  One thing I’m worried about is with these younger people.  Of course the ones that are being 
taught, they will try to pass it on to the others and hopefully say ‘Yeah, this is how my dad taught me and 
this is how we are supposed to do it.  This is the way we should do it.’  I always tell my boys, ‘It will be nice 
close by, but look as far as your eyes could see.  Look around and how do you think the weather is going to 
get?’  That is how I was taught.  If you want to look at the weather, look as far as your eyes could see.  What 
do you think the weather is going to be like?  That is how I learned too.  And there is another thing and if it 
is clear over in East Cape there looks like a saddle, you know it could be real nice like this but when that 
saddle is filled up with a fog or a dark cloud, boy you better head on home.  Just like that in 10-15 minutes 
the real high wind is going to come up. If you are down south, better try to make it home as fast as you can, 
because a big strong north, northwest wind is going to come up.  We did and it beat us one time.  That little 
island, Fairway Rock saved us.  Every time when we rocked between the waves you could only see the water 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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on the side of the skin boat and when you come up, all that wind hits you.  And we were lucky.  That is one 
thing I am sort of worried about.  I don’t know about the other parents, their other fathers.  How much 
they always talk to their children about the hunting ways.  At least I always tell them, ‘Hey, the current is not 
right. With the weather, you can’t predict it nowadays.’  Same way with the south wind, we’d have close by 
open water out there, strong winds, I never go out there.  And those two boys were lucky.  That’s why I 
always tell those boys, ‘You got to be careful. Always say which way you are going to go.  You never know if 
the ice goes out where it’s going to take you.’  
 
These white man clothes are no good.  That is the only type of clothes we use these days.  Yeah, that is one 
of the things I worry about, these young ones never tell which way they are going to go.  But these two 
boys, I always want to know which way they are going to go.  Jerry does that.  That is the only thing I’m 
worried about.  How these younger generation is going to be like after we are gone.  My worry hunting-wise.  
Even in the boat I don’t keep quiet.  I say, ‘This is how you’re supposed to do it.’   
 
One thing is each village has their own way of hunting.  It’s different here but some of it might be the same.  
The other side they have a different way of hunting.  We are out here isolated, surrounded by water.  And 
those in Gambell and Savoonga who are on an island too, they’re pretty much, hunting-wise, is like here.  
Same way with King Island people when they were living on King Island.  Island people have same hunting 
practice with marine mammals.  Different than mainland people.   
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JL:  When did you start walrus hunting and who did you learn from? 
 
LA:  I started when I was 6 or 7 years old and I went out with my dad and his crew in the skin boat. That 
was my introduction to walrus hunting as a very young boy.     
 
There weren’t any boats close by and because that time we were attacked by a herd of walrus it never hap-
pened again all the other times.  They came close but we were now able to get away with good motors and 
different, faster boats.  The walrus still get aggressive and they get pretty mean sometimes, especially when 
you disturb them sitting on the ice.  Usually if you get too close to them they avoid coming close to you 
when they’re scrambling for the water from the ice.  Like I said it’s the disturbance that makes them  
aggressive, too.  It’s natural instincts for an animal to get mean when they get bothered.   
 
JL:  What times of the month do people normally go out hunting or observing the times of migration?   
 
LA:  Actually, the primary season for walrus begins in the first or second week of May before the whaling 
season, which is in March or early April.  Prior to that in January, February, and March when it gets warm 
enough and the temperature is not so cold anymore.  We do hunt the bull walrus before the whaling season.  
And then when we start sighting the whales we stop pursuing the walrus and start hunting the whale.  And 
that goes on until the end of May usually.   
 
But of course the pattern is not the same today anymore like it used to be because of the climate change and 
the ice conditions have changed and the animals are affected by this global warming thing.  That is sad to 
say.  I think we are more adversely affected here because our walrus and whaling seasons are short because 
of inclement weather.  So, it’s not the same like it used to be.  When I was growing up and later on as an 
adult hunting with my dad, we used to have good weather all the time.   
 
So over a period of years we have seen this climate change that affects the walrus, the whale, and of course 
us too more than anything else.  I hope you find that interesting. 
 
JL:  How has that changed the ice conditions? 
 
LA:  Well, we are getting too much wind in the fall time when it’s the transition from the fall to winter.  We 
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are getting such severe fall winds now and it kind of wrecks our ice.  Normally we used to get the polar pack 
ice from up north down here.  It would arrive, without fail, the first week of December.  Now we don’t get 
that polar pack ice anymore.  We get what we call the locally formed ice from just north of us and some of 
those animals, especially the bowhead whale, are not migrating further south.  We suspect that the bulk  
remaining herd or stock is remaining north of the island.  Whereas, before when the polar pack ice moved 
down here, past the island a little ways, the ice would take the animals farther south of the island.  Now I 
guess the local ice conditions that form are so thin that the animals are able to remain farther north of us.   
 
But they’ll be coming through and the polar pack ice is receding so fast in the spring time.  I guess it melts 
sooner too, because it’s the locally formed ice that the animals go with the receding ice pack.  Our walrus 
season is very short now because of that.  The ice recedes, goes so fast that our walrus season is very short.  
And of course we get a lot of wind, too.  It’s affecting us now.  The animals that we hunt are affected by it 
and that is how it affects us.  Now some of these things I have seen.   
 
You know, I’m not so young anymore but I could think of the old days when things were normal with the 
climate.  I have seen so much change with our climate over the years.  And it seemed that nobody would 
listen because the enormity of the problem is so big it involves many countries and the whole world. I guess 
that I get impatient sometimes as an individual because our scientists are not moving fast enough to remedy 
our problem.  I don’t know if the damage is reversible or what the remedial steps that can be taken are.  I 
know the spray stuff or whatever chemicals we use that deplete the ozone layer, I don’t know how we could 
reverse that.   
 
JL:  What were some of the traditional observations when you were younger that people would use to get ready for 
the migrations or cycle of hunting? 
 
LA:  Well, it’s actually a very long story because just the other day I talked to the kids up at the school and 
mentioned to them that when I was a young boy, it seemed that we didn’t need any money to survive.  We 
lived off the land.  And the cycle of survival here was continuous.  It was a social moral for a young man 
grew up to be a hunter.  You have to be in good physical shape, you have to learn to be a good hunter and 
then when you become of age you get married and raise a family and they lived off the land.  So, all the  
animals, seals, walrus or whatever they get in the year is used for clothing, food, heating and light.  Those 
were the essentials back then.  It was a year-long process.  In the summertime, we would put up the food 
and get the birds in the summer that we use for the parkas.  You know, that is all in anticipation of, I guess,  
survival for the people where they would produce the clothing all year round.  The women would do the 
sewing and of course they put up their harvest in the springtime, too.  That didn’t happen in my lifetime 
where they used the old sod houses, I never did live in those, I came later but I was born and raised, my first 
2-3 years, in a dwelling where we had two seal oil lamps.  We didn’t have any electricity or running water.  
Now we have everything.  So that is kind of a contrast today to back then.   
 
Actually, the walrus season begins in November when they start getting the walrus and by December, when 
the ice pack comes in, our guys are able to go out on the ice and get the walrus until the whaling  
season begins.  Of course, when they are not getting the walrus, they are getting the seal.  And the women in 
the meantime are sewing clothing for their men and their families.  It’s kind of a year round cycle and it 
peaks and goes down depending on the time of the season.  For the walrus season, they have to have good 
boats.  They get those ready in the summer time.  Our walrus skin boats we use for hunting are fixed and 
repaired, new hides on them in July and that is in anticipation of the long winter coming on.  And a new 
hide on a boat will last 3-4 years but back in those days, they changed them every 2 or 3 years.  The prepara-
tion like I said was practically year round.  It was a communal activity with the crews and the clans pitch in 
to fix the boats and put up the meat.   
 
JL:  With the timing of migration do the females come and then the bulls?  Or have you seen change with the herd? 
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LA:  Well, usually the biggest herd we harvest is the female walrus that come in early May.  They come on 
their way back north with the moving of the ice.  And the bulls normally hang around on the north side of 
the island here.  The female walrus with their calves move right back up north with the ice.  And the bull 
walrus, mostly bull walrus, start coming down south in November and in December.  So, supposedly we sit 
right in the middle of the Bering Strait where the flow of the walrus and whale traffic, you know, right in the 
middle of it.  We get to observe the migrations pretty good. 
 
JL:  With the ice changes have you seen a difference with the migration? 
 
LA:  Yeah, those animals stick pretty much to the ice.  That is pretty much their shelter.  The ice goes too 
fast and this locally formed ice is not very good either because it’s not as thick as it’s thinner.  With the 
higher winds that we get, it gets broken up pretty easily, whereas with the polar pack ice when it used to 
come in, that is good, strong 10-foot-thick ice that doesn’t pile up so easy.  Sometimes we could see a lot of 
walrus out there, but we can’t go get them cause the conditions are not right.   
 
JL:  What were some of the conservation practices that you observed being used when you were younger? 
 
LA:  We managed the walrus, whales based on what is needed in the village.  Later on they had a rule that a 
boat could go out and get four walrus.  That was the limit for a trip.  In fact I think there was a tribal council 
that would go and confiscate any overkill.  If they got more than four, this group would go and confiscate 
some of the ivory.  They created a community fund that they used, pretty similar as to what the enforcement  
people practice today.  That was created by our own people.  We never wasted any of the animals.  We used 
our skin boats and that was true of all the captains of the village.  When I went out with my dad he’d say 
‘That’s it, that is all we need’ and all the walrus would be there.  They more or less paced themselves with 
what they could handle.  I guess those are some of the conservation practices that they applied, but there 
was no waste.  Of course, we had all the dogs here back then and we fed them walrus.  And we had a lot of 
meatballs that we put away in the caches for winter use for dog food and for us too.   
 
JL:  With the hunting practices what are some changes that you have observed with the way you used to do it and 
how the younger generation does it today? 
 
LA:  There really hasn’t been much change in how the meat is harvested today.  I think the biggest change is 
the affect of the climate.  You know it didn’t allow them to go out as often as we did and get as much as we 
did.  The big change is that they’re having to go farther and I think there is more risk involved today than 
there was in my lifetime.   
 
They don’t dress as well as we did back in those days with the sealskin pants and synthetic fabrics that they 
use now are not very reliable.  Some of them are good like the Polartec and the Gore-tex. Those are good 
too but then they still don’t measure up to the severe conditions as well as the traditional clothing we had 
back then.  And, of course, they have to scrap more for funds to buy gas.  That is one big difference. Using 
bigger motors that require more gas and they’re having to go farther, too.  That is kind of an expensive 
proposition for a whole season where, weather permitting, we could go out everyday for a month or two 
and go further.  But, back in my time just off the beach here we would get what we need.  The game was 
that plentiful and the ice conditions hadn’t changed then.  And actually, to be honest, I think we are suffer-
ing a transition where we are trying to flip over from our traditional lifestyle to a cash economy.  We are 
trying to cope with this change and it’s kind of a tough situation.   
 
We ate a lot of native foods, which is all good, too.  But by the same token you have to work to fund the 
hunts, boats, motors, cost of gas.  One or the other wouldn’t work by itself out here.  If I didn’t hunt and 
just work…I don’t know, maybe I’m too much into our traditional foods but I can’t go without it.  So, I 
make the best of two worlds and put them together in order to survive.  You have to combine those two to 
make it work.  But if I were to divorce working and just live a traditional lifestyle, I wouldn’t go too far to-
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day.  That wouldn’t work either.  
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus hunting in the community today and in the future? 
 
LA:  As long as we manage it I think you get tough in terms of subsistence activity and commercial  
production of ivory.  It has to be managed very close.  We do appreciate the co-management, their  
enforcement people.  Now the monitor counts stocks and we, in turn, ask for their help too in terms of 
monitoring the health of the herd.  As far as subsistence goes, we can’t get away from that for a good many 
years yet.  And of course the value of the walrus ivory is getting better too.  That part of it, I think we are 
making some progress in handling it better. But I think we need better control of that ivory to benefit our 
people more and control that ivory more too and apply the American economic system to that.  You know 
it’s the village problem, but our progress is such that we are not over the hump yet.  We have these hurdles 
to go over yet.  I guess socially and economically we need to progress even more.  I don’t know, you could 
disagree with my insight if you want, but these are some of the things that I think about every now and 
then.  
 
CW:  I was curious too, you mentioned the tribal council in the past that used to monitor the catch of walrus in the 
past. Could you speak more about that and how it was set up? 
 
LA:  We had a village council that came through with the local laws.  Of course they had it down on paper 
too more or less like an ordinance and they assigned a committee to see that they control their people so 
they wouldn’t go out 
and randomly kill a 
lot of walrus.  They 
put a limit of four 
walrus per trip.  
Most everybody ad-
hered to that and it 
did make sense.  
That is the extent of 
it and we still ob-
serve a part of that 
too.  The Depart-
ment of Fish and 
Wildlife under the 
Sea Mammal Protec-
tion Act gives us a 
list of the mandatory 
parts of the animal 
we have to take, e.g., 
the flipper, the red 
meat, skin, tusks and 
liver.  But just this year they have put some 
flexibility into that, for example in Barrow they don’t eat the liver, we do down here.  And here we rarely 
save the flippers of the walrus and on the mainland, that is prime piece.  We differ, depending on where you 
are from.  These guys now will recognize what we take and will compensate with  
volume-to-volume and something else.  So I think that is good.  
 
And for a few years now I have been trying to organize an association where we register all of the walrus 
hunting captains, just like the Whaling Association.  If we can organize as an association in each village  
including ours here that would benefit us in two ways, the first with self-control of our local hunters and the 
second in dealing with the Fish and Wildlife people.  You know, the thing I detest sometimes is when the 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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Fish and Game/Wildlife guys from various levels from the state and with the federal government they come 
out here and they say, ‘We’re going to do this and that and you can’t do this or that.’  They come out and 
dictate what is going to happen.  Whereas, as an individual I might express my dissatisfaction with their rules 
and regulations, but as an individual our power is very little.  What we need is an organized association 
where we can have power, more organized, we can control our local people easier and relate with the people 
from the various departments too.  I’ve been kind of pushing for that, it would be similar to the Alaska 
Whaling Commission.  And we were able to work with the Marine Mammal Service, Fish and Game, went 
to international whaling commission meetings where we had a voice, but that is whaling.  I would like a 
similar organization with the walrus too, where they could have a political clout at least because we can plan 
with these people what we want.  One of the things that these guys are trying to do is they used to  
circulate their enforcement people.  They would get people from Alabama up here one spring to enforce 
their laws and these guys without the knowledge of local things would just jump right in and say ‘Where is 
your liver and your flipper?’ They didn’t understand.   They were so pitifully ignorant.   
 
But now they’ve changed that too and they are only going to have Alaskan people coming into the village.  
And I was so very happy about that because that is a big plus for the Native people and also the flexibility of 
their minimum requirements of what we can take from an animal.  Because I know the guy that is in charge 
of the people in our local area understands the situations and that is good.  There were times when we 
would get so darn frustrated with the people who came from other states.  I think things are improving, in 
fact at our last meeting I told these guys that I think we have made some progress over these years, and 
these two provisions I am happy with but let’s see what will happen in the next years. We can make some  
adjustments.  I think we can more effectively do that if we can village-to-village organize local associations 
bring our commissioners to the Walrus Commission and I think that could work well.   
 
That is my big beef now.  It’s kind of slow to organize a group here but I think once we are organized  
locally we will be able to work with everybody more efficiently.  I did talk to Austin Ahmasuk one time or 
maybe you guys could start seeding this aspiration in each village and mention the potential benefits that we 
can enjoy.  I would like to see someone regionally tackle that and you guys are in the key position to  
instigate some of this.  Eventually it is going to come to that is just a little slow moving towards that.  Some 
of these things are inevitable.  
 
CW:  Besides the formation of an association, is there anything that people could do as individuals that may bring 
some of the responsibility back to the people who depend on the species?   
 
LA:  There are some things.  We can register the guys that qualify to be captains.  We certify so and so be-
cause we do that with the whaling commission and we have booted out some guys that didn’t comply with 
our regulations.  Things like that, and it’s worked.  Like this guy couldn’t hunt whale for five years or some-
thing like that, but they defied authority, too.  So it works both ways.  It benefits us and the regulators out-
side that we want to work with.  And then we can register.  I don’t know if EWC has constitution bylaws. 
I’m sure they have but I think we need to work on those to expand to the villages too and the local level.  
And these guys already know what is required of them. It’s just we need to get better organized, get a hold 
of ourselves, and work more efficiently. 
 
I was somewhat discouraged when I first started speaking out on this issue 2-3 years ago and nothing has 
happened yet.  I am still optimistic that we will make some progress somewhere.  If it is a topic of discussion 
in your area then I encourage you.  We need to start moving in the right direction and the sooner the better.   
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JL:  How did you first start learning about walrus hunting around here? 
 
WJ:  I’m going to tell you a couple things about walrus hunting.  Walrus hunting has been going on for a 
long time you know, that is what the people on the island survive from, walrus and whales.    
 
The first thing that you have to get to live off the walrus or other things to live off the island here, is to have 
your own boat.  You have to have your own equipment, your own boat, rifle, seal hook, harpoon with hook 
on the end to retrieve anything you catch along the beach, walrus or seals.  During the summer we used to 
get walrus too, no females, all males.  They haul out on the beach even here right on the north side of the 
village and of course on the mountain they could haul out on there too.  So, we get walrus all through the 
summer, too.  As they come in the fall we hunt them, mostly Savoonga and Gambell.  When they are  
migrating south they come ahead of the ice and come to this point out here.  And we get 50 to 150 walrus in 
the fall, and of course in the spring we hunt them mostly.  We try to do our whaling in April and towards 
the latter part of April and the whole month of May we do our walrus hunting.  And the walrus are going 
north and the haul-out a lot in the spring, so we see a lot of them on the ice.  Of course, the  
females are having their young ones then.  Not too many males on the west side, mostly females are going 
north with their young ones.   
 
In 1934, the IRA was given authority to look over and after the walrus hunt.  And they gave us a kill limit, 
four males or females and the fifth one can be a young one, a year-old young one.  They never count the 
young borns, they only count their mother.  Most of the time the people here would get female walrus and 
they would only count the adults and not the young ones, mainly because they hunt the females to get a new 
skin for the skin boat.  And at that time people were still using winter houses for walrus hide top covers.  
There could be 9-12 walrus hides to cover the walrus hide roofs.  The roof is made out of a long, slim poles 
and they tie them at the top and they always use the whale vertebrae make a hole on the whale vertebrae to 
make the air vents, about 6-8 inches in diameter and they would tie up all the poles on the whale vertebrae 
and then cover the whole thing with walrus hide.   
 
The walrus, we would try to save their hide and of course the only hide we would use was the female.   
Female hides I would describe them like a gunny sac.  When you stretch a male skin they are like a gunny 
sac, they have course woven things that hold them together.  They never use male hides for anything.  We 
didn’t have any freezers or anything, everything we’d have to dry or put them in the meat cellars.  We would 
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call them ‘meatballs.’  We would save a lot of walrus hides and they would try to make them with the skin, 
blubber and some meat in it.  We eat that and also the dogs would eat that.   
 
Before the IRA was organized, there was no limit with the take of walrus.  People used to get a lot of walrus 
on one trip and they decided that they wanted to protect the walrus from over hunting so they put a limit on 
per trip and that worked out real good.  For some reason some boats would get five or six walrus and they 
would have to explain thoroughly why they got two extra walrus and if they don’t let the IRA believe their 
story then they would confiscate the heads from them and the IRA would give the walrus to folks who don’t 
hunt like older folks.  They would pass them around and confiscate the ivory.  The store used to buy ivory 
carvings, sealskins, rope, and bearded sealskins.   
 
JL:  What changes have you seen with the weather and the ice? 
 
WJ:  The last couple of years we had the lake freeze up here.  This year, the main ice didn’t come in until 
January, this year.  In December there was still open water out there, course we had mostly southerly winds.  
What I was told from my father and grandmother is we don’t have to worry about weather too much  
because it happened to them before.  Some years we would have a late freeze up and other years we’d have 
an early freeze up.  And so they don’t want us to worry about it.  It’s cold and we are going to have a late 
spring this year, it’s still pretty cold out there.  I don’t know about Nome.  So people are saying the world is 
getting warmer or something, I never feel it here.  The last two weeks it’s been 30 below or 20 below.  It’s so 
cold that the ocean just boils black smoke.   
 
JL:  What were some of the things you used to see when you would go out hunting with your dad and your uncles?  
What were some of the teachings that they taught you about walrus hunting? 
 
WJ:  Walrus hunting, as far back as I can remember, they respect the animal.  They would try to bring home 
all the editable parts to dry.  They would try to save the skin, blubber and the meat.  Every walrus they catch 
to make the meatballs, so they could store them in the meat cellars.  The limitation is made here which was 
pretty much followed, between here and Savoonga, was four walrus per trip.  The fifth one could be a young 
one.  And lately, if somebody get more than five walrus they would cite them now for taking too many.  I 
don’t know what they mean by no limit.  Maybe for the season but they should tell us that they can take so 
many walrus and come back and unload.  Course now with a lot of airplanes flying around, and hunting with 
the boats and the big engines, they go farther now.   
 
Another thing I want you people to remember on the tape, what I learned from my old man and other older 
people that lived before us was that the fish and other animals have different routes.  They don’t go on the 
same route all the time.   
 
There is still a lot of walrus out there.  I’ve seen a lot of them on the ice last January.  As far as I could see 
northwest towards Russia there was walrus all along the ice, but it was too rough and windy to go after 
them.  They went by.  Nature has a way of protecting and that is something we can’t control.  The good 
Lord up there looks after them too.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus in Gambell for the future generations?   
 
WJ:  Gambell Native Store buys ivory every spring.  When the hunters go out and come back with walrus, as 
soon as they come home I see them chop the head off and sell them to get more gas.  Of course a lot of 
them would try to save their ivory to carve because they can get more money if they carve them.  But you 
have to wait 2 or 3 months.  So what they do, if the store has a lot of ivory that they’ve bought from the 
people that are already dry in the storage, sometimes they trade the fresh ones for the dry ivory that they 
have to carve.  That way the store would have ivory all the time.   
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CK:  My name is Christopher Koonooka Petuwaq from here in Gambell, Sivuqameng.  I am 25 years old 
and I was born in Nome and raised here.    
 
JL:  How did you learn about walrus, its behavior, its feeding places and best hunting sites around the community? 
 
CK:  I learned walrus some at school in Yupik classes, and some with my dad bring me out on walrus hunts 
at an early age starting around 7 years or so.  The first trip was around 7 years and then going out a lot on 
walrus hunts with my uncle as captain.  So, it was my uncle and my dad who went together on one boat.  So, 
that is pretty much how I learned where the walrus was and basically looking around and talking about 
where it would be.     
 
JL:  What kind of subsistence schooling did you go through to acquire the knowledge that helped you to become a 
successful walrus hunter and observer?  What types of things would your uncle and father point out to you? 
 
CK:  Well, basically having me around a lot, and commanding me to look around and when we would spot a 
walrus, and we are going after it they’d say ‘Look that way and this way.’ Basically look everywhere and turn 
everywhere to see where it will come up.  Observation.  A lot of that.  Well, just telling me to do this and 
that.  How to shoot them and when they catch them we get on and butchering.   The basic chore they had 
me do was watch the meat with the hook and that was the first duty, working on the walrus.  So, a lot of it 
was observation and listening. 
 
JL:  In the future would you like your children and grandchildren and other community members to acquire the 
knowledge the same way you did? 
 
CK:  Yes.  Definitely, it’s a lot easier to live by here especially with the high prices at the store.  The lack of 
jobs around here, it’s basically an income the way it is so.  It is very much a way of life to survive around 
here.    
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter which types of habitats walrus prefer when staying around or pass-
ing by the community during migration?  How would you explain to someone who was an up coming hunter about 
the migration and where they may potentially end up? 
 
CK:  Well, I’d say that they are constantly moving.  When they are here they are not here.  They are always 
moving either that way or that way.  I’d say that a lot of them would be on the ice flows.  Big groups of 
them on qakneqs and nunavaks.  What I’ve learned from hunting out there is the migration what we call  
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qavreq in the spring time.  It’s usually 12 miles directly west of here.  That one route they usually go on west 
of here it’s 12 miles away.  It’s not only with the walruses but the whales too.     
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger person the times and timing of walrus migration around Gambell?  
 
CK:  Well, they usually go in spring. While I was growing up, it was after whaling time.  Whales go by first in 
April and then right after whaling is walrus hunting which is in May.  That is a big, major time.  There still 
walruses around during whaling, but north migration is in May in the spring time.  And then there is the 
south migration which is in October or November.  But there is always some, maybe one or two all year 
round.  But usually its winter, fall in April and November.  But as the climate has been changing its going a 
lot earlier as it is getting spring time a little earlier out there as the ocean water temperatures are higher than 
they have been, so a lot of things have been…and the ice the lack of…there being not too much ice around 
too much any more.  So, whenever the ice goes, the whales go already.  So, early…late April is when we’ve 
been seeing them going out…the walruses right now into May, the first part of May.  When I was growing 
up I remember walruses still being well into the area in early June but right now there is no ice in early June.  
So, it’s a lot harder to go out without the ice.  And in the fall walrus right now in the past few years have 
been hard to see with the strong winds and big waves out there.  But in October and November is when 
they head south.  So, it’s been going a lot earlier then it usually has been even since my youth.  So those are 
the times they normally go through here.   
 
JL:  Do you see any change in this because of change in sea ice or weather regime, hunting techniques, or total 
number of walrus you observe these days?  Do you see the number of walrus changing because of the weather?   
 
CK:  Sometimes.  Some years…it depends on the year.  Some years there are a lot of walrus, some years it is 
so-so, and then some years there is not so much.  From what I hear it just depends on which way the walrus 
goes through.  Sometimes it goes through by the coast of Russia, some years by the island and some years 
they go right by Gambell.  But from my youth I haven’t seen so much change, but it’s just some years there 
is not too much around.  It just depends on which way they go.  Some years it’s all females that go through 
with their calves, and then some years it’s mostly males that go by with not too much qasiqaq, the baby  
walrus.  So, I haven’t seen to much change from my youth, it’s just different every year.   
 
JL:  Have you heard of…between your dad or with your families, the importance of conservation with walrus or tak-
ing only what is needed…has that ever come up?   
 
CK:  Yeah, I feel that that is important to stop over-harvesting, just taking heads and not too much meat.  I 
see its importance.  But some way it’s a little intimidating, a lot of them doing a lot of the counting.  Well, 
there has been local hire nowadays so it’s getting a lot easier for other people from the outside to be more 
cooperative with them.  But, yes, I do see the importance of conserving the walrus and not just taking the 
tusks and taking more meat.  Of course there are those people who take just the tusks and they should face 
justice for those actions.  They always have been, as we’ve seen with the first IRA’s bylaws with putting limi-
tations with how much meat we should be taking…back in the 40s.  If they didn’t do so they would have to 
give the ivory to the IRA Board and I guess pay fines and stuff like that.  So, we had been doing that before 
the monitoring, before the Fish and Wildlife came along…so we’ve always have been doing even on our 
own, conserving the walrus. 
 
JL:  Would you recommend more traditional observation or monitoring to be used in today’s walrus conservation? 
 
CK: Yes. There should be a lot more and we do need the cooperation from the community and a lot of peo-
ple would oppose that I think. But I remember in one of the boat captains’ meetings they talked about this 
one person, elder, who would be on the beaches and take tusks from those who didn’t take enough meat 
from the walrus. But they would follow the elders but if it was someone like me they wouldn’t cooperate too 
well.  But if it came from the elders it would work really well and I would like to see more of that at least.   
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JL:  How do you see the value of walrus in you community today and in the future? 
 
CK:  Important, of course.  Not just for our food, but for the ivory to carve it and half of it our captain 
brings it (ivory) to the store so we can by gas and go the next day.  The food, with the high prices in the 
store it is very important to continue hunting the walrus and to do that we need to conserve.  So, it’s really 
important to continue on hunting the walrus for food and for ivory this we carve and trade to the store for 
food and fuel and of course the skin for the boats.  Pretty much a lot of things.  Walrus is good next to 
whale and reindeer. 
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VM: Elpek naten ayveghem kiyaghtalgha, neghviga, unangniighvigi whani Sivuqami ? 
 
Where did you learn about walrus, its feeding and hunting areas here in Gambell? 
 
CO:  Maaten best-nguyalghii tazingani mekelghighuluta (best site) pinaniqevut.  Aamnanguyalghii naaygham 
awatanga ayveq sikugnekun maligulluni tagineghmini or tagikayuguyalghii sikuk talwa mallegtestegpenakek 
sivukluni, “anleghaghmeng” aatqelghii.  Taamani sivukluta ayveghniiqayuguyalghiikut tawaaten uksughyug-
gaanghani.  Maaten pinaniimaaq tawaaten allangughneghem.  Allangughlleghem sangwaa, global warming 
pikangat entaaqun tamaatum eslam sallgha.   
 
Right now, it used to be the best long ago when I was a young boy, we don't do that anymore. It used be on 
the other side of the mountain when walruses followed the ice or they used to come before the ice arrived 
here. It was called ‘anleghaq,’ southward migration. At that time that is how we started walrus hunting when 
winter rolled in. Right now, we don't carry that out anymore because of changes. Some things that are caus-
ing change, like they are talking about global warming, that must be the reason of changes in the weather.  
 
Uksurakegsalghiikut nani November-mi whani December-mi aga sikugnun aatghaqluta lliighaqsalghiit.  
Maaten meraghinaghllagughlleghii.  Taamnanguuyaghtuq sivukepiglluni unangniighvigput elngaatall. Uk-
sughyugganghani qamuteghllakayuguyalghiit. Eskiwani piyaaneghmeggni ataasit unakluki eskiwavek piyaat-
kaq qamunneqegsaatkayuguyalghiit.  Igaghyaqayuguluta tamaani, whangkuta salin mekestaqaniluta, an-
gelleput tamaakut excuse-saqiit  paayghesqelluki. Amavek qimugsimeng piluteng piyugmeng 
aatghaghaqluteng ukegken. Wetku angyaghnanghaani angyameng ukegken angyaqayuguyalghiit. Taakwan-
ingiighhaq sikuk kaasuwhaaghulukek elngatall ayveghmeng unangseghwaaqayuguyalghiit.  
 
Winter used to come quickly around November or December. Then we'd head out on the ice. Right now 
there is nothing but open water. That is when we started hunting. When winter first rolled in, there would 
be a lot of men pulling toboggans. When they hunt on the ice over there, they would catch one, they would 
all go pull on toboggans. When we were in school at that time, when still smaller, the older ones would be 
excused to go help out. They would go by dog team to the other side of the mountain then walk onto the 
ice. Only when it is fair for boating, they would go out from this side. They would catch a lot of walrus 
nearby when the ice first arrived. 
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Enkaam taakwavek, aghneghtughhneghani March-mi nani tamaani sikuvut smooth-ngughteghllagaqegkanga. 
Elngatall vuuslepangunani esavghameng. Ilanganikun arughsit talughtaqaput. Taanegken ayveghaghluta 
taglaqayugni. Upenghamun taakwavek, upenghami taakwani  ayveq ukantaghaqsaghtuq qaantaghani. Pi-
yameng pipagnanilluni angyaperuwaaghmeng lliiqayuk aghveghniighmun. Naanteghllagluku uyavanlluku an-
gyapigkun salin ivenruutet kayatut tamaani. un’ga ilanganikun naken anuqa taakwavek llineghminigu  siku 
un’ga aliineghmini meghughteghlagluni tagneqaaghluni legan iiwen nunavagem.  Tamaani qawaagniighmun 
whanga teghigniqeghllak. Qavaghpenanga qawaagyaghlunga egtugyugaghllunga taginemni ilangi enmis ken-
naqet. Spring time-em short night-ngi. Qayughllak pininghani unangupiglluku  pinaqutkaqelghiit early as 
possible. 
 
Then when the days become longer around March the ice around here becomes very smooth. There would-
n't be much pressure ridges. We'd go out by pulling a boat over the ice. Sometimes the houses would fade 
away (from being so far away). We'd catch a walrus out there, then we'd come back to land. Then in spring-
time, walrus would be around here nearby. The hunting on ice would slow down then all hunting of walrus 
would be on boat. It would be far away going by skin boat, that's when the outboard motors were still 
weaker. When the wind shifted, when the ice showed up, among the ocean opening up, the ice would be 
darkened from walruses. I would be having fun in hunting birds. I would go bird hunting. I would get anx-
ious, then I'd come home and already some boats would be heading out. This is during the springtime's 
short nights. Because when it is fair, they would try leave early in the morning, early as possible.  
 
Tawaatesalghii maaten whaa whaten lliighumaan angleghaq avangisimaaq angleghaghnanimaaq sangami.  
Enkaam piyaannaniqagutlu. Yeghlegi angyameng piiqut whaa.  Whaa maaten salin ayveghtupigtuq uukna 
qantaghanghhaq.   
 
It was like that. Around this time of the year, there isn't more southward migrating walrus for some reason. 
They have also stopped hunting on the ice. Instead they go by boat now. Right now there are still many wal-
ruses nearby. 
 
Maaten kukragnaghtaa talwa uksumaallu salinllu uksigatallu. Tamaana ayveghem aghuliitaaghviga naaygham 
eskiwna ketanga taakwna. Neghegkayuget taakwani. Imanaghtuqayuget ayveghet. Alngunak ukani qantaghani 
un'gani ketemnni agaani. Uglaghllagpenateng taagani iitek ayveghaghnaghluni. Nunavak enkaam taakwani 
qantaghani ayuqaqsalghii. Maaten whaa salin awavallghituq ayveq qantaghantuq. Whaa sivuliq una akuzitkeg-
kaqa tawaten time-emi ayuqsaqumi uksughllagluta sikughllagmi ayuqsaghqaayalghii enkaam ayveqlu 
awavaghluni ayuqsaghqaayalghii. Maaten salin sikuk umestaaghhaak. Anuqa quunpeng east and northeast 
qavngaghtaaghtuq whaa tawaten.  Iwernga aqlaghaghtekaqaa. Qantaghantut aghuliitaaghvigit. Maaten angyaq 
aluminum boat-a uglaghiyalghiimillu taakwansaghngaaghmeng navek aghulaqsagutut enkaam uyavani.  
 
Now it is confusing, not being sure if it is wintertime or not. Walruses feeding grounds is over north of the 
mountain. They would feed there. Walruses eat clams anywhere nearby, west of here. There aren't all that 
many walruses, but we are still able to catch some. So walrus would get on ice around there nearby. So today 
walruses haven't warded off, they're close by. So this first part I've spoken about, if it was during my time, it 
would have been deep in the wintertime with a lot of ice. Walrus would be further away from land. Right 
now, the ice is still thin. The wind is always blowing form east and northeast. It has gotten cold though. 
Their feeding areas are nearby. Now, aluminum boats are increasing, there may be some around there, they 
start to ward away.  
 
VM:  Kitum apeghtuqaqateng ayveghnileghmeng? 
 
Who taught you about walrus hunting? 
 
CO:  Amavek qimugsimeng tamani anleghaqayuguluku pikayugulunga maligullunga legan tamaakunun 
nuyeklimnnun pikayugni.  Enkaam ilanganikun anengaghmallu angyaghhaq aglatestaaqaa taamavek.   
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Enkaam tamaaken salin ugmetkughmelluku sikunga ateghluta taaggun angyaghhaghqun paqnanighutkelluku 
taawa ayveghhniighaqelghikut.  Whangkunneng liitaqukut iwernga maligsaaghluki nuyekliput.  Enkaam 
ilangita tamaakut maligtekamta nuyeklimta apeghtuqayugiinkutlu.  Kiyang apeghtusaqaqaat, kelengaluta 
pisqelluta. Naken liighyaghqak maaqneghek. Taakuk maaqelghik kelengngakepigtagket.  Ikeverghaankuk 
maaqneghenkuk. Aaggken igleghhneghaani maaqneghwaaquq. Kiigwken ukaavek igleghtemun 
ikevreghaaguq. 

 
When I used to go other side of the mountain by dog team, when there was the southward walrus migration 
going by, I used to follow the older ones. And then sometimes my elder brother used to let me bring the 
small boat back there. We would hunt walrus using the boat to keep safe while the ice was still thin. We 
would learn on our own while following those older than us. So the older men we followed would also teach 
us at that time. The teaching they mentioned the most was for us to be careful. The current would shift the 
other way. They would always be aware of which way the current was going - current from the south and 
the current from the north. When it is coming from the south it is called ‘maaqneq.’ When it is going from 
east southward it is called ‘ikevreghaq.’  
 
Kenlengakepigtagket taakuk qayughllak ilanganikun maaqneghet iknaqaqlutek awatnginaghmun ayuqaqlutek.  
Taakuklu ikevreghaak iikunnalghiik.  Iwernga whangaqun whangamneng tawaaten liilluki navek pinaqnegh-
meggni yugughtekat sivukluteng esnamun agigsaghtuqayuguut, qagilgunayukan.  Elngaatall qakiqniqaqut 
qaginginneghani. Whanga piiqegkenka, whangkuta ukut brother or my dad, iitek liitutkegkaqanka tamaaken, 
successful hunting-emeng.  Iwernga iingkut relative-eput kinkut wata liinnaghtut whangkuta katam 
pimnneng.  Whangaqun tawaaten liigikegkaqanka apeghtughillghat.   
 
They keep a good eye on the northward current because it can flow heavily away from land. The southward 
current can break the ice away from land. When I learned, when they were going somewhere, older men first 
went to the shore to check the conditions in case there might be waves. They become anxious to go when 
there aren't any waves. I would say, I learned so much from my brother or my dad about successful hunting. 
But we learn more from other relatives that are different from our (family's) ways. That is how I understand 
about their teachings.  
 
Taanegna unangnighvigput paqnanaghtuq natetuq.  Yakughnaghtuq liilluni unangniiqayuguuq yuuk.  Iwern-
gangam katam kitum nallukngwaaghngaaghmigu legan pikumi sakenyaghqaq.   Tawaanginaq taamananga 
maaqneghek, tungyulleq, tamaana anuqem, anuqa taamana liisaghqiit. Qilawaghteggun tamagun esgha-
pagluku, tan’ganlluta sikugni qilawaqragighunneghagu, tagliisqaqiinkut.  Ellmaragtaqelghii qayughllak enkaam 
maaqnegheklu igleghtekayugek.   
 
Our hunting grounds out there are somewhat dangerous. It is dangerous, a man goes hunting after learning. 
But someone who doesn't know the conditions is able to catch game. But he has to know the currents, the 
high tide, and winds. We watch the clouds. When we're out on the ice, when there aren't any clouds, we are 
to head back to land. Because the wind becomes calm, and the northward current is flowing.  
 
Aaggkut sivuliput seghleghllaguut, neqekegkangat neqennaqneghmeng peleghqutkaqluku iikutaqluteng ayu-
qegkat.  Whangkuta from my time, whanga ligikellemni survivor-ngukut whaa.  Qayughllak taagani yugtupig-
simayaghtaa Sivuqaq una. Tuqulaghatellakaq.  
 
Those before us were even more skilled, since it was the only food they were getting. They would lose lives 
and the ice breaking them off from land from trying to get food. As I understand it, from my time, we are 
survivors, because back then there were a lot of people on Saint Lawrence Island, a lot of people had died.  
 
VM:  Liitesugsiki anglinghhat elpek liiteleghpeneng ayveghnileghmeng? 
 
Would you want young people to learn what you’ve learned about walrus hunting? 
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CO:  Tawaaten pinighyaghqaaguq liisimakluku.  Qaywaa tagtalmi nani taagani ayveghet walrus-nguluki ligik-
leqiit pingaaghmegteki.  Iwernga maaten time-emnni whani subsistence hunting strong-enguuq salin.  
Tawaaten liitaaqut ima mekestaghhaatmeggneng, angyaghaqluteng brother-ngita napitaqluki naavek.  Whaa 
liitestaqegkangit paninang taana on-going-ngenguuq whaa.  Iwernga ilangi entaaqun piyugitatut whaa. Whan-
gaqun nuyekliilghinga avaqutanka ukut, qangigaanka, uyghunka whanga kelqataqaqanka. Liisaghaghhlaguuq 
enankin liillghiini tawaaten nakut pivigit hunting-emun liitqughaqaput. Unangnalghiit, sakengnalghiit 
liitqughaqaput iwernga.   
 
It has to be good like that to know it. For certain, someday in the future ayveq (Yupik word for walrus) will 
be known as walrus (in English). But in our time subsistence hunting is still strong. That is how they learn, 
from the time we are quite small. They would go boating, and their brothers would take them hunting. They 
still train them like that. But others probably don't want to do so. See, I being the eldest, I brought my chil-
dren, my nephews (both on brother's and sister's side).  There is a lot to learn, when they have learned about 
where to hunt, they progress in catching game.  
 
VM:  Naten ligikesnayaghsiki anglinghhaput unangnighmeng, igleghneghi ayveghem un’gani? 
 
How would you want young people to learn about walrus way of life out on sea? 
 
CO:  Tawaaten brother-megteggun, atamegteggun maligsaaghulluteng liisaghqagut.  Sangwaa tamaghaghmi 
igaqluni atightughluni pillghituq. Naqam liitellemnneng taagken iwerngaqun maaten whaa  allangughneghem  
tamaana ayveghem igleghneghallu whaa anglillemni  allangughsimaaq.   
 
They have to learn by following their brothers and fathers. Everything isn't written down or read. But the 
walruses’ ways has changed from what I learned while growing up.   
 
Igaqluku whaa lliiqumegteggu iitek legan atightulleghmegteggun tamaagun akuzillemteggun liigiknaghaat 
tawanginaq amalleqa atuqluku pinaqegkumegteggu kukriqsaghqaq paninang.  Enkaam tawaaten malig-
saghluteng amalka whangkuta tawaaten liitkagukut sivukluta.  Qenwat whangkunneng piyagutaqukut. Atu-
qsaghqat taakut kelqughluki, unghaq taana important-nguuq sikumun umutelusuusiq nekrelek.  
 
They will understand from reading the teachings written down, but they will still be confused when they 
actually do it. So in that manner we learned first by tagging along. Then finally we start going on our own. 
Bring what is needed, like the ice tester with a hook is very important to be used for checking how thick the 
ice is.  
 
Aatkaq taana uksumi maqalghii atuqluku. Natmun angyaghnaqeghngaghmeng maqiiskan esghaqumegteggu, 
uteghtesaghqiit. Taana pinightuq sangwaa maqalghii taawa sameng qalighhaat kelqesqelluki quunpeng . 
Aqfaqughnaanghinniluki kelqesqaqegkangit.  Sangwaa survive-esighqaq kelqesqelluku. 
 
Always wear warm clothing in winter. When they are about to go out on a boat, if one is not dressed prop-
erly, they let him stay. It is good to dress warm or bring along rain gear. They are said to be brought, because 
they won't go back to pick them up. Things used to survive are to be brought along.  
 
Esghaghhu unegken neqfut uglaghllak algeqayuk.  Sikuk ukuk kaanneghegkeni sikum natetulanga atighluni 
taawa ayuquq.    Sikullu taamana yupiggaghni liinnaqellgha taamana.  Ilanga qayughllak yakughnaghaqluni 
ayuquq.  Sangwaat iinghusat pisnanillghet puygufqaameng pinightut.   
 
See, a lot of our food comes from the sea. When the ice arrives, the ice conditions have names. Ice too is 
important for us Yupiks to learn because some of it is unsafe. It is good to never forget the restrictions. 
 
Maaten nuyeklighni whangkuta  legan  change-ellghat whaa amalka nepighwaaghluta kiyaghtengngukut  
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un’gavek sikugnun  ateghluteng piyananilghiit tamaana liitelghilkangat iikusaghqat, sayaghqat.  Tamaana es-
ghha allangughneq navek kiwavek uqlighsaqayuguyalghiikut.  Maaten uughqanun uksughhllagughngaan 
uqlighsaghaqluteng  lliighhiit. Taawa kinkununllu aapqumegteggu wata taagani wata allangughta sukaaghtaa 
allangughneq taana.   
 
Right now, us elders don't say anything about going out on the ice, they don't go out anymore, they didn't 
learn about it, the ice will break off or some other mishap will happen. Those are the changes, we used to go 
by the mountain to watch out and hunt for seals. Now, they go on the west coast even in deep winter to 
hunt seals. If it is told to someone else, change will be faster in the future.  
 
VM:  Taganirugllak naten ayveghet kelengakaqsaghtatki nangnayukata? 
 
In the old days, how did people take care of walrus so that they wouldn’t decrease? 
 
CO:  Allangughtengnguuq.  Neqetaq ayveq uqigtughllalghii una angyaput mekelliighaghluteng naqam evin-
rude-teghllaget iwernga usikegkayuk uglapiglleghhii neqa.  Paninang maaten aflengakilleghput neqmeng, kag-
pagaqluku lliiqefut, freezer-mun.  Paninang nefkuraq taana neqnighllak, atuqegkefut.  Kagpagaqluku uksung-
hani whani whangkutaqun whaa maaten neqevut kaatutkaat tawanighllugginaq kagpagnaqutkaqaghput.  
Freezer-egnun nalighmeng whaten aqlaghalluku pinghani ingavek mangteghallugaghmun aavgughluki kan-
aghquutaqaput spoil-enaanghilnguut kumlaghqaqegkangi tawaani.   
 
It is changing. Food to eat from walrus is heavy. Our boats are decreasing in size, along with big motors, but 
they can carry a whole lot of food. We still pack it away, but now in freezers. We still dry meat that is tasty. 
We pack them away in wintertime, like we try to put away meat that they bring in right then and there. We 
place them in freezers or when it is cold we put them in the shack over there after dividing them up. They 
won't spoil there, since they freeze in there.  
 

Elngaatall tazingani nuughlluku repall ayuqsaghpetaat.  Whaten uksumi ayveghaghluteng yuuk uglalghii, yugl-
laguyalghii.  Kaannaqinamaluki aga ayveghet qamagtengwaaghluki, nothing left, avangiitkayuget.  Tawanguq 
aggwaat legan taakut. Ayapghhatateng kelqutaghhateng taakut aagwmeng, aakw melugteslluku akmagtamegg-
nun piluku. Nughtuutkat tawaaten tawaaten atuqumaaqsaqangat. Tagineghmeggni qulmesitmun meghmun 
entaaqun aawa taana soak-eluku ayapghatamelnguq whani.  Legan aawmeng ilanuni gaaghluku meghataqa-
yuguyaghpetaat. 
 
Long ago, they even didn't have enough food. They would catch a walrus for a lot of people. When one ap-
proached them, they would have already finished all of the walrus with nothing left. The only thing left 
would be the blood. They would take their mittens that they always bring, and let them soak the blood and 
put them away in their pack. That is what those who came late for some meat did. When they got home, 
they would place the blood soaked mittens in a pot of water. They would cook water mixed with the blood 
and drink it.  
 
Esgha conservation tazingani sangwaa qamaglluni maallumun ukavek tawaavek tawatesimayaqangat.   Sang-
waa qamagtengwaaghluku  atuqegkumayaqangat maaten taana atighyaguskangat waste-eniluki lliiqangit.  
Taamani angyapilguluta, qikmightughllagluta IRA-mta tamaaken apalluqluku ayveghapagnaqmeng estaamat 
ayveghet tallimighluki ungkuvaggaghmeng.  Pinilghiit.  Saluteng pillgilliqluteng tallimakaghsimanghata taakut 
ataasiq nasqunghit IRA-t tugukuyaghiit.  Seghleghniilnguut elngaatall taakuneng ayveghtameggneng estaama-
neng angyat usighllagaqiit elngaatall.  Repall ukut evinrughvigit meghmeng tefqaghtaghnaqluteng.   
 
See that is how much (meat) was conserved - they even took everything from beached carcasses. They used 
to take everything, but right now they are said to be wasting them. Back then, when we were in skin boats, 
for that reason the IRA restricted boats to catch four walruses, with a fifth yearling. That was a good restric-
tion. When somehow a boat got a fifth walrus, the IRA took away that fifth walrus' tusks. There was no bad     
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feeling about that. From those four walruses, a boat would load so much. So much that water would come 
in from the motor hole.  
 
Tawatesaghtuq tazingani qamagtiiperewaaq iwerngaqun sangwaat kusneghet taamakut ilangi piyugniillghi 
avelghaqayugit. Paninang maaten tawaaten ateghtaqluku pikumegteggu conservation-nguyaghtqaaguq. Aga 
kalevegkumeng teghhanun samavek kaaskumeng tamatum kingugem algharengiighem saam neghughyagh-
qaa. Algharengiiq taana iqalluk kaaskumi neghughyaghqaa. Wasteful-ngunghituq, recycle-a amalka tawani 
legan uliimaaqaat 
 
That is how it was, by finishing all from a walrus. The only things left were the pelvic bone and other unfa-
vorable parts. Right now, if they sink the carcass, it would still be conservation. When they sink to the bot-
tom, worms and krill would eat them. When fish come, they would then eat the krill. That is not wasteful, it 
is like recycling it.  
 
Amalleqa ilangani piyaqnaghaqluni ayuqelghii.  Ilanganun sikumun kaalluta sikum mellaatem angyaq usigh-
lagyaghngaaghmi amavek pinillghanun aningughnaqem taakwani qenwat ilanga neqem ateghtaqluku, survive-
enaluteng, uqengelliiqluki.  Tawaaten uniquqaayuguuq  ilangakun  talwa hardly mellutem angtalnganeng 
taan’gani pinilghhanun pegnem kaateqaghtaqluta ayuqaqluteng. Qenwat una angyaq usighllaguyaghluni us-
ingiitkayuguuq.  Tawaatetuq.  Enkaam taawa rule-a sangwaa tawatelnguq neqennguq unitkayuguut. Unutka-
yugiit tawaten piyaqlinaqelghiini. Talwanguq aghveghllaget unitkayugiit. Tawaten esghaghhu conservation-a 
atuqnaqeghngaaghmegteggu piyaqliighnaqneghmeggni uniqughtaakayugaat. Conservation-a taana pinightuq 
whangamnillu aghsaghpaaggnaqefqaami. Iwernga amalleqa taana maaten ilangit anglinghham ulimayagh-
qaghhameng tugutmeng piyugllaget. Enkaam ayveghaghnaqaqelghiit uglaghluku. Naten elngitlu tamaakut 
ligiknaayaghtut uuk nalighmeng sameng whani island-emnni develop-eyaqumteggu  uglalghii 
qepghaghyagunnayalghii.   
 
Also it is (hunting) harsh on some people. We get to another area of ice, and it blocks the way to land. Even 
though the boat is loaded with food, in an attempt to get to the other side of the ice, some of the food is 
tossed out of the boat to lighten the load in order to survive. Sometimes we leave food out there because of 
being trapped out there by ice. Sometimes we barely get through to the good side. The boat that was heavily 
loaded can become empty. That is the way. So that is a rule in those conditions, food must be tossed away.  
Even in an attempt to practice conservation, when they are going to have a hard time, they leave food be-
hind. Conservation is beneficial to me, but try avoid much harsh reactions. Also nowadays, younger hunters 
yearn to get ivory in order to carve. So they try to get a lot of walruses, but they too might be able to under-
stand or something should be developed- something so many people would start employment on this island.  
 
Sangwaa tamaana qepghaghnalghii allgeghqughyaqumi taaqnayaghtuq entaaqun allulluni waran.  Naqamllu 
neqfut taaqnaanghitaghput whaa. Taananguuq maaten whaa argue-sighllagat paninang ayveq uglaghluku es-
gha law enforcement-em pillghi esghapagluta lliiqanginkut. Enkaam ilanganikun amalleqa ayveghet sangwaat 
unakegkaput neghepagningitaghhaput qinuyukat sangwaat kemginaaghaat. Tamakutlu neghigalkevut 
angeyeghaat.  Angeyeghaat tamaakut, iitek neghegkayugiit tawanginaghhaq skin-ngi meqnaghtut. 
 
If something like that which makes employment, they would all stop (hunting so much walrus), though we 
wouldn't stop getting our food. That is what they are arguing about getting so much walrus, and for that 
reason the law enforcement has started watching us. Also sometimes walruses that we've caught are what we 
won't be able to eat because they were sick or skinny ones. We also don't eat “angeyeghaq” (orphaned wal-
rus that eat meat). They were edible, but their skin shreds.  
 
Entaaqun waran nagaqughnayaghtut igaghvigkun taaggun.  Whangkuta igaghvigmi pimangitukut igleghak-
agukut piyaaghtellemni tamaani qawaghnighmeng sivukluta unangniiq taagken taakwna qenwat an-
gyaghaqluta liighluta.   
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Neqniighhaq sangwaa ighneghmeggnun sameggnun ilameggnun liitesnaqluku ayuqumayaqangat qayughllak 
survive-siilghii.  Avangilkumeng avangisaghqat.   
 
Maybe they would at least hear through the school. We didn't do that when we were in school. When we 
start (as a hunter), we first hunt birds. Then we start going boating. They had pushed to teach their sons or 
other relatives about hunting, because it is for our survival. If they have nothing, they will get nothing.  
 
Yayasitkingatwhaghigasaghaat. taawa aghnelqusiq angyam usingi taakut qepghaghluki, angyamun kanaghqu-
ulluki taakut kemewaghhaat sangwat siiptekaghhat ateghteperewaaq.     
 
They don't misuse hunting, they would work all day with the boat's load, they put them in the boat, and they 
toss the leftovers.  
 
Pinightuq elngaatall liinnaqluki nuuqaghput liitkaghhaq kina pinitun kiyaghtekayuggaq .  
 
It is good to try to learn, we are in shortage for educated people who live well.  
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Nowpakahok (JN) 

1967—2005 

 

Place: Gambell Lodge 

 

Interviewed by:  Vera Metcalf 

(VM) EWC Director 

 

Date:  January 29, 2004 

 
 
(Jason Nowpakahok started off by stating the following) 
 
St. Lawrence Island Yupik, Yupigestun title-nga pinaken.  We’re not Siberian Yupiks, but St. Lawrence Is-
land Yupiks.  (Jason declined to be paid for this interview.  Instead, he wanted his contribution to be recog-
nized for ‘educating the youth to preserve the integrity of hunting,’ and to be interviewed in both languages 
as some parts of what he wanted to share would be hard to explain in English.) 
 
VM:  Elpek naten liitkaqsiki ayveghniillghem kiyaghtaallghii, neghvigi, unangniighvigi whani Sivuqami?  Kitum 
amalka apeghtuqaqaten? 
 
How do you understand how the walruses behave, their feeding grounds, and where to hunt them in Gambell?  
Who taught you? 
 
JN:  Kiyang piinlilghhani unangniilleghmeng mekelghiighhaalunga, 3 years-ngunga sivulighmi angyaghaqn-
gama, taakwani anglitka maliglluku, esghapallemkun nagatellemkun, sivanlleghet apeghtusiit, nani kiyang 
qerngughutkayugutangi, sikum natetulngakun ugmetqughmenneghani teghipagisaghqaalghii.  Maanakunllu, 
whangamnengllu liitkagunga.   
 
Maaten qavngaani pilleq kayutngughngaghmi allangughtengngulghii.  Meghput, eslavut allangughlleghii  su-
kaaghlleghhii qapragyagullghhii.  Enkaam maaten, knowledge (liisimalleq), eslam nekegnegha pitepigulghii 
whangkuni maani liinnaqluku  naten ivalleghqii,qaakun piyaghqaatfut.  Liisimakegken yupigni plan-ngitukut.  
We live day by day.  Enkaam whaten pinaanghitunga, ‘May 8 whaa angyaghllequnga.’ 
 
Most of the time at the beginning of the hunting, when I was a little boy (I was 3 years old) I went boat 
hunting for the first time.  Later, as I grew up, by my observation, by my listening, the elders’ teachings, I 
learn mostly where the walruses congregate and by the ice conditions, when the ice is thin, when there is not 
enough game around.  I have learned by myself. 
 
Although now the knowledge of the past it’s helpful, conditions are changing.  Our water and weather is 
changing- it quickly moves.  And, so now the knowledge of weather, its condition is very much a useful 
thing.  We have to learn how to search for them (walrus), when we have to go.  You know, we Yupiks have 
no plans. We live day by day. So I will not say, ‘on May 8th, I will go boat hunting.’ 
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VM:  Navek igaghyaqaazin amalka ayveghem kiyaghtaallghaneng, liitkaazin?  Kitum apeghtuqaqaten, 
igaghyaqaazin about being a successful hunter? 
 
Where did you go for your education to learn the walrus way of life?  Who taught you or where did you go for educa-
tion (neqengyuyaghqaaluteng?) 

 
JN:  Kiyang sivanllemnneng esla liilluku katam tawaten whangamneng kiyaghnaqumalunga, qaasqami unan-
guluku arughaqelghiit yugpaget, nanevgat.  Kiyang Lluuyuk taan'gantaqelghii, Lluuyuklu maalghuggawaqel-
ghiikun, eslam nekegnegha esghapagaqaa, meghem nekegnegha.  Nasiqneghmininga aaptaqaanga, “Elpeni 
natetefta?”  Elqughaghnemkun sameng pigpenani  legan aga iqitaqelghii.  Anagsimanemkun, he would give 
me another chance to reconsider my decision, and correct my decision, and allow me to go out there and 
find out on my own.  Ellnganeng sivukluku nalighnegha liitaqa, whangamneng, atamneng, apamneng, eslam 
nekegnegha liitqughaqa.  Enkaangam subsistence, neghighhaaneng taana atuqngukevut kiyaghtalleghput, 
unangniiq, taught from generation to generation.  Whangamneng piyaaghsama kiyaghhnaqngulunga Tem-
keruunkut, Qaqsungiinkut, nuyekliit whangamneng ellngitgun angyaghtestaataghaatnga Mangukakun, whan-
gamkun.  Naten ellngit piiqutangit qakun igleghtanqutangit, qakun uteghnighyaghqaatngit, naanlluku  teghik 
ivaghaqutangit.  Tamaana maaten esghaghlaaghnanighhaghput kingkunun allatgun angyaghtestaqluta kinkut-
gun yulighistaqluta amalka entaqun ellngitni apeghtughimun ayuqelghii.  Subsistence lifestyle neghighruku-
rugllagganeng kiyaghtaalleghput, unangniilleghput neqet nakut saghnaqegkangit sivunemnneng liitkaqaput. 
 
Mostly from my elders, I learn just like I try to live my own.  At the beach in the morning, older men and 
elders went to look for game out on the ice/ocean.  Mostly Stanley Oozeva was down there. It would be just 
Stanley and I. He observed the condition of the weather and water.  When he thinks it’s time, he asks me, 
‘How do you think it is?’  When I give him the right answer, without saying a word, he would just leave.  
When I didn’t answer right, ‘pilleghqalitaqaanga…’ 
 
I first learned partly from him (Stanley).  Then I also learned by myself, from my father, grandfather, of the 
conditions of the weather.  Then, ‘neqniiq’ (hunting lifestyle), we have been practicing since a long time ago.  
When I became on my own, Tim Slwooko, Vernon K. Slwooko who are older than me, let me go boat 
hunting with them, also with Hiram Okhtokiyuk and on my own. They showed when they will go, when 
they will return, where the game is searched for. These things we hardly see anymore, for one to go boat 
hunting with different crew, as like probably it is for education.   Since from the beginning, our way of liv-
ing, our way of hunting, which parts we are to take, we learn from our ancestors. 
 
VM:  Elpek avaqutalgulghiiten, amalleqa community members-seput, liitesugsiki ayveghem kiyaghvigi? 
 
You have children and you will have grandchildren.  Should ‘nunalguteput’- do you want them to learn where the 
walrus live? 
 
JN:  Aa, liitesupigtanka.  Puygukumegteggu  maaten kiyaghtaalleghput iitek llaaghan neqa allaghhiinaq 
maavek kaasaghngaghmi.  Taawanginaq tengegkayuget 9-11-nem esgha pillgha taakwna esghaghaghput 
kafsina days-selqaghaq, 1 week entaqun tengaagpenateng kiyaghtut.  Maani katam neqelgutemnneng pengeg-
niitut.  Iwerngaqun maaten contaminants allaaghinaq allgelghii. Neghighrukurugllagganeng taananguuq ki-
yaghtaaghusi kelliimi (our sea).  Enkaangam llaaghan ipameng whanganginaghma  avaqutanka apeghtiga-
tanka, ilangillu maakut anglinghhat ellmeggneng piyaaghhnaqet. Taakutlu whanga liitellemneng liitesnaqut-
kaqanka. 
 
Yes, I very much want them to learn.  When we forget our way of life now, as it’s true, food of all different 
kinds arrive here.  During 9/11 we saw, the planes didn’t fly for many days, for maybe a week.  Here, since 
we have food, we have nothing to worry about.  Except now, there are contaminants found in the sea. Since 
a long time ago, our life has been coming from the sea.  And so, it’s true, truly, not only my children, do I 
teach, but there are other young people who are starting to go by themselves. These also from what I 
learned, I try to teach them, too. 
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VM:  Naten apeghnayaghsiki ayveghem kiyaghhfigi? 
 
How can you tell where the walrus live? 
 
JN:  Upenghaam piinlighneghani kiyang aghnasalek sivukluni naghughtekayuk maani, qasiqalek. Kiyang 
ukani naallginaghmi akivaqaani tekeghat tungangitni, naayghat tungangitni qanlengaqaanilnguut,  kiyang agh-
nasalek sivukluni naghughtaquq.  Maaten akumutkanighluni lliilghii.  Ilangani early-ghllaguluku naghughsa-
gutut Uwi, yugtaaneq ayveq (nallukegkufsigu), aaggun aywaakun agaqelghiit aygumteggun, kiyang ayguvaqun 
naghughtaqelghii.  Agani ayguvaqaani qerngughutkayuget.  Neghniillghit kiyang entaqun aghneghem qukaani 
whanikumun taakwavek meghmi neghniiqayuget.  Maakut qasiqalget neghniipagigalnguut avaqutameggneng 
kiyang, avaqutameng saningitni kiyang kiyaghtekayuget.   
 
The beginning of spring, mostly females first passed by here, with calves, mostly over in front of the village, 
to the south near the points, and towards the Siberian mountains nearby. Right now, it’s becoming of mix-
ture.  Some are beginning to pass by very early. Male walruses pass by on the north side, mostly to the north.   
Over at northern part, they congregate. As their eating system, mostly is probably at noon time to evening 
time, they feed in water.  These walrus with calves, they don’t eat much, mostly they stay with their calves. 
 
VM:  Naten ligikesnayaghsiki anglinghhanun ayveghem migration-nga? 
 
How can you make young people understand the walrus igleghnegha? 
 
JN:  Meghqerakaneng  - esghapagluki ilangi unangniightet.  Tawaten kiyang whanga liitkagunga unangniigh-
meng.   
 
From the time they are very young- by observing other hunters. That’s how I learn mostly about hunting. 
 
VM:  Elpek whaa esghalleghpeni allangughtengngwaa meq, siku, anuqa, esla, unangniilleq nalighmeng ayveghem 
uglaghtutalnga esghapalleghpeni nulangwallu, ukavaangwaallu?  Esla allangughtengwaa esghapalleghpeni? 
 
By your observation, is the water changing, the ice, weather, the hunting or the amount of walrus? During your ob-
servation is it increasing or decreasing?   
 
JN:  Eslamta allangughtellgha nekegnegha ipa nallunaghhiighutuq maaten. 1970-mi taakwani an-
gyaghyaaghtaqngama eslavut iiwleng  anuqataghaaw...igasghtuq – qafsina days-elqinaq amsanaghlluwaaqluni 
ayuqsaghtuq.  Maaten aghneghinaawaqluni amsanaghlluk.  Sikugput mulunanightuk aga ima aygumun 
kaspugaghutaquk mulugpenatek ugmelliighaamaagmek. Anuqfut kaatqaghsagutuq sukalluni.  Maaten kin-
guliit ukut anglinghhat esghapanemki, nagannemki iwerngaqun weather forecast-mi  anuqataghaghtuq aghu-
liitaqut.  Matum katam eslaniillgha atughpenaan.  Technology-mun  dependent-ngughteghllagtukut.  An-
gyaghyugllagngaghmeng weather forecast-a pineghmegteggu aghneghmi tawani aghneghem nalighneghani 
anuqraaggnaqniluku,  ima waaknanighaqut.   
 
Ayveq nulaaqallu or palallingutanga. Whanga esghamallemni ayveq nulaghllaguuq.  Allat esghiigalkeput all-
geghtut.  Aghneq Meteghllugem aapqangi amsakekanilghiit tagnepaaluget  tugutngit suughllaget iqaghllaget.  
Ilangit tungeqlighhiit kavitkanighllaget tugutngit takestaghhaat aamtayaq tugutngit pakregrakegtat.  Enkaam-
llu maantekullat esghaghaqegkeput angerkavaget kaviiteghllanilnguut. Tugutngit angerkavagpaget.  Enta-
qunllu sangwaa whanga esghaamallemni kiyang piitqelghiit pingayughqengnganiluki ayveghet.  Ukum ay-
vegha, aywaan ayvegha, Atlantic walrus.  Whanga esghamallemni, llangaqa whaa estamiit allgeghuut.  
Aangepagllagunghilnguut kiyang amesiighrakanit.  Nulanguuq ayveq. Whaten uglaghqakaan esghiigasaghagh-
put kiigmi.  Kiigmi ukagun aapagllagigasalghiit.   
 
Our weather and condition is truly without doubt changing.  In 1970, when I started boat hunting, our 
weather wasn't at all times windy– so many days it used to be calm.  Right now, it is calm for only a day.   
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Our ice does not stay long enough- it quickly drifts north passing us.  It is also becoming thin. The wind 
here arrives quickly.  Now these young ones, when I observe them and listen to them, when the weather 
forecast says it’s going to be windy, they stay put.  Without using our own weather forecasts, we become 
dependent on technology.  Although they wanted to go boat hunting, when they listen to the weather fore-
casts for in that day or that part of the day it will become windy, unfortunately they intend not to go. 
 
Is walrus increasing or decreasing? In my observations, walrus is increasing.  Different ones we haven’t seen 
are now seen.  Today, Wade Okhtokiyuk talked of ones that are smaller, darker, their tusks yellowed, and 
very dirty.  Some other ones are somewhat red, their tusks are short as well as very curved.  Also those that 
stayed here are little larger, which are not really red. Their tusks are little larger. And also what I have seen, 
people say that there are three kinds of walrus.  
 
The walrus from around here, northern walrus and Atlantic walrus, in my observations, it seems there is also 
a fourth one appearing.  They are not very large, mostly kind of slender.  Walrus population is increasing. 
We didn't used to see this much walrus in summer.  They hardly come this way during summer. 
 
VM:  Itagnaqelleqsigu wata esghapalleghqaq kiyaghtaallemtestun nalighmeng monitor-elleghqaq nalighmeng ki-
yaghtaallemtestun itakelleghqaa? 
 
Would you recommend more traditional observation or monitoring or traditional conservation methods?   
 
JN:  Monitoring program-a pinightuq, kayutnguuq to a certain extent.  Taakut preservation-mun maaten 
wasteful taking of walrus policy-t.  Naken pikaawat whangkuta nallukaput.  Whangkuta generation-emnni 
1978-mi organize-kangukumeng, 1978-mi, I was a little boy with these issues were non-existent for me at 
those times.  Nasiqneghmegteggu piyukegkaghteng taaqegkayugaat naqam manguna, kemekrak, 
ilataghaghaqegkangit.  Tulimat ilatepaglagingalkangit, kiyang aghnasalegneng tulimaghnaqaqelghiit.  Uwim 
pingi aangeghllaget, uqigllaget tangeghtaaghasimaghmeng.  Nefkunguluki pingukangit.  Taana monitoring 
program kayutngullequq kingunemnnun.  Wataqaghaq taaganiqaaghaq wata law-t allgeghnaqngulghiit.  
Liilightughpenaki unangniightet pillgilliqellequt.  Liilightuusalguyalghiikut neghighluku, “Kenlesi neqamik-
luki.  Usikaghqaghsi neqamikluku.”  Tamaani ayumiq gasoline pitngunghisalghii maaten piyagullghiit,  
“Mesiightulkaghqaghsi neqamikngwaaghluku.  Kenleliperewaaghlusi.” Enkaam policy-t taakut ilangani 
llaaghan kukragnaghaqut.  Eslam nekegnegha maani ulimaghikat tawavek policy-mun nallukaat kelliimta 
nekegnegha.  Ilangani esghapagaqiinkut aagkerugllak ayguvaneng 70-80 miles taginemta.  Tumemi taakwani 
nalighmi 88-miles, 8 foot seas igleghaakut.  Taakut require-siput aghuliinnaqepiglluki.  Mesiighmeng nuugh-
sugninnaqngamta, uqengeghtataghtukut.  Ilangani aghneghni, sikum aghuliightaqiinkut uteghmun pileghput.  
Nalighmi tamlagaqngamtaqun whangkuta whaa piinkut, “Esghapagamsi kana ateghqulghiisi.  You had no 
need to.”  Ellngit aghnelqusiq taan'gantellghitut. Whangkuta aghnelqusiq ughleghiighaqukut to get home.   
 
Locally maani monitoring entaqun taakut samun igaghyamun piightaqsaquyeng, aneghneghqennayaghiit.  
Ilangit ipameng kukriqut, esghaghaqegketen unknown sex. Ilangani tamlaanemta, naavyiwaaghaqelghiikut, 
paghyughaqelghiikut.  Somedays are 18 hour days, 20 hour days, and even longer.  Puygaaqaput information
-m ilangi. 
 
The monitoring program is good, it’s helpful to a certain extent. The ones for preservation, what is now the 
wasteful taking of walrus policy, where were they from, we don’t know.  When they have enough of what 
they want, they are finished, but the skin of walrus, the flesh they added more to it.  They take them for dry-
ing.  That monitoring program will be helpful to our descendants.  Because more laws will be made in the 
future.  Without commanding the hunters, they will be unfortunate.  We used to have commandments long 
ago: ‘Remember your limits.  Remember how much your load is.’  At that time, gasoline didn't matter, now 
they say,  ‘Remember how much gas you have.  Always be aware.’ 
 
So these policies are sometimes truly hard to understand.  Those who made the policies don’t know the  
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weather conditions and sea conditions here.  Sometimes they watch us come from far away, 70-80 miles.  
One time we traveled from 88 miles, at 8 ft. seas. We tried to keep our requirements. When we were getting 
low on gas, we unload to lighten.  Some days, the ice stop us on our return trip.  At one time, when we were 
about to land, they said to us, ‘We watched you out there – you unloaded.  You had no need to.’  They 
themselves were not out there all day.  All day long, we labored hard to get home. 
 
Locally the monitoring...probably, they should go for some sort of training often, they would be benefiting.  
Some truly have confusion, as you have seen written, unknown sex.  Sometimes when we land, we are very 
exhausted, we are very tired.  Some days hunts are 18 hour days, 20 hour days, and even longer. Sometimes 
we forget some information. 
 
VM:  How do you see the value of walrus hunting for your community today and in the future?   
 
Naten esghaghaqsugy megnunaghtulanga ayveghniighem nulagutegpenun maaten aghneghmi, agaveklu sivunegh-
mun? 
 
JN:  Ayveghnilleput aghneghmi, neghightaghrugllaguuq.  Akuwaanghhaq siivanllemta ungipamsugutaqaanga 
ikani Ketngipalagni, researcher-et tagiluteng taawa piyalghimeng, 30,000 years ago, sangwaat ulimakiit sivun-
emta naalkuqaqeftiit.  Enkaam ayumirugllagganeng ayveq maani kiyaghtaaghusiqaghput, neqekaghput maani.  
Maaten aghneghmimun neqekenghiteghngaamteggu, sivunghanun agavek, kagpakayugukangat.  Taagani 
freezer-ngilluku, siqlugamun keviiteghllagaqegkangat.  Amii angyamnun atuqnaluki.  Ayumiq aluminum boat
-a allgellghilluku, angyiit taakunginaghhaayalghiit angyapiget.  Taaggun igleghakayuget nunaaghmeggnun, 
naliini manteghameggnun atuqnguyaqangit, roof-kumiita, eflugakuumiita.  Maaten panineng uglaghtut angyat 
qaga, qamagtengngwaaghluteng angyapiget amighngaat ayveghmeng, aghnasalegmeng.  Qasiqameng enkaam 
niitkelluteng ayuqut salin allulluteng.  Talwa aghveghniighmun atuqngwaaput ayveghet maaten, handicraft-et 
neghighhaaneng qiighqam population-nga, very artistic.  Panineng maaten with advance technology, with 
grinders, motor tools, wataqaghaq artistic-ngughtut.  Earring-nget ulimaaghit are a lot more advanced than 
what I’ve seen in the past.   
 
Our walrus hunting today is from very long time ago.  Few days ago, one of our elders told me about a re-
searcher who came and worked over at Ketngipalak.  He found carvings made by our ancestors from 30,000 
years ago.  And so, from a long time ago, we utilized walrus and ate it here. Up to now we don't use it only 
for food, to the future. They start packing it...at that time, there were no freezers, so they put them into un-
derground caches. The hide they used for boats.  Long ago, before the aluminum boats came, their skin-
boats are the only ones.  Through these they travel to their camps or used for their housing. They also use 
them as roof, and for floor covering. There still are many boats now. All of them are covered with hides of 
females. All of them are still tied on with walrus calf skin ropes. 
 
For the future, neqekaghput panineng (it is still our food) 100 years from now, I'd like to see our community 
still hunting walrus.  More than ever we must help each other, let us work together.  These they made into 
ordinances, they would be little more changed now… 
 
Wataqaaghaq qevutaghalluta kayutkulluta qepghaghyagutelta.  Ukut kenlengllaqiit, allangughteghraagnayagh-
tut entaqun neghighluku ulimaluki panineng almesiqluki.   
 
Let’s start working even harder helping each other. These limits they made would change, maybe made be-
forehand while still not making a big difference.  
 
Keep up the good work you are doing.  Whangkutaqun neqetaput agaverugllak Florida-mun kenlekluku 
kaatkayuguut. Maaken, Sivungamun, (See what we catch ends up all the way down to Florida. From here to  
Savoonga,) Nome, Anchorage, Barrow, Fairbanks, southern coast-mun.  Some of the walrus we harvest  
ends up all they down to Florida, from the food we harvest end up in Florida.  At times, back in ’96, 3 of us  
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boat hunting near the Siberian waters, we were listening on the CB (while waiting for the other 2 boats), 
some Siberian Native keep calling me ‘uncle’ over the CB radio.  So, when my uncle got to us, I told him 
that his ‘cousin’ was calling. He turned the CB on and sure enough, they answered.  They were telling him 
that they were running low on battery.  So, we waited for them for a couple hours to give them new batter-
ies, but they never showed up.  So, we decided to go look for them along the beach as they said they were 
near a beach, paddling to us.  We kept on going, going and eventually we ran into a boat.  It wasn’t the same 
boat we were looking for, but they invited us over and we shared some of our food with them that we 
caught.  We work together out here even with the people of Diomede, even though we are not physically 
working together.  These modern days, we are working together, paperwork and what not.  We’re sharing 
information on what we have learned with them.   
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Interview with Savoonga Hunter 

 

Jody Madsen (JM) 

(No Photograph Available) 

 

Place:  Savoonga IRA Building 

 

Interviewed by:  Jonella Larson (JL) EWC Specialist  

 

Date:  February 2004 

 

 

 
JL:  How did you learn how to become a walrus hunter and an observer? 
 
JM:  The way we were brought up.  In the past that was our environment.  We had to learn from a very 
young age from the elders and other hunters.  That is our lifestyle and our God given right to hunt these 
animals.  I’ve been observing a lot of changes especially with our youth.  It seems that parents don’t mind if 
they don’t go.  There is just no push that we had in the past.  It was a must learn thing when we were grow-
ing up.  We first start learning about hunting when we are 8 or 9 years, at a young age.   
 
JL:  Who would you go hunting with? 
 
JM:  My grandpa Elmer before he passed away, and then Ivan Pungowiyi, and then Floyd Sr. and Jr. started 
taking me out after my grandfather passed away.  They passed on the knowledge, which I’m pretty grateful.  
So, in return I’m trying to pass on the knowledge to the younger generation.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter the types of habitat or where you would see the walrus when  
passing by the community? 
 
JM:  In the past, it was fairly easy because we would just go down towards the northwest area, where I was 
told most of the clamming beds are.  But these days it’s a little different.  The ice moves a lot quicker and it’s 
more like spotting them now rather than knowing where they are.  The currents are stronger now and the 
ice conditions are weaker.  I probably would take them out and teach them to find the biggest iceberg, go on 
top and use the binoculars to spot them.  That’s probably the best way to spot a herd these days. But in the 
past, they used to be a lot closer and the ice conditions used to be a lot better.   The ice was stronger back 
then and now every year since I’ve started hunting, I’ve been noticing changes with the ice conditions and 
the ice is moving out a lot faster than in the past years.  There have been a lot of changes and I guess it’s 
more or less adapting to the hunting conditions like the ice and the weather.   
 
JL:  What types of things were you told to look out for when you were growing up? 
 
JM:  Checking the water to see if there is any walrus coming up and clam parts floating around, dirty ice 
where they’ve been laying down.  Usually there is a bunch of walrus all crammed together behind big ice-
bergs, but that’s not the case these days.  We are just lucky to spot them here and there.  And plus we have 
to go out much further now than in the past.  I guess teach them how to adapt to the weather conditions 
these days. 
 
JL:  Has there been much change that you’ve seen with the equipment that people are bringing out now? 
 
JM:  Like the Global Positioning Systems are a real big help these days.  But when we were growing up we 
were just taught how to use a compass and that’s it.  And just try to estimate the current and how far you’ve 
been drifting is through estimating and guessing where Savoonga is and starting heading inland.  Technology 
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has gone a long way and it’s a lot better now. 
 
JL:  When have you seen the most change with that in the last few years? 
 
JM:  It’s like with some of the captains, they rely on the GPS system a lot, but with me I am just trying to 
stick to the old school ways and use my GPS once in a while if I feel like I’m getting lost.    
 
JL:  How would you tell a younger person or a younger hunter the times of walrus migration? 
 
JM:  These days we usually wait until it opens up out here cause we are usually iced in.  Usually it’s the bulls 

that pass by first and the females and calves with 
the last haul.  The last couple of years it’s been a little  
 
funny cause we’ve been finding bulls mixed in with females and we’re used to seeing nothing but bulls and 
then females.  It’s been pretty odd but I guess the best knowledge we could give to them is to watch us 
while we are out there.  A lot of the elder hunters tell us to watch and learn but I guess the main thing we 
could teach the younger hunters and the up and coming hunters is the ice conditions when there is real poor 
ice that means thin ice that means you’re going to have to go further out to get to some solid ice to find the 
walrus.  But the main thing we were taught is to never give up hope and to keep on going, go with the flow.  
Well, that’s what I could say and some of the elder hunters would have a different point of view but that is 
what I would think and what I was taught.  To go farther and farther to find the solid ice which the walrus 
would be resting on. 
 
JL:  Are there any particular ice conditions that you’d want to avoid? 
 
JM:  We were taught that if you are traveling in the foggy weather, they usually tell us to avoid the ice that 
have small leads here and there because our currents are pretty strong and you could find yourself trapped in 

Photograph courtesy of the Eskimo Walrus Commission 
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a matter of minutes or seconds.  Trying to back track or getting out of those conditions.  That is the main 
thing I would tell the younger hunters is to avoid going into the main open leads. Especially with the young 
ice, it’s hard to pull your boat on top of it or to stand on it cause you have the risk of going through the ice 
or one of your crew members going through the ice.  But sometimes we don’t have any choice.  Yeah, the 
ice conditions have changed a lot.  It’s much thinner ice these days and the temperature is much warmer 
than it used to be in the past.   
 
JL:  Have you seen a difference in the total number of walrus you’ve observed? 
 
JM:  Not really.  It’s just our ice conditions.  As soon as it opens up, it floats away.  Last year we had two 
weeks of good hunting and then our icebergs were gone.  I’ve heard a lot of our elders talk and they’ve told 
me that there is still a lot of walrus.  The only thing they’ve really told me is the change in the ice conditions 
and that the ice is moving out fast.  Now we are playing the cat and mouse game with the ice and it’s just a 
matter of catching up to it.   
 
JL:  So despite the fact that you have to go out farther, the numbers of the walrus still look the same? 
 
JM:  Yeah, they look real healthy.  From what I’ve seen in the past and now.  They look healthy. 
 
JL:  I’m curious with the migrations.  First the bulls, then the females and calves, and now the mixture.  Do you have 
any conclusions as to why that may be happening? 
 
JM:  I have no idea.  Some elders think that is odd and I’m sure they’ve seen more changes than I have.  
And I’ve told a few of the elders about this and they have said that it is odd and unusual for a bull to be 
hanging around a bunch of females and calves.  From what they’ve said it does happen once in a while 
which I really wouldn’t know, but that was my first time seeing bulls mixed in with the female walrus.  The 
only big change that I’ve seen is the ice moving out a lot faster than in the past and the game is much  
farther out. 
 
JL:  Are their any behaviors that you’ve been told to keep aware of with the walrus?  Which ones to avoid? 
 
JM:  Avoid the big herds of the walrus, one big herd of walrus, and go after the smaller herds.  I’ve heard 
that one boat made the mistake and went to one big herd and before they were able to shoot all the walrus, 
they got off the ice and surrounded them.  But they said that they were real fortunate and that they didn’t 
attack.  I guess that’s nature’s way of telling us that we are much smaller than them.  I’ve got a lot of respect 
for the walrus.  We were told to stay away from the young walrus that are 3-4 year-olds, we are usually told 
to stay away from them because they come after our boats and motors if we are not looking.  They are real 
aggressive.  And ‘cannibal walrus.’  I was real fortunate to run into one last year.  I brought a sample to the 
monitors and there was sealskin in the stomach, bird feathers and other stuff.  That was my first time seeing 
one up close and getting one.  There was real thick oil slimes on the manguna so it was pretty bad and rot-
ten.  So I brought back some samples.   
 
JL:  With traditional observation and monitoring, have you absorbed any of that? 
 
JM:  Yeah, I’ve been going with what I’ve been taught like never take more than what you need.  Tradition-
ally our local limit is four per trip and I don’t dare go over that.  I’m happy to even get one or a mukluk.  I  
always tell my crew we are not only after walrus, we are after bearded seals, seals, birds and whatever we run 
into out there…polar bears.  I think that it’s a good thing to set a local limit tribally, which would be one 
good way to maintain things and to keep a healthy walrus population. 
 
JL:  It seems that there has been a lot of question as to what to bring back.  What are some of the important parts 
for you to bring back? 
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JM:  I was taught by Floyd Sr. and Jr., Ivan, Raymond Toolie, and Clarence that what ever you desire.  A lot 
of other villages have their bread and butter of the walrus anatomy and with me I like just about all of it.  I 
try to take most of the walrus as I can…the manguna, heart, liver, intestines and a flipper once in a while.  
And sometimes, I’ll bring the walrus stomach for my grandmother and she’ll make stuff from it, but for me 
it’s the manguna, heart, liver and intestine and the shoulder and back bone meat are real good…and the 
front ribs. 
 
JL:  So you would recommend more traditional practices for monitoring? 
 
JM:  Oh yeah, I think the local monitors are doing a real good job.  They’re there to help us pull up our 
boats and unload the meat from our boats, but I know the other captains take what they can and I try to 
take as much of the walrus as I can cause I was brought up that way and a lot of the other families don’t 
have a man in the family and they’ll call for meat and it’s like with me I send meat to Nome, Anchorage and 
even Oregon cause my dad loves ayveq so.  I’m always sending some down.  Walrus meat stretches out and 
feeds lots of people.   
 
JL:  Along with taking as much as you can or what you need are their any other traditional practices that may stick in 
your head? 
 
JM:  We try to help people who need additional walrus hide for their boats so that is one thing I was told 
before I went out on my own last year was to always ask the whaling captains if they need anything cause I 
was real fortunate to have a real good year last year despite it being my first year as a boat captain but I was 
told to always ask the other captains before I head out if they need particular meat or part.  Which is pretty 
good.  That keeps me straight before I start having a big head.  They keep me in line. 
 
JL:  What types of differences have you seen with the approach to hunting with the younger generation? 
 
JM:  It seems like they don’t have any, from what I’ve seen, you just got to respect the animals they are 
hunting and not just going in and killing them.  That is just a matter of teaching them respect for the animals 
that they are hunting and not to be wasteful.  But most of the younger hunters don’t speak the Native  
language and we are always speaking Yupik out there and now they have a hard time understanding.  The 
only thing that we can teach them is to respect the animal and not to waste the meat.  But sometimes we are 
left with that choice when we are pulling our boats miles on end when we are trying to get home.  That is 
the only time I was told it was okay to drop some of the meat to lighten the boat.  Which gives us a heavy 
heart to drop the meat but we have to think of our crew too and safety first.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus hunting today and in the future? 
 
JM:  I think for most of the people around here who are carvers and who carve for a living, I think that it’s 
going to be an important thing due to the local economy here.  There are few jobs here and I think most of 
the guys here are carvers.  There are a lot of good carvers and they rely on ivory a lot for income.  I think it’s 
going to play a large part in the future if the walrus population stays healthy, there should be a lot of healthy 
people.  If they get ivory here and there to pay for bills, heating oil, and gasoline.  It’s going to hopefully stay 
healthy.  The only message I have to say to the younger hunters is to respect the animals and not to waste 
the meat.  I’m still young but there are many young up and coming hunters.   
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JL:  How did you learn about walrus and the hunting sites around the community? 
 
EN:  Well, over the years since I was a boy, I would go hunting with my uncle George and my Grandfather 
Joe before him.  So, we’d go distance even with these wooden boats we used to have.  We’d go distance as 
far as going out past the island towards the northeast and those mountains are over there.  Depending on 
where the ice is, where the game is and people always spoke on the CBs about where the game is that time.  
Over the years I’ve learned and picked up which direction they would go and following the open leads.  
When there are open leads we’d sit and watch what the ice is doing with the currents if it’s closing in or 
spreading out.  When it’s spreading out it’s not dangerous for you to go in.  You could go in and check to 
see if there are any herds in there.  If it’s closing in you don’t want to go in cause you are going to get stuck 
in there and it would be hard to come out.   
 
We usually follow the ice and sometimes we have packs of ice closed into Savoonga and they’ll go further 
out where it’s open.  Some boats do that but a lot of times some captains wait until the ice goes out and it’s 
ready for us to go farther out.  I’ve heard a lot about that from the crew I was with and the older people.  
You know they would get on the ice and the ice ridges and check for open water out there.  A lot of times 
we’d run into packed ice and that will show through the clouds too and how far out you see it will be all 
white reflecting with the clouds.  You don’t want to go into that kind of area because it’s so packed up and 
there is hardly any game in that area anyway.  A lot of times when I hear from other people talking about the 
open ridges and the cracks the corners and you go in sometimes it opening up and farther in there should be 
herds.  Or a lot of the times they check those corners and they use the points as waypoints and because the 
current is always moving there is hardly any way of having a settled ice ridge anywhere.    
 
You know, I’ve been out in the boat when the ice is coming in and going out. With Clarence I had to experi-
ence when we had the white skiffs out there and it was really windy from the north but the ice was coming 
in.  We were about 7 miles east and we were hunting seals and they were getting ready to go out boating and 
they had to find an area where there is hardly any white skiffs to get out, like the corner of the bay or some-
thing like that.  So, I got in with them and we started going towards the ice real slow cause the skiffs were 
starting to come in and the closer we got to the ice and the closer the ice got to us the calmer it got even if it 
was 20, 30 mph winds as long as we were close to the ice, the ice is going to block the wind from making 
any big waves on the water.  But we get to that area and if the ice was going out it would probably be dan-
gerous to go out, but with Clarence I had to experience that.  But right when the ice comes in there is nor-
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mally game out there and then around the island during the fall time when the migration  
period is there and Punuk Island has always had it. A lot of times it’s usually during the late season and fall 
when they end up flattening themselves and killing themselves and people go out and see if there is any and 
people do that here.  Those guys usually know the knowledge of how thick the ice is over there and if it’s 
good to go out.  There is a few people who know about it.  
 
JL:  What were some of the things you recall hearing the captain and the rest of the crew talking about in terms of 
finding the herds? 
 
EN:  When I was growing up I did hear a lot of what they were saying about how great it was to hunt that 
day because of the weather and the nice days.  But some days we don’t have any game and then they find 
areas in their own. We’d go out there and we’d just keep going.  We’d have to watch and observe everything 
like the ice and the currents and if it’s windy out there because if you are out here and you go 20 miles out 
it’s going to be a different view over there. Those people who have that knowledge lead the way and it’s usu-
ally the first that go out.   
 
And I’ve learned that when the game is close it’s usually the first people that go out that get the game first 
and people coming after them and are told where the herd is.  But as far as that question, I’ve heard elders 
and older men talk about it and even now that I’ve been going out so much I kind of realize what they look 
into you know the corners and the points and all those waypoints that they use, like the ice conditions if it’s 
closing in.     
 
JL:  Would you like your children to learn about it the same way? 
 
EN:  Yeah, I’d like to keep holding our traditions, but a lot of things we find are making it easier for us to 
do with the exchanging of the skin boat to a Lund boat.  We still have skin boats out there but we had a 
hard time last year with the female walruses and they kind of waited a little bit too late with the hides and 
that is what we need.  Like some of the boats out here don’t have extra and it covers two hides to cover up 
the skin boat.   
 
JL: Have you seen a change with the migration because of the ice? 
 
EN:  I don’t think so even during this winter there is walrus when we are all packed in.  I don’t think it has 
changed because they all travel in groups and sometimes there is only one walrus separated and a lot of 
times these people look for these groups and when they call on the CB people go on that direction.    
 
JL:  What times of the year do they normally migrate by? 
 
EN:  I would think November, right before the ice gets in.  Because we’ve heard of people digging at Punuk 
until November sometimes, and there are usually walrus there by October.  We have ice that is coming in 
December and in January.  And we used to have longer winters too and it seems like we are having more 
rain, during the fall time anyway.  The ice would form a little bit and then it would melt.   
 
JL:  Would you recommend more traditional observation practices used today with walrus conservation? 
 
EN:  That’s what I keep hearing from the people during our meetings you know they want to continue  
using our knowledge because hands on experience and any kind of experience I think you pick up a lot like 
that.  That is a lot of information directly, human relations.  You know even if they approve of the technol-
ogy, from our perspective, that is important to us because we have to keep continuing our traditional knowl-
edge and passing it on to our kids cause that is what we use to survive with.  We also have to make things 
easier by exchanging with the western culture.  Either way works for me but I’d rather continue using our 
traditional values because that is basically who we are.   
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It really makes things easier and safe when I use the GPS and the Lund boat it relieves me from putting in a 
lot more work with making a skin boat.  For those of us that always go out with the same crew, we gain the 
knowledge from them and we pick up a lot of ideas.  There are certain things out of the walrus that I find 
that we eat still, like out of the stomach.  
 
I think to me I would try to keep our traditional values and I would also like to use the western culture be-
cause it makes it easier to track back and come back the same way.  Even if you had a GPS and you go too 
deep or the fog sets in on you, really the GPS could show you the way you came in but if you try to come 
out and if the current is already pushed in, you will be stranded out there.  A lot of the times I see people 
when we are traveling in the fog that will go into the ice and it’s all crumbled and starting to spread and peo-
ple start going through it and then it begins to pack in again.  That is when you don’t want to go too deep 
because it’s foggy and you don’t know what it’s like and you haven’t seen it.  It takes experience to be able to 
go in right through.  I guess that’s the point that would help in holding our traditional knowledge because 
it’s experience and what you see.  If it’s packed in and so foggy you don’t want to continue cause you’ll get 
stuck.  Binoculars really help.  I think it’s important to continue our traditional knowledge because it takes 
experience to gain any knowledge of what were doing anyway.   
 
JL:  How do you see the importance of walrus hunting in the community today and in the future? 
 
EN:  Well, how do I see it?  I see the importance of continuing our traditional knowledge and the impor-
tance of being who you are.  When I’m in Anchorage, I crave for it.  When I don’t have it, I crave for it and 
when we don’t have much in our storages, I crave for that food.  Our mothers used to always do the prepar-
ing and I guess we are growing out of that stage where we have to become our own.  I guess it’s important 
to keep holding that tradition because it helps you survive through the times like this.  Even if we are  
exchanging and am buying the food from the store, I still crave for the food where it’s going to stick in your   
stomach a little longer rather than coming right out of your system.   

 
  I think we should continue holding onto our trad- 
  tional knowledge and continue making our skin 
  boats and preserving our culture.  Continue practic- 
  ing building our boats because you know it’s impor- 
  tant to continue what you have, now and for the 
  future. It would be important to still be able to har- 
  vest and see what contaminants are out there. Like 
  for whaling, I would like to continue using the skin 
  boats because it’s natural.  I want to be able to do 
  this naturally like with sailing, we go out with the 
  wind and then the whale decides where he wants to 
  be rather than going after it in a Lund boat and a 
  motor.  Some of our elders try to fight that and en- 
  courage our hunters to get some walrus hides so 
  hunters could hide their boats up…we have to work 
  together.  I guess that is why families stay a lot to- 
  gether because they work together, they help toge- 
  ther in getting the animals, and then they come back 
  and work together and divide it up, and they all eat 
  together. 
 
 

Photo courtesy Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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AA: Taana ayveq itagnaqaqa qayughllak iimkeruglak ima neqekaghput. Kepesunghitaqa tagavek panineng 
atuqsugaqa, eltughaghpesinun, avaqutaghpesinun panineng atuqesqeluku. Important-nguuq whangkuni una 
elngaatall. Maaten itemngaaq whangkunnung kina alngunak neghesqelluku.  
 
Taagegken ima taana ayveq tuqughllagaquq. Whanga liisaqegka sivanlleghem ungipamsuga sangwaanguq 
qamagtengwaaghluni over-enaqenghani Ulimaghistem tuqustaqaa. Tawatellataghpetuq. 
 
Enkaangam Esghapagtem taam tawaten whanga ligikellemni, “Esghapagtelguuq” piiqegkangit. Esghapagtem 
taam ilakelleqaa nallukaqegkanga kingulighaam.   Whanga liiskaqaqa siivanlleghneng.  
 
I am glad we’re discussing walrus because it’s been our food for centuries. So we don’t want it to end be-
cause I want to still use it, for your grandchildren, for your children, to be used. It is very important for our-
selves as it is still available for us to be eaten. It is very important for all of us. Right now it is available for 
anyone to eat it.  
 
Since centuries, walrus died off. I learned this from our elders’ stories as everything, before it depletes, the 
Creator lets it diminish. That’s the way it was. 
 
So, the Creator, the way I learned, says, ‘Someone is watching over him’ is what they would say. The 
Watcher will be with him. This is something that younger generation doesn’t know. I learned this lesson 
from my elders. 
 
VM: Kitum elpek apeghtuqaqateng unangnilleghmeng?  
 
Who taught you about subsistence hunting way of life? 
 
AA: Whanga sivanlleghet apeghtuqaqaatnga, apagpesi, Galaagerngenkut, Ggayegllugenkut,Tamlunkut, Ana-
ghayaankut, Nungugenkut, Qagughmiinkut. Liitkagunga taakuneng. Sangwaa esghallemni whani tawaaten 
piitnga, “Esghhalleghpeni tawaani aghulaqelleghpeni neqmeng ivaghilleghpeni, kelengaluten. Ataasiq 
unakegkuvgu taglaghhaaten.”  
 
The elders taught me, your grandparents, Gologergen, Kiyuklook, Tumbloo, Annogiyuk, Noongwook, and  
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Nathan Noongwook. I learned from them. From what I’ve seen, they would say to me, ‘From what you see, 
when you leave whenever you’re hunting, so be careful. If you harvest one animal, go home.’ 
 
Tawaateteftuq liilightusaghput whangkuta. Taakgwaningani igleghnemni taawa tawaaten nagneghtut. Lalu-
ramket kenlengllaghpenaan whangkunneng yupigni kenlelguftukut. Whanga liigiksaqegka piitnga, 
“Esghapagluku ayumiquleghmun whavek kaspugsaghqaghtekan upenghamun, a-hamangam taaqelghaaten.” 
Tawateteftuq liilightusaghput piitnga “Elpekqun yaayasikuvek kinguneghqaghten naangulleqaten.” Taawa 
nagalluku whanga kenletuyiqlunga lliightunga qayughllak sivanllemta aghyughaqsaqanginkut. Alikluki, meg-
nukeghllagluki, nagateghllagluki kiyaghtaaqaagunga whanga. Kitum alngunak aghyuqayugaa tawatesaghpetuq. 
Whanga napinemni nanevgaghtama qelgusimaqegkanganga apagpesinun aghyughesqellunga sugaknaanghin-
nilunga. Masisu tawaaten pimakanga “Sameng kimsiqangaten apeghnaken, whanga aghyughlleqaqa.”  
 
That’s the rule for us. It went on like that as I went on. The white people didn't make a law, we Yupiks had 
our own law. When I learned it, they said to me ‘Watch your harvest, if it is to get through the year onto 
spring, stop hunting.’ That is how our law was, they said, ‘If you misuse hunting, there won't be anything for 
your descendants.’ So I observed it, I started to limit myself because our elders would scold us. I feared 
them, revered them, obeyed them – that’s the way I lived. Anyone used to scold anyone – that’s the way it 
was. When I went hunting, my father would instruct your grandparents to scold me and that they wouldn’t 
be offended. Furthermore, he would say to him, ‘If he says something back to you, let me know- I will scold 
him myself.’ 
 
Una ayveghput iimkerugllak neqekaghput. Taawa naangnaqnighngaatgu panineng pilegllaguukut. Igleghutis-
telguuq una neqvut esghapagtelguuq. Enkaangam tawaani igleghnemni pinaqeghllaguyaghngaamta piinkut 
sivanlleghet, “A-hamagam taqitegngam. Ayumiqulleq taananginaanghituq uka panineng ayumiq tagiquq. 
Neqezi taana megnukluku aflengakluku yaayasitkegpenaan. Elngaatall taanataa yaayasikufsi elpesineng megh-
qatuuteslequsi Esghapagtemun.” Unanseghwaallemni whani qayughlagnguq neghsaq, maklak, iqalluk, 
qawaak, ayveq, aghveq taawanguq neqekaghput. Esghapagluta repall ayuqegkaqiinkut. Liisalghiinga kinkut 
pikengupagumanghata taakut ataasit ayveghit amalka iqisimaqegkangit. Nasqunghit tugumaqegkangit whavek 
community-mun kanaghsaghqaluki, tax-mun ilakluki. Upenghanghani ayumiqunghani veghusimaqegkangit 
angyalek qamaglluku napikayuk veghusimaqegkangat atuqesluku. Whangkuta aneghneghqelleghqamnneng 
esghapagumakangintkut liisimalleghtaamta.   Pipafqaami repall tawateteftut. Nagatanka ataasit angyat ay-
veghapaglagluteng taawaaten taglaghluteng taawa sivanlleghem yugem nagataqa tawaaten pii, “Seghleghalek 
elpek, uksulqusiq taagken naasqumeng neqeknaanghituten.” Megnunaghpetuq tawaaten pii yuuk taana, 
“Uksulqusiq naasqumeng neqeknaanghituten. Neqanganeng taglaaten. Nasiqlusi kenlelighluku piiqiteggu. 
Teghikusaq una neqezi elngaatall megnunapigtuq. Katamnguq whangkuta unguvannaqellemtestung tawaaten 
unguvayugaqut.” Esghha tawaaten taana yuuk nagatkaqa.  
 
This walrus has been our food for centuries. Even though they say it’s depleting, there’s still plenty for us. 
Our food has an overseer. So, as I was moving along, although I want to harvest more, our elders would say, 
‘Quit hunting, that is enough. This is not the only year as there’s still another year coming. Take care of your 
food, do not be wasteful. If you waste, you yourself will cause the Creator to cut you off.’ Because in our 
subsistence hunting, seal, bearded seal, fish, birds, walrus, and whale are all considered our food. He even 
watches us carefully. I learned that whenever someone overharvested, it would be like they took one walrus 
away. The head with tusk would be taken away to be brought to the community and included for tax pur-
poses. During springtime every year, they would give it back to every boat captain that hunts. They would 
watch us for our benefit, for how much we knew. It was like that, to not overharvest. I heard that one boat 
that overharvested one time, when they came to shore, one elder man said, ‘You will not only eat walrus 
head all winter.’ It was important as he said, ‘Bring the meat back. Take home enough of you need with a 
limit. This animal, your food, is very important. We want it to live just as we strive to live.’ That’s what I 
heard the elder say. 
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Seghleghhalek quyaanga whaa una aapqegka tawaaten liiteleghma kenlenga kinguliighamnnun nagatesagh-
qaluku atuqesluku megnukluku. Yaayasisqefqaantuq kinguliighamta tawaaten nagaququmigu atuqegkanga 
pinitungwaaq. Taawa ipa esghapagtelguuq.  
 
I am very happy to share what I’ve learned with our younger generation so that they would hear with a sense 
of importance. I hope the younger generation doesn’t wastefully use it. It is true, there is someone always 
watching. 
 
Una kiyaghhnaqelleghput whangkuta piyaqnaghtuq. Wetku aghulaqluta meghnughluta neqevut naalkaqagh-
put. Qavalqugpenaamta igleghlluta angyaghtughluta neqetaquukutlu.   Una elngaatall megnunapigtuq kin-
gulighaam nagateqaghsaqumigu. Puughnaqenghitamsi ipapestaaq ungipaatamsi liigikelleghma kenlenganeng 
atuqegkaqa qayughllak whanga taakwna liilightusaq. Nagatkaqaqa qaatkutkagunga sivanlleghneng. Sivanlle-
ghet tawaaten piitnga, “Seghleghhalek elpek ligikumangilkuvek, whangkutestun katam tawaaten liisaqufsi, 
ingaverugllak atuqnayaghhaghsi.” Nalighmeng “anglinghhaaguten, sivurugllagpesini siqineq esghaqaqaqa.” 
Taawa tawateteftuq taana. Siivanleghem akuzilgha apalluqluku taana aviillunga allgeghyugnangunanga taawa 
esla esghamakanga ayumiquleghmi taawa allgeqaatmineng nuuyvagem taam puughsimangisimakanganga ipa-
pestaaq ungipasimakanganga.  
 
Our lifestyle is not easy. We have to go out and get tired before we find our food. Without much sleep, 
sometimes we travel by boat to find our food. This is very important, the younger generations should listen. 
I am not going to lie to you, I tell you the truth because I have followed the rule from since I came to un-
derstanding. I have heard and obeyed my elders. The elders said to me, ‘If you do not understand, if you 
learn our way it will be used a long way.’ Or, ‘You are still young – I have seen the sun long before you did.’ 
That’s the way it was. That elder's lessons when I didn’t exist, before I was born, he saw weather a long time 
ago, the wise elder said these things, didn’t mislead me, he told the truth. 
 
Elngaatall aatak kiyaghhnaqitek,qaatkullusi liilightusaq nagalluku qaatkunnaqitek. Qevutepigllusi nagan-
naqiteggu kina akuzilghii pinitun. Ipameng ungipaatiisi atuqegkaqutmineng. Whanga taagegkut sivuliighaat 
aghyullitaqlunga liitestekaqaatnga. Megnunapigtuuq una kiyaghhnaqelghhaghsi aghneghmi tawaani ak-
lunghitellemni kepsughluta neghaqukut.  
 
Try hard to live this way, obey the rules, listen, and try to obey others. Try as hard as you can to listen to 
whoever is speaking of good things. They are telling the truth because they lived this lifestyle. The elders 
before me scolded me, thereby making me learn. It is truly important to continue to maintain our lifeways 
today because we do not lack anything, we eat well. 
 
Iwernga nani taakwani piyaqliighumalleq kaannemteggu nuughtaqaghput neqevut. Igleghutistelgulghii 
eslaghllak taana piyukelleghmitun. Taawa piyugllaghngaamta esghapagaqaghput naghughtaquq un’ga nun-
avak sangwaa eslam, sikum, pivigilnguq maani whangkuni Sivungami taakuvigilnguq. Elngaatall nagan-
naqiitek anglinghhani. Kelengasalluni ayuquq una neqaghhaghput kiyaghtaaghusiqelqesuku. Kin-
gulighamnnun ukaavek eltughamnnun samnun ilaakwanun qamaglluku atuqnaqesqeluku. Elngaatall taa-
ganilqaaghaq sanqutaaghilluku unangseghwaaghnilleghteng maana pivakeghllagluku sanqutngilluteng atuqeg-
kaqaat. Iwernga esghaghhu aghneghmun whavek whangkuta akuzitangit taakut nagatkanka kaatut aghnegh-
mun whavek atuqaput megnunalghiit qayughllak. 
 
But then, if we face hardship along the way, we don’t have much food. The weather has its own ways. Even 
though we want to go badly, walrus on ice pass by because of weather, ice – we cannot reach it in Savoonga. 
So, listen carefully, young people. It is a must to be careful our food, so that we can use it in order to live. 
To the younger generation, to my grandchildren, my relatives, to everyone, use our resources wisely. A long 
time ago, when there wasn't any hunting equipment, they very carefully used it. But see their lessons that 
I've heard have came here to this day. We use them because they are important.  
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Kayutkuteqaghluteng neqenneghmegni sakengneghmegni awalightuqayuget kenlanga neghsaghhaghmun 
kenlanga iqallugmun. Awalightuqayuguftut liisalghinga whanga. Qaagna Sivungaghmiilguteyeng qamaglluku 
naasiiqiqumaqegkangat neghyaghqaghhaghmeng sakengenghata. Taanata esghhaghhu aflengaksaqufsigu na-
gatnwaaghyaqufsigu kiyaghhnaqelleghsi atunem una kiyaghtaaghusighqaghsi.- megnunalghiinguuq una ki-
yaghnaqelleghqaghsi. Ilakuteqaghllusi piniqullusi, aaghtiraghutegpenasi nagatullusi. Kina yuuk sivugpesini 
allgeqaq aghnaq kina akuzikan nagatngwaaghnaqiteggu lisimaghataghaghtuq whangkuneng. Elngaatall una 
neqezi aflengaknaqiteggu yaayasitkegpenaan akiingitalghii iimkerugllak ima taagegken neqekaghsi akim-
suggangunaan atuqaqaghsi paanghigatusi neghaqusi taana nagatwaghnaqiteggu kingulighaghni. Ellmaghagh-
haq ukaavek ayumiqulleghllagmun tagilghimun kinguliighaghqaghpesinun atuqesqelluku. Una elngaatall meg-
nunapigtuq.  
 
They helped each other out when they harvested food, they’d share with others, even seals and to fish. They 
would share with each other when I was growing up. Everyone in Savoonga seemed to have received a small 
piece to taste. This is another lesson to have and keep (sharing), listen to it carefully, living together is to 
keep forever. Be friends with each other, be kind to each other, do not argue among yourselves, but listen 
carefully. Whoever was born before you, for example, a woman –listen to what she tells you, because she 
knows more than we do. Take good care of your resources, do not be wasteful, because it doesn’t cost any-
thing from time immemorial, it has been our food that doesn’t cost anything, you haven’t starved, you still 
eat so listen carefully, young ones. Continue to use it now and for years to come especially for the younger 
generation to be used. This is very precious resource.  
 
Igataghnaq seghleghuuq, neqangiskumta seghleghuuq. Taawa kenlepghilluku nagaqulqa liitelqa apeghyugaqa 
tawaaten aatak kiyaghnaqiitek aatak elpesineng akuzingwaaqlusi anglinghhani liigikutaqlusi iinghutaqlusi es-
ghapagullusi kayutkullusi nagatullusi. Taakwna aghneq tagilghii atuqelqinaqufsigu quyallequsi. Puughnaqen-
ghitamsi puughneghitamsi ipaapestaaq ungipatamsi.  Tuunutaqlusi taanata megnunalghii.  
 
Being hungry is not good and having no food available is not good. I want to tell you everything that I know 
of or want to share, live instructing each other, those of the younger generation understand each other, warn 
each other, watch each other, help and listen to each other. These days coming, if you use them wisely, you 
will be in happiness. I am not lying to you - I'm telling you the truth. Sharing with each other is important. 
 
Angyanemta, maklaggnemta, kuyagtaqiit angyalgutemta takuneghmegtekut kuyagsimaqegkanginkut. Taawa 
kuyaaget nalighmeng inglungi iingunita kuyaagetlu ilalluki tunaqaput. Tanemwhaqa ayveghanemta ayveghi-
sanghani tawaaten kinkut whangalluqun tawaaten ayveghanemni kenlelguftuq estaamat tamaani qavngaq ima 
kenlekeftaat. Estamaneng ayveghanemni kiinkut kaanneghata nasquneghtumita maalghut tunaqanka. Qa-
yughllak avangilnguut taakut angyalget kayusighnaluki. Llaaghanwha quyaqelghiinga elngaatall. Aatak 
tawaaten kiyaghtaghnaqiitek. Siknayugutegpenasi kayutkutaqitek.  
 
When we go boating, when we catch a bearded seal, we share meat with another boat when they stop by us. 
So we give them meat from the spine, or give them the other side of the ribs, along with the spinal meat. 
Also when there isn't much walrus, when a boat didn't get a lot of walrus, I too when I get walrus, there is a 
limit of four since some time before. When I get four walruses, and someone came, I give them two wal-
ruses along with the tusks. Because they didn't have any, I wanted to help them. So for that reason, I am 
satisfied. Try live like that (as I did). Don't be so possessive, help each other.  
 
VM: Ayveghnilleqlu megnunalghii whangkunun. Elpeni whaa megnunaghta ayveghnilleq kingunemnun atuqesqel-
luku? 
 
Walrus hunting is very important to us. Should walrus hunting continue to be important for the younger generation? 
 
AA: Elngaatall megnunalghiinguuq una kiyaghtaghusighqaqaat. Neqaghhaghput una ayveghniiq unangniiq 
paninang neqekaghput. Paninang atuqaghput esleqluku tawaaten piyukellemta neghyaghqallemnnun. Neqa  
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apeghiineghmegteggu upenghami tawaaten kagpagluku tuugtiluteng nefkuriluteng tawaaten keviitka-
yuguyaghpetaat nefkuraghteng taana akmagutamun nalighmeng awataghpagmun. Uksulqusiq enkaangam 
neqekaqaat taana nefkuraghteng upenghamun taakwavek kaataqut neghinaamaluteng. Kagpallghem ang-
talnganeng aflengayuutmeggneng. Kiyaghtaaghusighqaghteng liisimakem angtalnganeng aflengakaqaat pini-
tughlluwaaq. Enmis kinkut qaagkut neqepaginneghaata awalightughaqut tamaaken kagpakameggneng. 
Neqmeng kaatutaqegkangit tawaaten kelengakulluteng ellmegneng. 
 
This is very important, this is what they will live with. Walrus and seals are still our food. We use it to the 
fullest, in whatever way we want to eat. For fishing, it is getting food in springtime - they pack it by means 
of 'meatballs' and hanging meat to dry. They packed dried meat in sealskin pokes. Then they eat from these 
all winter until spring.  It’s because they took their care in packing the meat. Because of knowing they're go-
ing to live with that, they take extreme care of it. They can even give out food to those who lack it. They 
bring them food by taking care of each other.  
 
Qayughllak tawateteftut nagatulluteng sivanlleput. Tawaaten nagaquqaghakegkenka, “Uyuq taananguq inga 
neqangisagtuq.” Taawa ataasiighuluteng awalighaqegkangit tuunyaghtughaqegkangit neghyaghqameng. Quy-
anaghhaghmeng elngaatall quyaniiqiit inga. Seghleghhalaghmeng atelek taana seghleghhalaquniki awalinghis-
teng tawaaten.  
 
Because that is how it was, to listen to our elders. I heard people saying, ‘You, that person over there, is 
lacking food.’ So they come together, and bring them food to eat. How cheerful, when they say they are 
happy over there. It is called 'seghleghhalek,’ when they are happy when they are brought food like that.  
 
VM: Allangughsigata esghalleghpeni ayveghem iglenegha un’gani? 
 
In your observations, is walrus habitat changing out in the hunting areas? 
 
AA: Salin igleghneq tawaatetuq. Uksaaghmi atilqeftaa ‘angleghaq’. Angleghaghmeng atelguftuq uksaaghmi 
kiilqusiq taakwani ataasighhaat ayveghet unaksaghngaaghmegteki. Taakwani October, November-mi, nani 
taakwani, kii, ayveghaghaqut. Enkaangam upenghami sikungilluni tawaaten angyaghuunneghmegni piiqel-
ghiit nagataqegkenka sivanlleghet, “Qavreq taan’ga.” Qavreghmeng atelguftuq upenghaam pinga taana mer-
aghinaghmi ayveghaghaqut.  
 
It is still the same. In fall time it is called 'anleghaq,’ southward migration. It is called southward migration, 
in fall time, all summer, even when they caught one walrus. It is around October and November they catch 
walruses. Then in springtime, when there's no ice, when they go boating, I hear the elders say, ‘the north-
ward migration is out there.’ It is called 'qavreq' in springtime, catching walrus in open water.  
 
Enkaangam kiyaghhnaqelleghput una piyaqniinneghituq. Wetku ivaghluku, piyugluta, meghnughluta neqfut 
kaataqaghput. Neghaqukut tawaaten ayumightaghllaguuq iimken ima tawaaten neghnaqelleghput ayuqeftuq. 
Taganirugllak sangilluku avangilluku, estuwiilluku kagpagllagumaqelghiit elngaatall. Uquunkut, sangwaa 
ilanga kagpagteghumaqegkangat, ‘keviqaatameng’ atelget. Awataghpaget kevimaqegkangit nefkuraq 
uqulighaqluku, sangwaa neghyaghqaq ilanga esqamavek. Kenlanga qawaagmun. Qawaaget tawaaten akmagu-
taamun, awataghpagmun, mesilegmun, kalefquumaqegkangit kevisimaqegkangit neyaghqaaluki. Neqnighagh-
meng whangaqun whaa ungipamsughngaghma igataghtunga kumlamiighluki neghaqaput.   Maaten pinanigh-
tukut neghnanighaput neghekumtaaput iimkaghtat ima.  
 
And then this life of ours isn't easy. We would have to search for our food, we walk, we get tired and we 
reach up to it. That is how we eat since a long time ago. Long ago, when there wasn't anything, when there 
wasn't a store, they would pack all the food. Blubber and other things would be packed away and would be 
called 'keviqaatameng,’ packing in. They would pack dried meat in pokes with blubber and other things to  
eat, even up to birds. Birds would be put in kegs and pokes filled with oil, they would sink them in there to  
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eat later on. How tasty it would be, see as I tell about these, I am craving them. We eat them frozen. Right 
now we don't do that anymore, what we like to eat since a long time ago.  
 
VM: Elpeni esghapalleghpeni esla, siku, allangughtengwaa? 
 
In your observations, is the weather and ice changing? 
 
AA: Elngaatall whanga liitelemni taagani liisalghinga amsanaghlugllaak. Naaftaghlluni esla kaalluni mulungi-
gatuq aliighaqaa. Tawatesaghpetuq elngaatall eslaghllak qakemna pinipiglluni tawani unangseghwaalghiitni 
upenghami alighutaghtaqiit ivaghighniilleghmi whani aanghutaghtiinkut esla pinipigtuq taakwavek navek 
qafsina qavaghllak taawa atuqaqaghput. Enkaamill llangaqa pikenguteghraagpanghani tawaaten pikengun-
neghani, iik, anuqataghaghtaqa. Nalighmeng tagitugughtaqaa. Tawatesaghpetuq eslavut una atilqeftaat, 
‘tawaaten aanghuniqelghiit’. Siivanlleghet taawa tawaatelluku whanga nagaqughataqaqaqa. Wata taana en-
taaqun Esghapagta taana itagnalghii Ulimaghistengulghii.  
 
From what I learned, back then the wind was always calm. When it got stormy, it didn't take long, it would 
clear up. It was like that our great weather out there. It was really good for us hunters during springtime 
when we search. It would be clear for many days. And then when we get a lot of game, the wind picks up, or 
it becomes foggy. That was our weather, they phrased it as, 'it has become available for us.’ I heard it like 
that from elders. Perhaps the Watcher is better, our Creator.  
 
Iimkaghtaghllaguut aagkerugllak ima tawaaten whanga pinayaghamsi, “Iimkaghtaghllaguuq, ayumight-
aghllaguuq una neqezi.” Mateghhaghtanghituq quunpeng piitngaaq aghhutanga tamaghhaan. Liisimaknay-
aghaghsi una neqezi neqsugaghmeng taaggegken kiyaghtaghusighqaghsi simigatuq aghuliituq. 
 
It is since a long time ago, I would say to you (young people), ‘This food of yours is from a long time ago.’ 
It's not from just a while ago, it is always there every day. You would know this food you eat from a long 
ago, your way of life hasn't changed.  It is the same.  
 
Angeyeghaat kenlenganaghtut. Angeyeghaat aaneghmeggni tugutngit suughllaget. Amqeghqullelighluteng 
neghsameng. Mesiighnengluteng tugutngit. Talwa whangkuta neghnaqluta ayuqut. Elngaatall angliikaq yay-
walinguluni apeghtughtangilluni umyugangegpeni naangilluni.  
 
Orphaned walruses are high risk. When orphaned walrus surface, their tusks are yellowed. They have bite 
marks from seals. Their tusks become oily. They even eat humans. They grew up as orphans, they had no 
mother to teach them, they go on their own mind.  
 
So many years, Fish & Game-meni qepghaghtunga. Tawaaten whanga esghallemni anagngalletun pinghata 
taawa aghyughaqegkenka. Iwernga piiqegkangatnga aghvighyaghtuneghmegni, liitesniluteng. Piiqegkenka 
tawaavek, “Elpesi aanlusi uqfigmun aglaghlusi apela (apple) tuguluku aga amqullequsi. Whanga pa-
ghyughlunga, wetku qavaghlunga, meghnughlunga neqa tuguyaghqaqaqa. Qakmani manughamni avangi-
tunga. Taanegnata meghput whanga garden-ka.”  
 
I worked with the Fish & Game for so many years. If they do wrong as I see it, I would discipline them. 
Though, when they are about to go away, they would tell me that I taught them a lesson. I would say to 
them, ‘You folks will go outside and go to the tree and take an apple and take a bite. I will get worn down, 
only after sleeping and getting tired, in that manner, I will take food. I have none just outside the door. The 
ocean out there - that is my garden.’ 
 
Taana whanga piyukaqaqa maaken igaghhaq algeghteqaghsaqufsigu mingisaqumi, United States-mun whavek 
ligiknayaghaat naten kiyaghhnaqelleghqaghput unguvannaqeleghqaghput. Taanata whangkuneng ivaghiluta 
piiqukut. Tungsigatukut whangkunengkatam ivaghiqukut. Whangkuta yupigni kayutengllaqiigatukut.  
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Qaalkaghpenamta piiqukut. Qayughllak whangkuneng kiyaghtaaghuukut. Tawatetuq taana. Quyakepigtam-
tek. Aatak tawaaten igleghtek.   
 
That is what I desire, if you come with a publication like that and it would circulate to the states, they would 
understand our lifestyle and how we strive to live. That is how we eat, by searching. We don't solicit, but we 
hunt it on our own. We Yupiks don't ask for any assistance. We humbly do it. Because we live on our own 
way- that is how we do it. I am very happy for you two. Try to move on like this (referring to the project).  
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VM: Kitum apeghtuqaqaten unangnighmeng?  Kitumeng unangnighmeng liiskazin? 
 
Who taught you about subsistence hunting?  Where did you learn? 
 
FK:  Qasekimellunga mekelghiighhalunga angyaghyagullghiinga.  Igaghyamun iiwen liitelqa... kayatepigsalghii 
igaghyaghyuwhaaghulunga entaqun sangughtaqunga sixth grade-ngughtaqunga. Teghigniqmun liirrakgughta-
qungallu angayuqama enraq napiniighmung nusugaatnga.  Taawa angyaghniighyagutunga Qasikikun 
tawaaten.  Angyam ilunganun lliighlunga anglilqa maliglluku apeghtughaanga.  Yuggaq taayugneghllaklu an-
gatumeng. 
 
Piyuwhaallemniqun maklagem kuusneghqek  elngaatall pelleghnaqutkegkagka nallukem salin nutaan liitunga 
taakwaningani.  Taawa yuggaam apeghtughaqluta taayugsameng.  Ayveghanemta qepgharagkiighaqelghiikut.  
Qenwat taakwaningani engine-iyangughtunga. Ivenruutet tamaani 12 horse power-nguyaghtut.  Five gallon-t 
mesilghutat qafsinat entaaqun 20-25 gallon-a mesiiqaqaghput.  Masisu sukangitegpenaamta, uteghpagteka-
yugni.  Aliineghmi ayveghaghrakeggnemta usiighllagluta, qamagtengngwaaghluku neqanga kiyang allutepigl-
luku qaakaqegkefut angyapiget kalefqaghlluki. Salngaget evinrude-em sasqughhaq repall nuughlluteng qayn-
gani.  Repall angyaghtupiggnemta angyam amii aghighlagluteng angyat unilighaghaqelghiit tawaaten.  Naqam 
paqnaanilnguut, angyaghtusiqaqaput aghighllagngiita tawaaten. 
 
I started hunting with Teddy Kaseki (Qaseki), when I was a young boy.   In my learning at school I wasn’t a 
fast learner, probably in sixth grade. When I started to get anxious and started learning faster, my parents 
pulled me out of school to go hunting.  This was when I started hunting with Teddy.  He taught me as I 
grew up when I became a part of his boating crew.  He was always in a rush, never being in delay. 
 
See, when I was first trying, I had a hard time trying to butcher a bearded seal’s hip bone, because I didn’t 
know how, that was when I first learned.  He (Teddy) kept teaching us to be quick on our feet.  If we har-
vested a walrus, we would work as fast as we can.  Along the way, I became in charge of the motor. Those 
times the motors were 12-horse powered.  We used 5-gallon containers for maybe 20-25 gallon gasoline.  
When we weren't so slow, we would be able to go back out again. During good weather, when we harvested 
walrus, we loaded our boats with all the meat - everything was loaded in the skin boat so much that it would 
be close to sinking. The water in the motor hole would almost reach the top. When we boat so much, the 
skin of the boat would get so wet, and would get soaked soft. But they are still safe, we use them to go boat-
ing even when wet.  
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Sangwaa uspeqngwaaghluni ayuqaqelghii.  Ilangakun ayumiqulghhem aghsaan ayuqepigtaqluni.  
Ataasimengqun liisimakaqa upenghami ayveghaategpenani talwa angyaghniillghem.  Enkaangam  kiyang liis-
alghiinga, estaamaneng ayveghaghluteng.  Estaamat unakluki taglaataqegkangit.  Allangughtaa kiyaghtaallegh-
put qamaglluni maaten.  Tuvalegllaguluku kaannemta tuvakun usingighluta.   Aatkaq aatkapiperewaaq 
yupigem kiyang. Katamqun qiipaghagut laluramketatlu, maakutlu, ilupeghaat.  Temkaghluta, kaamget akugh-
vigaagut, nalighmeng, uultekat.  Whangaqun akughvigaghlunga, qaliiraaq talwa nughngayaghtuq.  Qalipiggaat 
tamaaken atuqsuwhaghtunga(yupigem) ayapghaatat amiirameng ulimaghet.   
 
Unangniilleq taana, ayveghniiq tawatesaghpetuq neqanga neghqutkaaluku. Neqnguluku.  
Iiqwaaghhneghmeggni uksaaghmeng whaken, uksulqusiq, saamkut asinganilnguut. Whangkuta siqlugamnni 
asilighnun lliineghmini  neqniighwaghllagaqelghiit tuugtat. Makreglluki neghaqelghikut.  Nefkughllagaqelghi-
kut kemekragneng.  Ataasimeng repall nefkupagllagluta ayemkaatut.  Neqeksaghaghput nefkuraq, iiqwaq, 
uksumi.  Nutaghaq sangwaa nutaghaaluku kagpagigasaqevut kumlasighvigilngukut.   
 
Everything was estimated then.  Some other years, things were not plentiful.  One spring I knew of, there 
weren't any walrus harvested even among all the boating.  So, when I learned, only four walrus were har-
vested.  Four harvested and brought back. Now all things are changing. When there was shore ice, we 
unloaded our meat on ice. Our clothing then was traditional clothes except for outer layer of our parkas and 
inner layer of our pants were the only white man’s clothing.  We used sealskin pants, our boots were knee-
high skin boots or ones made skin inside out.  For example, I wore knee-high, but rain gear was limited.  I 
used traditional rain gear at first and mittens made of skin. 
 
The subsistence way of hunting, for example, walrus hunting, some meat was used for dog food all year. 
When meat aged (from fall time) they would stay like that throughout the winter, the ones on the bottom in 
meat cellar. Meatballs in our underground meat cellar, when they get to the bottom part, they would become 
really good to eat. We’d take apart and eat the contents.  We would hang meat to dry.  One time, we hung so 
much meat that rack broke apart.  We use to eat dried meat, and aged walrus skin during winter.  Some fresh 
meat was never stored right away, since we had no freezers. 
 
Taawa unangniilleghmi whani year round unangniiqayugni. Ayumiqullghem taam nalighnegha taamaken 
neqelek.  Upenghaam neqanga tawantuq, kiigem neqanga tawantuq, uksaaghem neqaanga tawantuq, uksuum 
neqanga tawantuq. Nutaghaluku neghaqaghput, tawani kagpagpenaan.  Wetku kagpagaqaghput iiqwaput 
nefkuraghlukullu.  Talwa Aghhayam ngelqaghaam itegii save-emaqegkangi tengellghilluki.  Ngelqaghagh-
tughllagyaghtuq tamaani uksaaghmi neqekeghllagaghput. Nuvughllagluki tapghaghpawaaghqun agaghtaqeg-
keput. Tukrugteghllagluteng neqnighyugniitut esghaqaluteng.  Gaaneghminiki legan naqam neqnighqwaa-
gaqegkangi.   
 
Neqangisatughlagyaghtukut whangkuta.  Uvilighnemta amalka anglistekaqiinkut angayuqamta yulighistaqluki.  
Enkaam napiyaaghlleghhikut, Nguungayankut iitek uuvganeng angyaqayuguftut. Taawanginaq nulaayalghikut 
whangkuta piyagusalghiikut,Waaghnaqlu whangkutung Qasikikun angyaqayuguyalghikung.  Qasikem yuk-
saghpetii, angyaghyalghinga, Waaghnaq, Aayaanga, Atargen, Amanga, whangallu ilatunga.  Qaseki elngi-
naghhaq, taana iwerngaqun ighneghhaa, mekelghiighpaggaaghlluni angyaghyagutuq.   
 
For subsistence hunting, we would hunt all-year-round - parts of the year, so we would have food available 
during spring, summer, fall, and winter time.  We would eat fresh meat without having to store it away.  We 
would only store aged walrus skin and dried meat.  Even my mother May would save young cormorants’ 
feet, from ones that haven't flown yet.  There used to be a lot of cormorants during fall time which we used 
for food, we would string plenty. We hang them up with a thick string. When they became very dried they 
didn’t look tasty. When she (mother) boiled them – they turn out quite good. 
 
We used to have a shortage of food. But our neighbors helped us out because our parents would let us be  
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part of their crew.  So having to start hunting, Edward Gologergen had a boat of his own alright, but we 
(the boat) expanded when we started hunting. Kermit and I with Teddy, we use to go hunting with his crew. 
When I started hunting, Teddy's crew was Kermit, Alexander (Akeya), Joseph Alowa, and Emerson Kogas-
sagoon - then I joined.  Teddy was alone except for his young son, who joined when he became older. 
 
Enkangam angeyeghaat tamaakut, allakaghmetaqeftut ayveghneng.  Aghnasalegmeng angeyeghaghmeng es-
ghaasigatunga, uwiperewaaghmeng.  Naten piiqat aghnasalget amigiqaghsigatatlu nallukanka esghaasimangi-
tunga.  Yugtaanghiini tugutngi yellow-ngughteghllagluteng nallunitaqut, teragwalleghllaget.  Entaaqun negh-
sam mesighan yellow-ngughtesteghllagaqii. Neghsamengllu neqekaqelghiit qasiqaghhaluteng nangiiskat 
tawaaten. Umyugameggneng sangwaa neghegkayugaat.  Enkaam allakaghhaghmeng, peghqineghllagetlu, igh-
wesengwaaghaqelghiit.  Iwernga tagtalmi unakaghtaqegkangit.   
 
Then, there’s the ‘rogue’ walrus which is different than other walrus.  I have never encountered a female 
‘rogue’ walrus, only male walruses. I don't know about female walruses. The male's tusks became so yellow - 
they're easy to notice, with lots of scratches - probably discolored from seal blubber because they eat seal 
meat. They lost their mother while they are still babies. They learned to eat anything on their own. So, they 
grow up separate from the rest of walrus, they are smart, are good at hiding. But, we do catch them occa-
sionally. 
 
VM:  Sivunghani agaani, naten unangnightet kelengakaqsaghtatki ayveghet naannayukata amalka? 
 
In the past, how did hunters ensure that walrus did not deplete? 
 
FK:  Tawatesaghpetuq limit-elguftukut taawa kiyang lisalghiinga, estaamaneng ayveghalleq angyami ataasimi 
angyalleghmi taananguftuq.  Enkaangam estugaghmun karvingellak, estugaq qelpatkayuk 12-o’clock-mun 
kenlanga ighivgaghmi whanikumillu wetku Kalawyinguftuq liisalghinga akilpegaghaghllunga.  Qafsina cents-a 
pound, 95 cents-a pound entaaqun, wallu ilangani, tugun tukfighaqii.  Naqam saghyanga tamani akimsug-
gilnguq, uglanghilnguq.   
 
Enkaangam igleghusiq tamaani qikmiq.  Neghqutkaaluku ayveghem neqaanga siipneq, talwa mallungiigh-
haghmun save-eperewaaq, qantaghani mallungnemta pilagluki peghwaaqaput.  Neghqutngisak ilangani 
nuughhutalqelghiit neghqutkaluku.  Ilangi mallum emta naten aghyughluteng lliiqat neqnighllagukayuguut.  
Save-eperewaaghllak talwa mallum, ayveghniighmi, neghqutkaaluku kiyang, neqangisagmillu pinilghhaneng 
neqekaqelghikut.   
 
There used to be a limit when I learned - 4 walrus to one boat during one hunt.  Then we would carve for 
the local store where it use open until 12 in the evening. Albert Kulowiyi use to be the manager, when I 
started to purchase supplies.  Some cents a pound, probably 95 cents a pound sometimes, is the cost he pur-
chased walrus ivory. Back then, store supplies were much cheaper, but limited. 
 
At that time, our mode of transportation was dogs.  The leftover meat was saved, even meat from beached 
walrus. When we found beached carcasses nearby, we would butcher them and bury it.  Sometimes we did-
n’t have much dog food.  Sometimes, meat from beached walrus is very delicious so we salvaged everything 
to eat or use as dog food and especially during a time of shortage, we’d salvage edible parts. 
 
Aghveghniiq Qagughmiim allgeghtekaa ullghitaq maana algeghyan samani.  Ayveghniighem taananguuq 
neqanga talwa mallukun save-aaqsaqevut, neqekeghllagyaqefut.  Uksaaghmillu ilangakun ayveghalghaqelghii-
kut wetku ama ilangakun uksughtestegpenaan ayveghllawaquq.  Uksumi qamumeng esla piniq napimun ta-
wani qamughaqaput ayveghanemta.  Entaqun ilangi 300 pound-mun repall kaataqut.  Qaangnwaaghteggun 
ilangi qaamnangi uqii, tenguget, qilungi tugtamun, ukavek peghlluki, qamughaqaput.  Qamuqusighlleghhini 
teghignaghqwaghaqaa.  Ataasimengqun Ggayeglluk ayveghaghluni uksumi, qamuqusighluni ayveghmeng.   
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Taakut Ggayegllugenkut, Tagiyugutenkut, kinkunguut, whanga mekelghighunga ellnginaghma uksulqusiq 
qamuq quunpeng.   
 
Whale hunting was started down south by Nathan Noongwook when snow machines arrived.  In an effort 
to hunt walrus, we would even save beached walrus food, since it was a major part of our food. Sometimes 
during fall time, we harvested walruses before winter arrived, as there would be plenty of walrus. In winter-
time, we’d tow meat by baleen sleds especially when weather was nice for hunting, we’d tow a lot using this 
method.  Perhaps, some would tow up to 300 pounds.  We’d fill the sleds with (walrus) blubber, liver, and 
intestines into a meatball.  If you’ve towed enough, it’d turn fun.  One time, Herbert Kiyuklook harvested 
walrus during winter where he hauled back lot of meat.  Herbert, Frank Seppilu and others would always be 
pulling all winter, when I was still a young boy, by myself – they would be pulling sleds during winter most 
of the time.   
 
VM:  Ayveghnilleq Sivungami megnunaghta elpeni?   
 
Is walrus hunting important for you? 
 
FK:  Aa, salin neqekepigtaghput panineng neqekaghqalighluni alngunak ilangani nuughutkanighluni.  
Enkaangam, maaten nuna tamaaken ilanganeng nunam kinguganeng neghegkayuk.  Enkaangam neqekagh-
put salin, kagpagluni freezer-mun nutaghaluku.  Maaten whaa iiqwangllaghyugaqunga. 
 
Taananguq neqekeghllagyaghaghput maaten paninang neqekaghput.  Qamagtengngwaaghluku ayveghem 
neqanga neqekaghput. 
 
Yes, we still use it for food as sometimes we may not have enough.  So, others from different land and from 
other places, still continue to eat.  So, it is still our food that we can store in freezers when it is still fresh. 
Now I wish I could age some of the meat.   
 
Now, it is still our food.  All of the walrus is our food. 
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Interview with Savoonga Elder 

 

Jerry Wongittilin (JW) 

1931—2007 

 

Place:  Jerry Wongittilin  

Residence 

 

Interviewed by:  Vera Metcalf 

(VM) EWC Director 

 

Date:  March 4, 2004 

 
 
VM:  Anglinaqnguluten kitum elpek apeghtuqaqaten ayveghnileghmeng?  Naken liiskazin? 
 
When you were growing up, who taught you about walrus hunting methods?  Where did you learn? 
 
JW: Ataatam apeghtuqaqanga, apeghtughaqlunga sivuyagtemeng.  Camping-mi neghsameng aftaaleghmeng, 
uqiileghmeng liitqughtestaanga.  Yayasitkepenanga neqetaput peghwaaqluki neghsat meghragnayukata egte-
perewaaq neghyaghqaanghilnguq peghuperewaaq.  Tawatesaghpetuq teghikusat kelengakepigsaghiit neqeta-
put neghqwaghi qaaksaghqaqenghilkeput meghmun ateghqughaqaput kingugnun neghesqelluki.  Usikepere-
waaq enkaam ayveq.   
 
Clarence (Pungowiyi) taught me about hunting walrus and steering in front of boat.  At camp, he taught me 
how to butcher a seal and how to remove the blubber – all these I learned from him.  We never wasted our 
food, but buried the seal carcass or threw away spoiled meat by burying it.  That’s the way it was, carefully 
watching what we harvested.  For bones we could not bring back, we would put them into the water for the 
worms to eat.  We always loaded our boats with walrus meat.   
 
VM:  Taagani sivunghani naten unangniightet kelengakegkaqaatgu ayveq naanayukan? 
  
In the past, how did hunters help to conserve the walrus population? 
 
JW:  Sivulimta estaamaguftuq ayveghalghhat.  Liilightusanglaghaat estaamat ayveghet, angyalleq ataasiq.  
Uteghpagleghhiini alla estaamat.  Amalka twelve ayveghaghyaghngamta.  Tawanginaq qamagtengwaghaqeg-
kangit neqaanga angyapigkun. Tawanginaq maaten teghigput uyavaghlagtuq.  Atughput maana  mayugh-
lagumaghmi, gasoline-a, ghhuuq, akiitughqaghlagumaghmi. [Enkaangam iwernga usiiqut usiperewaaq ayveq 
teghikusaq ikuvikeperewaaq avelghaghpenaan.  Tawaaten salin igleghaqsaghtut panineng nengiit aflenga-
kaqaat.]  Teghigisanghani angyat qafsinagneghulluki ayveghanghata neqengneghata, maklakneghata nengi-
taqiit.  Kelanga neghsaghaghmun uksaaghmi amani nengitaqiit neghsaghhatlu uksaghuluku neqeput.  Taana 
panineng tunqu tamaani aflengakaat awalightuq.  Aghveneghmegni qunvughaghneghmegni kaalguqaat 
aveglluku  avegllegha pilghilngughnun qamagtaqaat nengighqaqaat.  Panineng sangwaa igleghutngwaat aflen-
gakngwaat. 
 
Our ancestors harvested four walrus.  They enacted a law to take only four walrus per one hunting trip.  If 
you went out hunting again, four walrus would be harvested again which as an example, we could harvest up 
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to twelve.  However, we would harvest all the walrus meat to bring back by skin boat, but our animals are 
going farther.  What we use now is getting more expensive, gasoline, ammunition are all getting to be very 
expensive.  However, boats carry back as much as they can, for example walrus or other animals - they take 
enough meat without ignoring. This is the way we still carry on as sharing continues.   
 
If no game is available, boats that harvested food or bearded seal, they continue to share. Even seal, in win-
tertime, they share small pieces as they are our food.  We continue the tradition of sharing and bringing food 
to others.  If someone harvested walrus or small whale, they tow them back in half so that those who didn’t 
hunt could get a share until all is gone.  We continue this and take care of each other.    
 
VM:  Ayveghapanghata taagani sivunghani naten ineghtaqsaghtatki? 
  
If a hunter over-harvested, how did our ancestors caution or advise? 
 
JW:  Entaaqun  ayveghapanghata ataasit community-mun tuunegkayuguftiit.  Uuk, ayveghapanemta ilangit 
angyat aapluki tunaqaput.  Tuunaqiit ayvelitaqiit palallinayukan.  Naten ilangani guullataquneghmegni su-
flugaqllu iknaqughtalanga sufluqaghtaqiit maalghut tuqutaqiit.   
 
I believe that if a hunter over-harvested, one would be given to the community.  If taking more than the 
requirement, we would be instructed to give to another boat so that the population would not diminish.  
Other times, if aimed carefully at a walrus, one shot hits the other behind – this happens only once in a 
while. 
 

VM:  Maaten elpek anglinghhanun apeghnayaghsiki ayveghem kiyaghvigi?  Ayveghet kiyang nagun naghughtaqat? 
 

Would you be willing to share with the young people where walrus haul-out and migration routes are? 

 
JW:  Uksaghuluku uugken kiyang ayveq igleghtaquq qantaghantaquq. Uksaaghmi ayveq igleghtekuni ka-
sugganeghmini entaqun angleghaaniqaat.  Enkaangam upenghami kiyang taagavek maaqutaqaa atghaghnegh-
miniki siku agaavek.   Maaten teghigput uyatughqaghlagaa, anuqetughsimaghmi. 
 
Esla anuqlletughsimaghmi.  Qavngaq amsanaghllugllak sikugput uksuneghllugsimaghmi talwa sikungitqagh-
simamta piiqelghiit.  Enkaam uyavaghpanun angyaghaqut.   
 
Our weather is becoming windier. In the past, weather used to be more calm and now our ice does not seem 
to firm sooner, or at times it disappears quicker. That’s why hunting is farther. It’s not like before as ice con-
ditions become firm later.  
 
VM:  Siku elpek esghalleghpeni naten lliighaqa, ugmellingwaa? 
  
In your ice observations, is it getting thinner? 
 
JW:  Uksuneghllughqagiinkut esghapallemni kulusik, iceberg-keghllaget qavngaq taglaatkayuguyaqangit. 
Maaten avighutut.  Sikuvagput aklunaghqwaga kiyang qenumun llightukut, young ice-a  wetku piluni uksu-
neghlugqama.  Thanksgiving-ngemi qavngaq  piyateghllagaqsalghii.  Maaten December kitughaqlluni siku-
litegpenamta.  Sikullu naanrakgughqagaa upenghami aga sikungitaqiinkut.   
 
It is taking longer to winter in my observations, the large icebergs formed in the past and go near shore.  
Now they have disappeared.  Large types of ice are harder to find only thin layer of ice which takes longer to 
become winter.  During Thanksgiving, many hunters used to go hunting on ice.  Now, after December, no 
ice, it disappears quicker in springtime. 
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VM: Elpeni whaa ayveghniiq megnunaghta panineng Sivungami atulleghqa?  Nagneghtesugsigu ayveghnilleq?  
Ilangita worry-itkaqaat naangnayukan. 
 
Is it important to maintain walrus hunting in Savoonga?  Do you want it to continue as others are worried that the 
population might diminish?   
 
JW:  Pinightuq nagneghngaghmi maani ayveq megnunapigtuq salin neghaqaghput.  Neqepigtunghinemta 
aqsaquput quggagkwaaghllagaqii seghleghughtaqut tawaaten.  Neqepigtunemta naqamalla.  Nagnequni 
pinightuq kelengakluni sangwaa whaten yayasitkegpenaan. 
 
It is important to continue hunting, as walrus is very important to have, as we still eat it.  If we don’t eat our 
subsistence food, our stomachs can easily sour and feel bad then, until we eat our subsistence food.  If we 
continue this tradition, it is very good, but also not be wasteful. 
 
VM:  Naten young people-t encourage-nayaghsiki pinitun (unangnillek valuable-ngulghii), megnukluku elpek naten 
apeghtughnayaghsiki, ungipanayaghsiki? 
 
How would you encourage young people to hunt responsibly and to value traditional hunting?  How would you teach 
or tell them? 
 
JW:  Liilightughaqiinkut tuguyaghqaanghilnguut sumeghmegni tuqutefqiita pisqelluki, sumeghmegni tu-
guyaghqaanghilnguut.  Maaqneghek esghapaglukek unangnighuneghata kelutmun taglanghegkeni 
maaqneghek awavanteghngaan unakelghiini tuguyaghqaghtaqut.  Enkaangamllu mekelghighet liilightughaput 
yayasifqiita, ayvasastekaq ayveghet tuqulluki waran ikfiqestefqiita.  Elngitlu unguvayukayuguut teghikusagh-
haat.  Neghyaghqaghhinaluku guutaqiteggu.  Neghyaghqaanghilnguut tuqutefqita iinghutaqiit.   
 
They would give us advice that if we can’t catch what we hunt, don’t harvest them, watch the current if out 
hunting especially if it begins to move toward north because it’ll be easier to harvest walrus.  We also teach 
young men to not hunt wastefully avoid wounding walrus so that they don’t suffer, as walrus like to live like 
humans. Harvest only what is needed, if not, don’t kill. 
 
VM:  Samengllu ilayukuvgu una.   
 
If you want to add to this, you can. 
 
JW:  Taananginaghhaguq yayasi nakaan yayasiluta.  Anuqlimillu tawaani tayughqaqukut siku mellatqaghvagil-
gan.  ananginawaquq whangkuta taawa ateghqughaqukut piyaglighnayukamta.   
 
The only (reminder) is to not be wasteful.  If it becomes windy, we try to hurry back in case we get iced-in 
(or get caught in ice)? 
 
VM:  Elpeni esghalleghpeni, ayveq nulangwallu, palallingwaa? 
 
In your observations, do you think the walrus population is getting smaller? 
 
JW:  Almesiqaqa ilangani llangaqa palalingigatesugnituq.  Qavngaq ikiwan Fish & Wildlife-et kenlelighaat 
neghighluku 300 ayveq mani, Sivuqami 300.  Ayveq tuqughlagtuq nulapagllagem qiighqamun ugteghlagluni  
tuqulaghateghlagtuq kangsuutem. Nulapagllagem quutkun ugteghllagtuq esnekun.  Pinemteggu ngiigh-
quteghlaluni talwa napillemneng uglaghluni tuquuq.  Qaayghuteghllagaa 300, elmineng tuqughlagtuq, nula-
pagllagem.  Maaten almesiqaqaa, amalka balance-eluni ayuquq.  Enmis llangaqa aghnasalek uglaghiiquq. 
 
It seems to stay same (walrus population), not less.  In the past, Fish and Wildlife limited 300 walrus in 
Savoonga, 300 in Gambell.  Many walrus hauled out on the island, some died as a result of stampede or hav-
ing no space.  It was because there were so many with large numbers that hauled out on land while others  
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hauled out on shore/coastline.  Some were caught underneath other walrus, so many died and surpassed the 
300 limit as it was a natural event because there were too many.  Now it’s about the same, seems to be bal-
anced and the female walrus population have multiplied. 
 
VM:  Elpeni maalghuk ayveghek igleghangwaak whaa? 
 
Do you think there are two types of walrus population? 
 
JW: Ughqamun ayveqniqiit qemightuparuget, amalka angvigaghllaghiit upiguyaqumeng. Laluramken-
guyaqumeng angvigaghlalghiit taakeghllaget qemightughniqiit.  Aywaan ayveghii takesqwaghhaat qemigh-
qesqwaghhaat ayveghet entaaqun Round Island-em ayveghii ukaavek kaatkayuget qemightughllaghiit. 
 
South side of island, probably exist, ones with seem longer/taller (similar length as humans).  Or similar to 
non-Natives, tall and very long with elongated neck.  Ones from the south seem shorter, with short necks, 
probably came from Round Island that come and arrive on island. 
 
VM:  Alla walrus haulout-ngita qiighqami besides Punguq, qiighqami ukaani?   
 
Are there any other walrus haul-outs besides Punuk on St. Lawrence Island? 
 
JW: Ilangakun ugtaqut uuggun pennatgun uksaaghmi.  Sikungisagllanemta uglaghraak ugtaquq uuggun pen-
natgun nalighneghitgun, tamaavek uugteghllagaquq meghnalinaluteng. 
 
Some days they haul out (Punuk) during fall time.  If there is no ice, many haul out west side near the cliffs 
to rest. 
 
VM:  Sameng alla piyaghqisin?   
 
Do you have anything else to add? 
 
JW:  Avangitanga – iwernga panineng taangani kayukutaqukut evinrude-ngineghata uglam ivaghaqiit naan-
tutalngit.   
 
I don’t have anything to add other than we still help each other out when hunting especially when some-
one’s motor breaks, many look for the (hunters). 
 
VM:  Esghapaleghhpeni whaa sangwaa anglinghhamta nallukagu?  
 
 In your observations, is there something that the young people don’t know anything of? 
 
JW:  Kiyang esghhapanemki ayviilleq linnaqet kukriqaqut naflughhqulleghmeng apeghtughaghaqaput kuk-
riqngwaghaqut ighsaqut aftaaneghmeng kukriqngwaghaqut.  Apeghtughaqaput.   
 
In my observations, some don’t know much about butchering techniques so we teach them, but some have 
a hard time and don’t want to butcher.  We teach them. 
 
VM:  How about safety?  Nallukngwaghaqatgu?  Do they not know of this? 
  
JW:  Naqamengraq kelengataqukut uvganeng.  Aghengqigneghmelnguut angyami liilightusiit ilangit saghumi-
gneghanilnguut sivuyaget taakwavek guusaghqanghilnguut liilightusiit inglunganilnguut aghenqignelgha-
nilnguut taakwavek qifluki “nuflugaghmeng (?)” ateleget  taakwavestaghhinaat guusaghqat saghumignegh-
melnguut.  Uuk, sigutangit aqnightelleghqiit kelengaklluki uugkut sivuyagtet sigutangit aqnighqwaghaqeg-
kangit.  Suflugat quunpeng asitmun quulmun ayuqluki kelekngakngwaaghluki kilighnayukatallu kelengakaqiit.  
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Liilightusaa piyalghem uglaghlagtuq.  
 
In this case, we are always on guard.  On the right side of boat, we are aware of those on the left side in 
front of boat, we are not supposed to shoot – “ ?” is its term.  We are instructed to shoot only one side, left 
side.  In case we damage or hurt their ear, we have to be careful for those in front of us – be very careful as 
we may accidently strike them – so we are always careful. 
 
There are many traditional rules to hunting. 
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Interview with Shishmaref hunter 

 

Harvey Pootoogooluk (HP) 

(No Photograph Available) 

 

Place:  Harvey Pootoogooluk residence 

 

Interviewed by:  Jonella Larson (JL) EWC Specialist with help from  

Davis Sockpick  

 

Present:  Harvey Pootoogooluk, Mrs. H. Pootoogooluk, Davis Sockpick 

Jonella Larson and Vera Metcalf 

 

Date:  February 17, 2004 

 

 

 
JL:  How did you learn about walrus and the best hunting sites around Shishmaref? 
 
HP:  Maybe way out, they always go way out…they follow the current and we always go way out and hunt 
them, and load the boat and go home with walrus.  Divide them up, load the boat and go home.  Sometimes 
one trip and that’s all, not too many out there.  I always go hunt, alright, everyday in the spring time.  We 
always get them, but hard to see.  Sometime some people they get close to Kotzebue I guess.      
 
JL:  Who taught you how to hunt? 
 
HP:  The old people.  My grandpas, I listen to them and hunt walrus.  They always talk about, they taste 
good, the new ones.  We used to get them from the beach.  Right now we can hunt now, even way out.    
Long ago we always stop the boat and listen, no wind and we always go to them and find them.   
 
JL:  Did your children go walrus hunting too? 
 
HP:  They always help me long ago when I start my own property.  My boys shoot them, you know.    
 
DS:  (translation) When they go out and come back with a boatload, that is enough for one year.  When they 
try to load up as much for freezer and also people share them when they get lots.  
   
JL:  I’m wondering if he could try to explain if there was a younger hunter, a young man trying to hunt, how he would 
tell him what kind of habitat the walrus prefer when they go by? 
 
DS:  He said we teach them that when the ice first open and we make a trail, we let them go towards the 
west where there is usually walrus and if there is nothing there then we go east, follow the ice and look for 
walrus there.  
 
HP:  Follow almost to Kivalina one time.  We don’t know what kind of mountain was out there.  It was 
foggy, then it cleared up.  We don’t know the country and start to go back.  By the way when we get the  
walrus, we work on walrus in nighttime and go back straight.  Never stop working. 
 
DS:  When they butcher walrus when they get them way out on the water, they work on them non-stop as 
fast as you can until you complete and load up the boat due to the elements, because sometimes it’s danger-
ous out there. 
 
HP:  Dangerous out there, you know.  When it gets windy, dangerous out there.  We made it to across there.  
We were so happy.  My crew is underneath back there, hide from the waves.  Too rough, too rough, big 
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waves and low top of them too.  
 
DS:  One time they got caught out there with the big waves and the white caps breaking, on top...and they 
landed somewhere down there west of us. 
 
JL:  What months do the walrus go by Shishmaref? 
 
HP:  Around June, the last part ah? 
 
DS:  Long ago, when there was a lot of ice around here we used to get them end of June, but now they get 
them earlier…sometimes in May.   
 
JL:  Is there more than one migration?  How many migrations? 
 
HP:  3 or 2 females go first and bulls last one.  And sometime lots of bunch in only water.  They use their 
flippers. 
 
DS:  Sometimes 2 or 3 migrations.  Females go first and the last one is bulls when there is no ice and they 
just swim, use their flippers and rest and stop. 
 
DS:  He said that when they get to a big herd on a big pan of ice, they don’t bother them.  Danger involved.   
 
JL:  Has he seen change or noticed change in the walrus migration because of the ice or because of the weather? 
 
HP: (Iñupiaq)  People bother them too much maybe.  They go way out maybe.  Some of them learn, you 
know.  Some of them go back there and hide. 
 
JL:  Has he seen change in how the ice is formed? 
 
HP:  (Iñupiaq)  No more south wind, change the weather that’s why I guess. North wind like that cold 
weather, wintertime can’t break up.  Early days they always have open water all the time.   
 
DS:  He said that there is no more open water now due to north wind all the time. Not like long ago, no 
more south wind.   
 
JL:  When he was growing up how did his elders have traditional observation with the walrus? 
 
DS:  (translation) Long ago when he was a kid, his grandpa and them were boating with a couple of old guys 
in the same boat with them.  And these two young guys they saw a whole bunch of walrus out there big 
herds and these two young guys want to go and kill just one.  And he said that these two old guys never say 
nothing, they were scared of them at the same time respecting the walrus.  You just can’t say lets go kill 
those cause you don’t know till you get it.  That’s how they feel toward them.   
 
JL:  What kind of changes has he seen with the walrus hunting between the generations? 
 
DS:  He said long ago they would just get one.  A whole bunch of guys would go after one and shoot it and 
that is enough for them.  But these younger hunters when they go out there, they get as many as they can.  
He said that is no good.  We need to only take what we need.  So that is the change that he sees when young 
hunters go out and get as many as they can. 
 
JL:  How does he see the value of walrus hunting in Shishmaref? 
 
HP:  (Iñupiaq)  We always cook and put them away too in the ground in winter time. 
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DS:  He cook the meat and put them under ground.  That is part of the value, part of life now.   
 
HP:  We try to follow the rules.  Because some people get into trouble like that sometime, you know.  I hear 
that some people always take motor and they never follow rules.   
 
DS:  One thing I think I forgot to interpret was when he is out with his crew and whenever they get enough 
for the boat he always say that’s enough.  When he feels he has enough boatload to take home.   
 
 

 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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Interview with Shishmaref hunter 

 

John Sinnok (JS) 

(No photograph available) 

 

Place:  Shishmaref Northern Lights High School 

 

Interviewed by:  Jonella Larson (JL) EWC Specialist  

 

Present:  John Sinnok and Jonella Larson 

 

Date:  February 17, 2004 

 

 

 
JL:  How did you learn how to become a hunter and observer primarily for walrus and sea mammals? 
 
JS:  As we were growing up our parents and grandparents were the ones that showed us how to do a lot of 
hunting out in the ocean, mostly in the spring.  They let us learn how to watch the conditions of the ice and 
the leads, which way the leads are coming in from.  From here in Shishmaref we take a look out in the ocean 
and if it’s five miles out there and the lead is coming in from northwest that is a good lead.  That means the  
animals will be coming in with that lead.  If it is a lead that is southwest toward the shore that lead is usually 
not a very good spot to be at.  We also look at the pressure ridges how they form in the winter, fall and win-
ter and go from there.   
 
My uncle was the one that started taking me out as a kid.  First for seals, mainly just to learn how to be out 
on the ice.  If we look for walrus, that is where we head out northwest from here and we usually try to get 
out there at the beginning, right after it opens up or else most of the animals will pass through.  We are 
taught to learn how to look at the sky at the clouds and take a look at Ear Mountain, and if there are any 
clouds that are starting to form on this side near the top that means we’ll have good south wind so we have 
to head back to shore.  Also the other sign is the mountains up here get real high when it is starting to have 
southward wind.   
 
So the first thing that they teach us is the wind, the weather, and they also let us see the current.  
Especially the big pans of ice. We’ll watch those cause as they hit the shore ice, a lot of times they’ll bust up 
the shore ice if that is where we are hunting from.  And we look for the thicker ice.  Ice that is too thin, the 
walrus doesn’t seem to go on very much.  So, the first time we go out for walrus hunting, we will go at a 
good speed.  We’ll look for the end of the ice, and also see if there is another set of ice out there past the 
open water.  And when we get out there,  we will keep traveling until we see any kind of animal, then we’ll 
stop and listen.  If it had been a walrus then that means there will be walrus somewhere and we’ll watch that 
walrus to see which way it travels sometimes it will travel towards the main herd.  A single swimmer or a few 
swimmers then we’ll go from there.   
 
When I first started to hunt there seemed a lot of walrus.  But we were limited to the number of walrus that 
we can shoot.  We were asked not to shoot very many, enough to subsist on.  Back then we had small rifles, 
too.  So we get what we can get and then we take all the meat, bring it home.   But there was so much wal-
rus that after a few years we continued to hunt, but after a while the walrus multiplied so much that they 
started to get skinny.  Most of the time when we’re hunting and we get walrus, there would be lots of clams.  
At that time, when they multiplied so much and we were limited to so many then we started to find dead  
and sick walrus along the shore. When we started to hunt more after they seemed to be much healthier.  
Plus there was a lot more families that went out to hunt.  Even one, even if you don’t catch any live ones 
and you find a fresh floater, then we will salvage too because if we don’t have any walrus then we don’t have 
any food.  So some years if we are land locked all the animals will pass by.   
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JL:  Is there a particular cycle you guys keep your eyes open for in terms of ‘this mammal is coming by’so that 
should mean that this one should be coming soon,’ or ‘this bird is appearing’ or anything, natural observations? 
 
JS:  Before we do any walrus hunting the first animal we hunt for is the oogruk, because that is our seal oil 
and dried meat.  After we get enough of those we’d start the walrus hunt normally.  And then we’d see these 
seagulls, we call them ‘walrus birds.’  Then there should be some walrus around then.  They are almost like 
seagulls, almost the same size, but they’re darker and they fly, glide a lot and they always ride along the wa-
ter.  Sometime we’d head toward Ikpik along the lagoon, we’d look for the ice, look at the way the ice is, the 
way the leads form out there.  Even if it is a wide-open ocean out there we’d look to see how many layers of 
bunched ice there are.   
 
JL:  Are there any circumstances that you’d try to avoid (despite the fact that you see the herd, the ice  
formation), that may potentially be dangerous for the boat to go in? 
 
JS:  Yep, there is a lot of times that the ice is in smaller chunks and the walrus would be inside the ice.  Even 
though we can travel to them a lot of times if we have the northwest wind, all that ice will bunch up and you 
won’t be able to get out once you get in there because the ice is so thick it will crack up our boats if we try 
to push over there.  It’s so rough at times.  So, we try to avoid any ice that is clustered or together too much 
without any open water.  Especially if there is any northwest wind as east wind will always separate our ice in 
this part of the area during the spring.  The other winds we look for is the southwest wind that will get real 
rough real quick if you are quite a ways out there.  And when it gets rough, it’s rough.  Other than a lot of 
ice, sometimes there is a big string of ice, most of the walrus will be on the north side.  The animals are on 
the northern shore of that big ice pan.  So, if the weather happens to get any better we’d head straight out 
there so we try to go into the ice going around the ice pieces.  But usually if there are swells out there, it will 
cluster up the ice again so those are what we watch out for, too.   
 
Walrus hunting was not a big thing when we were kids that I could remember.  Mostly oogruk hunting.  
That’s what we did mostly.  If we get a walrus, great.  Nobody went after them as much as we do now.  We 
didn’t have big rifles when we started hunting and even traditionally, getting walrus skin for the boats was 
from Diomede. They would come by here on their trading trip all the way to Point Hope.  So, they did a lot 
of trading with skins.  Usually somehow captains would let people in Diomede know how many skins they 
would need and when they would come through here that’s when they would barter, trade and sell.  But my 
uncle said when he was young there, they saw some walrus real close to shore over here but nobody went 
out to hunt them because they didn’t know how.  They were afraid.  People weren’t into walrus hunting so 
much, but people do a lot of it now because we found it’s good food.   
 
Traditionally the names of the walrus is “Yughuk” and “Yughuzak” for the younger ones.  Other than that 
there is no names for older ones or younger ones that I know of.  I haven’t heard any.  But if we did a lot of 
walrus hunting, you know you would have a certain name for a certain age of walrus or sex.  As a kid, even 
after I got my first boat that is when we started walrus hunting.  But like I said, we mainly just look for the 
kind of thicker ice and leads that are out there.  And if the season is late, then we would head towards 
Kotzebue Sound and look for walrus there.  And we would look at the conditions of the ice again, and in 
the Sound the ice would be all around and we would kind of head more in toward the Sound even though 
there is ice on that side of the Sound.  The eastern side is where we would go in toward the Sound is where 
a lot of the walrus would be, and if not, then we would follow this ice out towards Kivalina’s direction.  
Sometimes we’d find walrus there.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter what type of habitat the walrus prefer when passing by Shishmaref 
on a migration? 
 
JS:  It’s hard to pinpoint any one thing, cause like I said, sometimes our leads open up and then if our leads 
open up closer to the shore, then there will be another lead further out where all the animals pass through.   
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For the young kids, if I were to tell them where the best place to hunt walrus would be, it would be closer to 
the western end as soon as the ocean opens up, leads open up.  Where we could go and hunt.  If not, once 
we hit the western end if there are no walrus there then we would follow the ice span east towards  
Kotzebue.  If we were toward Diomede, we would head more toward the Shishmaref area, over this way, 
closer to the shore sometimes and on the outside edge of the ice.  That is where the walrus would be  
especially if there was an inlet going in, you’d follow that.  That is the first thing I would tell a brand new 
hunter where there might be walrus.  But, you have to really watch how that ice is out there.    
 
JL:  In more recent years, since you’ve been hunting have you noticed a change in the ice patterns or the  
migration of the walrus, or even the weather patterns? 
 
JS:  For now, our ice is much thinner than it always has been in the past.  Nowadays it would be four feet if 
that at all sometimes.  The ice is much thinner, more north winds, so the ice would never go out.  In recent 
years, we have a lot of east winds, so there would be a lot of open water out there all year long.  That is the 
only thing that I would notice about the ice.   
 
Other than that, that is as much about the walrus that I can think of right now, that has changed.  The ice is 
thinner, so the walrus pass by much quicker than they did in the past. 
 
JL:  When you were growing up how much was a good amount for the season? 
 
JS:  A good amount for a family?  Like, when I’m hunting if I get two walrus, that is a lot.  That would be 
for my family, my aunts, my uncles and my grandparents.  Two walrus would go to that if we didn’t have to 
share any.  But we usually share with other families that we travel with a lot.  But two walrus would be good 
for us. Two walrus would fit real good in our boats and we would be smiling home.  But right now there is a 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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lot of people that really don’t have anyone to hunt walrus for them.  So, two walrus would be good enough 
for us as a family. But not as a village.   
 
JL:  Are there any particular sayings that you used to hear while growing up from the more experienced hunters 
about conservation?  Or practices so they would make their own laws for the walrus? 
 
JS:  Ever since we were kids we were asked to respect the land because that is where we would store all the 
meat and prepare all the meat and if we abuse the land and don’t clean it up there would be so many insects 
that if we tried to dry anything up it would be spoiled really bad.  And for hunting like for our family we 
used to get six oogruks cause like I say I hunt for my aunts, uncles, sisters and our family, six oogruks are 
just perfect.  Other than that we would have left over meat and it would just spoil so after we got the sixth 
we would just quit hunting cause there would be no one to eat it and it would be just spoiled.  So, a lot of 
time each family would have a quota as to how many their family needs to survive the winter.  So, along 
with my grandparents, aunts, and uncles six would be good for us. So, usually after that they really don’t 
hunt for any more.  It was a natural way of conservation because we didn’t want any animals spoiled.  So 
that was a conservation of a sort.  There were little taboos that people take for granted that weren’t really 
put out like if you let your animal spoil without being used a lot of times in the future those animals would 
hide from you when you try to hunt for them.  Those are natural ways that there was conservation of a sort.  
And we have stories where there are people that really abuse that where they didn’t listen to the kind of ta-
boos that they had here and that family group was wiped out except one who was left to tell the story.  Be-
cause these people showed and they were ocean animals that turned into humans just to have revenge on 
that set of animals that were abused.  So those are the things that our grandparents and our parents, our sto-
rytellers told us about our ways to keep us from wasting animal.  And those are things I could think of right 
off hand without really thinking about it for a long time.     
 
JL:  Do you think those taboos and stories are being applied to the younger generations and if not do you think they 
should be more incorporated? 
 
JS:  Yeah, I think a lot of us as we are growing have seen waste but at the same time there have always been 
ways to kind of correct the situation in the future.  Like if a person really abused anything, in the future a lot 
of times there really isn’t anything for them get even if they go out and could see the animal there.  It’s hard 
for them to get it.  So I think it is important for us to keep teaching our young people about the taboos and 
ways of conserving the kind of animals we have and showing respect to the land and the animals.  I think 
that is very important for us if we want to keep subsistence as a part of our lifestyle.  Because there is a lot 
of spirituality that is always involved with hunting animals and stuff like that.   
 
JL:  How do you feel the value of walrus hunting is within the community and in the future?  How important it is to 
Shishmaref? 
 
JS:  Yeah, walrus will always be a part of our lives.  It always has been a part of our lives but it will probably 
be more so probably because as food, walrus will still be important to us, but also as a byproduct, walrus 
tusks with the kind of art work that is going on with so many more people, walrus will still continue to be a 
part of our lives.  The fact that we interact with other people would be another social thing that we instead 
only as a family, we act with different families that make our bonds stronger in the community I would 
think.  Communities like here in the past, we always got together as a community and that was strong.  We 
still have the feast and the games, traditional games during Christmas and stuff like that.  I think our com-
munities will always be strong as a community getting together and being together and getting united instead 
of…that is one way walrus hunting will also keep everybody strong.  The food, the way we talk about our 
stories go, how we interact with people, how we respect people for doing this and doing that.  That is basi-
cally how I think all the subsistence hunting does for us…it bonds us together and that is why we live here 
in this community.  If we didn’t want walrus, or oogruk, or anything we would live in Anchorage where we 
could live off of Safeway, Fred Meyers or Wal-Mart.  But that is not who we are, we are subsistence hunters.  
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It will always be strong in the community.   
 
But you have to hunt animals in order for them to be healthy.  You just can’t let yourself get a certain few 
and expect wild animals to strive.  They have to be hunted in order to be healthy.    
 
And then for safety always have somebody in the boat while you are hunting out in the ocean.  I’ve seen real 
thick ice bust apart, crack apart, and separate very fast out there.  Safety is always important, always have 
somebody in the boat.  And the way you anchor your boat on the ice is important because if the ice happens 
to topple…I’ve seen ice topple out there too where you’re butchering something and something happen and 
the ice will tip over and you’ll lose everything or people will fall in so you have to be careful how you anchor 
anything out there on the ice.   
 
I’ve seen it after walrus were being butchered on the ice.  It’s hard to explain why, it looks like good solid ice 
but it would just flip.  Must be the currents, must be the way it’s melting, it’s hard to say.  Another time we 
were cutting up walrus and there was good thick ice but the winds were starting to get stronger so the cur-
rent was getting stronger and the ice just crack and that ice was traveling apart real fast, holy cow, we had to 
jump onto the other ice in order to get into the boat.  And that is slippery ice when walrus gets on it…very 
slippery.   
 
I do a lot of carving too, so I use a lot of walrus.  Mostly whale bone but a lot of ivory.  Ivory faces on them 
and even the walrus teeth I’ll take off the walrus and I’ll carve those into you know we have those wooden 
hooks to retrieve seals?  I make them out of walrus teeth because it lasts longer on any kind of art work.  I 
look for ways to make them last instead of something that will last a few years so.   
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Interview with Shishmaref hunter 

 

Davis Sockpick (DS) 

(No photograph available) 

 

Place:  Davis Sockpick residence 

 

Interviewed by:  Jonella Larson (JL) EWC Specialist  

 

Present:  Davis Sockpik, Jonella Larson and Vera Metcalf- EWC director 

 

Date:  February 17, 2004 
 
 

 
JL:  Who taught you to become a walrus hunter? 
 
DS:  My dad taught me how.  I stayed in Nome with him for a short while.  I start walrus hunting there and 
after I move here I continued to hunt here. 
 
JL:  How old were you when you started hunting? 
 
DS:  I started hunting walrus with my dad in my early 20s, but prior to that, my uncle, my dad, and my 
grandpa used to go out hunting and I used to follow them since I was about seven and that was with a skin 
boat, small motor.  That was the time we hunted mostly seal and bearded seal in the springtime.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunt which type of habitat walrus prefer when passing by Shishmaref  
during migration? 
 
DS:  In the spring time, when we first start hunting and when it first starts opening up out here we usually 
start hunting west of town to meet the incoming walrus and normally we have more success there.  If we 
intercept the herd, if we don’t see them there then we start searching north of us all the way up to Kotzebue 
Sound and the Kivalina area until we find the herd.  And I would recommend to young people to look west 
of us first.  We also prefer that cause the current in the springtime is heading east.  If we get a walrus west of 
us while we are butchering we drift north and brings us closer to town and by the time we are done we are 
not too far from town.  That is one of the main reasons that we check west of us first.  
 
JL:  Have you noticed much change in the sea ice throughout the years?   
 
DS:  Yeah, about 20-30 years ago we used to have real thick ice all the way as far as you could see and  
during spring time, there used to be a lot of ice all around from the edge of the shore and way out.  But now 
it seems, like since the ‘90s, we don’t have too much ice anymore.  In the springtime, we have lots of open 
water out here and the ice is thinner than what it used to be.  That is the difference I notice now.  We don’t 
have too much ice and as it drifts north when we are walrus hunting the ice seems to be thinner from what 
it used to be 20 years ago or so.  Another difference I’ve noticed is the weather is different, it’s more prone 
to be windy and stormy in spring than in the past.   
 
JL:  Have you noticed as a result of that, changes in the number of walrus when migrating? 
 
DS:  The difference, I believe, is since we have a lot of open water out there and offshore winds keeps the 
walrus out in outer waters where we have to travel two or three hours to reach them.  There is also a strong 
current starting from Wales heading towards Pt. Hope that I believe the walrus follow that during the migra-
tion.  Some years it will be close by to the shore.  It depends on the weather.  Last season in the spring of 
2000 we have very little success or hunters that barley got any walrus.  It was due to the weather.  We had 
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constant offshore winds, which blew the ice away. 
 
JL:  Back to when you were growing up, what types of changes have you seen with the hunting techniques with the 
generations? 
 
DS:  Most of the changes that I’ve seen is the type of boats and motors they have now which are very sea 
worthy with the high power outboards where they could go to Kotzebue in three hours or less.  When I was 
growing up we had very small motors where it would take us maybe well over a day to go to Kotzebue if we 
wanted to go there.  The boats are very different now they are made out of wood and carry lots of load more 
than what skin boats used to carry. 
 
JL:  When you were observing the older people hunting, how would they monitor the walrus so it was available for 
future subsistence use? 
 
DS:  Well, of course they would take only what they need and carry back with their boats.  Kind of difficult 
to explain how they would monitor their walrus for future use, but their take was very little compared to 
hunters now.  They would take only what they can carry. 
 
JL:  Do you think more traditional practices of monitoring should be used within the community? 
 
DS:  I think that would probably work better.  The traditional knowledge that these elders have, the way our 
fathers and grandfathers hunted before us, I think that worked better than what we have now.  And also 
work together with like the EWC and FWS to work together and come up with the best solution that we 
could think of to help some of these problems that we are encountering now with our younger hunters.   
 
JL:  Are there any particular lessons that stand out for you that were taught to you, or any memories? 
 
DS:  What we were always taught, whether its walrus or any type of game, to only take what we could carry 
back home and to never shoot at anything that we cannot retrieve.  That is one of the things that was drilled 
into us when we were younger by our fathers and grandfathers.  Never shoot at game that you can’t retrieve.  
That should continue and we should continue to teach our children that, our young people.  And the way 
things are going now, it seems that our renewable resources are declining now than what it used to be 30, 40 
and 50 years ago.  Everything is declining.  
 
JL:  Have you noticed any things unusual with walrus, some of the walrus that has been caught?   

 
DS:  It seems that sometimes 
now our hunters are encountering 
walrus that are thinner than they 
used to be and in that type of case 
with the skinny walrus, our rec-
ommendation to our hunters is 
not to take those cause there is a 
pretty good chance that it is sick 
or something.  Our ancestors 
have taught us that if we shoot 
something that is unusually 
skinny not to take it, but to just 
leave it.  I think that should con-
tinue to help maintain our health.   
 
 
 Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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JL:  How do you see the value of walrus hunting within the community of Shishmaref? 
 
DS:  It is something we cannot go without now.  Since we started utilizing walrus in the early ‘70s is when 
we started depending on it to supplement our food and also we store it traditionally and eat it like that.  It is 
a part of our diet now that we cannot go without.  It is valuable and we can’t go with out it. 
 
JL:  In terms of natural whether observation, are there still traditional whether observation practices done today? 
 
DS:  Only our elder men know that now.  I pretty much have knowledge of that myself from looking at the 
cloud formation, the mountains and all of that.  What our young people don’t know now.  You pretty much 
predict what it is going to be like in the next 12 hours or more.  Just looking at the clouds, the mountains 
the height of the mountain cause the weather is going to change when you look at the same mountain and if 
it seems small or seems bigger will indicate whether it will be windy or not.  I think that is what we need to 
continue to teach our young people, which we are not doing now, we’ve got to start somewhere. 
 
JL:  Back to observation of walrus, is there a specific cycle that you keep in mind in terms of what type of animals 
will arrive first before the walrus? 
 
DS:  We know that the females with calves arrive first.  In the past our water out there used to get closed 
due to ice.  20-30 years ago we didn’t start going out till the end of June and by that time the female walrus 
were gone.  We encounter only male walruses then.  But now with the weather changes with less ice is when 
we start intercepting these females walrus with calves in the springtime, usually in May.  The past three years 
there was a lot of different…the first time our community harvested some walrus in May, which never hap-
pened before.  The ice is thinner and there is less ice out there.   
 
JL:  Those are the questions.  Do you have anything else you’d like to add? 
 
DS:  Not much, except that besides the way our young people are hunting now…they’ll shoot at anything 
that pops up in the water and I don’t agree with that.  I feel that once they shoot at the walrus on the ice and 
watch it go down, they should stop shooting.  I’ve seen them now that they’ll shoot at anything and don’t 
even bother to go hook it or whatever.  I think that needs to change.  That’s the only thing I could think of. 
 
JL:  About change in the hunting, it seems to be pretty common along the coast that there is change in the way the 
younger generation approaches hunting the walrus.  Why do you think that mentality has changed?  
 
DS:  I think what causes it is the lack of communication with the elders.  That is the main problem there.  
Nowadays our young people are not spending enough time with our elders where they could learn these 
things.  I think what would help is if they could come up with a program where elders could schedule meet-
ings or get together with these young people, that would help them realize that we can’t do that. 
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JL:  How did you learn about walrus, it’s behavior, it’s feeding places and best places to go hunting?  And what kind 
of subsistence schooling did you go through to gain the knowledge that helped you become a successful walrus 
hunter and observer.  Would you like your children and grandchildren to learn about the walrus the same way you 
did? 
 
CW:  Shishmaref is not really known to be a big walrus community until about 25-30 years ago.  And then 
for some reason we try to educate ourselves as far as how to get walrus, we knew how to cut them, but how 
close do you get to them?  I hunted with my dad.  And at first it was just self-teaching ourselves here in 
Shishmaref as to how we should hunt walrus.  But we always had gotten walrus meat from the communities  
like Wales and Diomede.  And as we got older and deeper into walrus, then we start speaking to some of 
our friends on the Island, Wales and Diomede, and said what is the best way?  And as the years pass then we 
learned the migration pattern.  But we found out that the females migrate north first then the bulls start mi-
grating.  But now that I’ve hunted walrus for perhaps 25 years, I pretty much know what to expect and that 
if the herd is too big, I always tell my crew, I tell them ‘No, it’s too dangerous, we gotta stay away from 
them.’  And then we start after hunting the walrus and stuff, we look at the condition of the ice that they are 
on so that whatever we shoot, it wont be on real rugged ice so we can be safe as we’re cutting them up.  
 
And I got to learn the currents, I got to learn the weather and we have Ear Mountain in the back which was 
at that time for weather observation.  If a cloud go over it, it would be dead calm and my dad or grandpa 
would say, ‘It is time to go home.’  But, as I got my education through mostly self-taught, nowadays these 
younger generation here in this community of Shishmaref, when it is time to hunt walrus, they’ll say ‘Hey 
Cliff, is it good enough to go hunting for walrus?’ I says, ‘Well, the forecast looks good, but remember the 
minute the wind shifts to the south you gotta head for the beach, otherwise you are going to wind up in Pt. 
Hope or Kivalina cause the currents go north in the spring and south in the fall.’   
 
We don’t participate at all in the fall migration because it is just so hard for us to cut walrus in the water.  I 
think that like last few years I always make sure that I take one of my grandchildren so that they can learn.    
Then I’ll take two other people and we have another boat with about the same crew. And then I always 
make sure that if we get three walrus we cut them up but we divide everything to two boats then we separate 
the coke, from the neck in one pile and the coke from the belly in one pile so that we can divide that be-
tween two boats.  
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Shishmaref is not really a very old community for getting walrus, but right now it is just an annual thing.  
But I’m 61 years old now, and the younger generation has a lot of respect for me but when I tell them ‘Hey 
lets work as fast as we can and then head for the beach because the clouds don’t look good.’   
 
And I always make sure because I was always taught by my dad and grandpa that whenever you get game 
you take what you need and you leave the rest alive.  Save it for somebody else, unless you want to hunt for 
an elder who can’t.  Then we can get an extra one.  But when we go home they always tell me that we gotta 
share with an elderly couple that don’t have nobody to hunt for them.  It just impresses me when these 
younger people ask me.   
 
Normally nowadays when you talk to the younger generation you try to tell them how to hunt and stuff.  
First thing they tell you is ‘I know how to,’ even though they don’t.  But it really impresses me when the 
younger generation asks me ‘Is it good enough to go hunting?  Is the ice safe enough?’  Then I pass on all 
the information that I know as far as safety, getting the food, and making sure that when they go home that 
they share the meat.  I really don’t care how they share the tusks because the meat is more important for us 
because we cook it, we bury it.  What I know I like to pass on and I think I have enough knowledge…I 
know the currents, I know the ice condition.  And I’ve learned the aspect as to…you gotta have respect for 
the walrus, you have to.  They’re not like an oogruk, they can charge if they want to.  So you gotta have re-
spect for those.  And when you do kill them you don’t just roll them over like you do a seal.  You have to 
cut them up and you have to study the situation a little bit so you can get whatever you need.  That really 
impresses me anyway…I’m willing to share what information I know.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter which types of habitat walrus prefer when passing by your commu-
nity, when passing by on a seasonal migration? 
 
CW:  Well…as far as we’re concerned here in Shishmaref, there is a couple of ways that we have to look at 

Photograph courtesy of the  Eskimo Walrus Commission 
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where to find walrus.  One is pretty much like on where the swells are for one and then another thing is the 
sound of walrus, as they’re making noise.  Because we always stop if it’s like foggy or something cause you 
can hear them a long ways and you just keep on going and it’s easy nowadays because of GPS.  But I tell 
them if it’s in pack ice to leave them alone.  You’ll never retrieve them anyway.  And it’s dangerous to put 
your boat in pack ice.  Even if it’s open a little bit because for our currents out here, they’re not very strong 
all right, but still when you get packed in, then ice just doesn’t have mercy for a boat.  These are just some of 
the things but I can pretty much know…as they migrate north especially when we hunt them, where to look 
and instead of cruising 20 miles an hour you just gotta stop and listen then if you start running into swim-
mers then you gotta stop and see which way they’re swimming then that will kinda give you some kind of 
direction eventually.  And I always make sure that we always get an intestine, that’s a delicacy for us now, 
and liver, and the heart, and the kidney.  Those are the first things that as soon as they are exposed we cut 
them off and throw them in the boat then we start working on the coke.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger person or an inexperienced hunter the times and timing of walrus migra-
tion? 
 
CW:  We normally get ahold of folks in Wales to see if they are passing down there.  And if they are then I’ll 
tell the younger guys here in town ‘Hey, you better go and get some gas, cause just found out that there are 
some walrus passing in Wales and they’re gonna be here in a day or two and that would be the time for us, if 
the weather is right, that would be the time for us to be out there.’  To be waiting for them or looking for 
them.  Because what they’ll do is if there are swimmers in Wales, and we got ice out here as soon as they run 
into ice, they’re going to go on top.   And then, so a lot of times we do that.  And we want to try to get them 
before they get into the Kotzebue Sound because that ice is always packed in there.   
 
You just have to be careful.  And when, our custom over here in Shishmaref is when someone hears of wal-
rus or sees walrus then we always get real excited because we know that there is walrus out there some-
where.  So we’ll start pairing up.  We mostly depend on if somebody sees a walrus, even one, then we get 
excited.  Then if we don’t see walrus out here then we pay close attention to what they are doing in Wales.  
See what is migrating, females or bulls.  Because we know the females here migrate first. 
 
JL:  Have you seen any change because of the change in the ice or weather? 
 
CW:  With the ice conditions right now you really don’t have that thick ice anymore.  So, this is one thing 
that we have to really pay close attention to because if we really want to hunt walrus, we got to be amongst 
that thick stuff.  Right now with the global warming and stuff we just have to pretty much play it by ear and 
look at the ice condition and see, try and study.  Then we all get in a group because normally we’re 50 miles 
out and we’ll just travel together and I always tell them ‘Well, just hit the beach anywhere.’  So, we can, if the 
weather gets bad, just camp out because 50 miles is a long ways when you’re loaded.    
 
JL:  How was hunters’ observation?  How was that organized in the earlier years?  Walrus observation?  Or when 
you started out hunting? 
 
CW:  If you’ll ask my dad who is 85 years old when he eats with us and we start talking about walrus to-
wards springtime, Shishmaref is really not noted for being a big walrus community.  It’s kind of like a new 
thing.  But, I personally feel that right now that we have the younger generation really has the knowledge 
because they are hunting with those that have experience.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus and walrus hunting for your community today and in the future? 
 
CW:  I think we all have to work together.  And I’m real impressed with our non-profit arm like with Kaw-
erak that we share this monitoring system, so that we can try and keep the population up as much as possi-
ble so that we can have walrus for the younger generation like my grandchildren.  They just love walrus right 
now, like the coke especially.  Somehow we have to try to monitor.     
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JS:  Any selection preferences?  If you had the opportunity to take males or females what are your preferences?  Or 
do you think that maybe based on the individual or is that kind of a community-wide thing? 
 
CW:  Not really.  Here in this community the first three or four walruses we’ll take anything for food pur-
poses. Then after that we like to get bull walruses because for some reason aged meat and coke on a bull 
walrus is a lot better than a female walrus due to the fact that, for some reason, the oil doesn’t really seep 
out from a bull walrus and we prefer the neck part for some reason because for us our aging system is a lot 
different in the sandy area versus Wales and Diomede and perhaps the Island where they have gravel and 
rock.  So we always try to get walruses with much fat.  And I’ve learned from experience that you don’t 
shoot the ones one the edge of the ice, you shoot the ones on the back.  And I’ve always told the younger 
generation ‘You’re just going to waste bullets and you’re just going to be wasting walrus if you shoot the 
ones in the front because the ones in the back are just going to push them out.  And they’ll either sink, or if 
you’re lucky they’ll float. If you want walrus then shoot the ones in the back so the others wont push them 
out.’  The walrus I’ve found out are very protective of each other here in our waters.  If you wound one the 
other ones will carry them out. And I’ve found that out the hard way through experience.  And I’ve told the 
younger generation that too.  I guess each community has its own system.  It’s all up to the ice and currents.  
That is one thing we worry about here is when the ice is thin for the sea mammal game that we need.   
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JL:  How did you learn about walrus and the hunting sites around Wales? 
 
KA:  While I was growing up I asked my uncles a lot about hunting and I started when I was 6.  I just ask a 
lot of questions and what should I do and my grandpa Toby Anungazuk Sr. was a pretty wise old man and 
he had quite a bit of knowledge.  
 
JL:  When you guys would go out how would you decide where the best places would be? 
 
KA:  First we would go up on the mountain and look with binoculars and see how the ice conditions are 
and see if we could see any of the walrus on the ice or if we could see any of them swimming.  There were 
nice clear days you could stop and listen and you could hear them barking on the nice days.    
  
JL:  What kind of subsistence schooling did you go through to help you learn more about walrus and to become a 
successful walrus hunter?   
 
KA:  Asking questions.  Asking a lot of questions while I was growing up.  Asking what should I do, how 
should I cut it up, where to shoot it, where to harpoon it.  On the ice they taught me how to tell the  
difference from a male, female and calf, which was pretty interesting.   
 
JL:  What are some of those differences?   
 
KA:  With the…when you see the walrus on the ice, the big bulls you could see the thickness of their tusks 
and on their back and on their neck they have big lumps, really big lumps.  Females are smaller their tusks 
are thinner and longer unlike the bulls, they could get pretty thick and massive. 
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter where you may find the walrus out on the ice or where they may be 
staying around when passing by the community? 
 
KA:  It depends on the day and the ice conditions you have out there.  Last year the ice conditions were 
pretty bad, we had a lot of ice out here and we were just watching them pass by on the ice.  We were 
blocked in and couldn’t get out. 
 
JL:  Do they normally come in different migrations?  At different times? 
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KA:  Yeah, usually the first migration starts about end of April or middle of April.  And the month of May 
they would be all over but last year it didn’t go too well.  Last year only one boat got two walrus.  We went 
out about every time but were only successful with oogruks and seals.   
 
CW:  Is there any time of the year that the migrations are larger than others?   
 
KA:  I’ve noticed a couple of seasons that we had quite a bit.  Back maybe 2 or 3 years ago we had one mi-
gration just right maybe a mile or mile and a half out.  There was at least 2,000 out on the ice and swimming.  
The ones on the ice we call ‘nunavaks’ and the swimmers, I forgot what we call the swimmers.  When they 
migrate in the spring when there is south wind and a lot of open water, light of south wind breeze usually 
brings a lot of walrus.   
 
JL:  Have you ever noticed a difference with the walrus during the migrations?   
 
KA: Yeah I’ve noticed in the fall time there are a lot of bulls that pass through and in the springtime there 
are quite a bit of females and calves.  But two seasons ago when I was out there, there were many, many, 
very many walrus out there.   
 
JL:  With your experience, have you noticed much change with the wind and weather patterns? 
 
KA:  It’s been about the same each year.  Some days, during the month of April, it would always be north or 
northeast winds and it would keep the water open for us to go whaling and once in a while we would see a 
walrus but we’d leave it alone cause we were waiting for a bowhead.   
 
JL:  Has there been much change in the hunting techniques? 
 
KA:  It’s about the same, but back then maybe in the ‘50s or ‘40s, I think my grandpa told me that they were 
using harpoons, seal pokes, and a line made out of sinew.   
 
JL:  Has there been much difference in the total number of walrus in the past years? 
 
KA:  Some years there would be lots like two years ago or like last year there was none and a few years back 
there would be some here and there and sometimes we’d have to go maybe one time we went out north of 
Diomede, 33 miles north of Diomede.  From here to Diomede it is 22 miles or 25. And then we were 33 
miles north, that’s how far we have to go to get walrus.  Maybe five years ago we had to do that just to get 
walrus.  
 
JL:  With the various years where the populations are up and down do you think that has much to do with the ice 
conditions or the weather pattern? 
 
KA:  Yeah, I think it does.  Last year it was just mainly the ice conditions around here and then a few years 
back our ice went out pretty quick one season and all the walrus from…all the ice left pretty fast from down 
south…and all the walrus just followed the ice and we didn’t get any walrus that year.  But I’ve noticed like 
out on the islands where the water is deeper and they have a lot of ice, and the ice pattern pass through with 
the current, I noticed that they get a lot of walrus…plenty. 
 
JL:  Would you recommend more traditional monitoring practices used today and walrus conservation in the com-
munity? 
 
KA:  We take a lot of the meat from the walrus we get but I noticed around here that back then they used 
skin boats from the skins.  And to make a skin boat the elders would prefer to use the female skin cause it is 
not as thick as the bulls and it could stretch easier.  In our family we still have three caches that we use and 
we still use them today, which is nice.  One is about half the size of the room here maybe about 6-7 feet 
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wide and 6 feet high and it’s just about half the size of this room actually. It’s underground on a little sand 
dune.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus and walrus hunting for Wales today and in the future? 
 
KA:  As long as the conditions of the season go well, I think that it would be a pretty good season. 
But a lot has changed since back then.  About this time of the month it would be cold, really cold.  There’s 
been a lot of global warming.   
 
JL:  Well those are the questions I have. Is there anything else that came to your mind?  Are there any memories 
that you have of going out with your family and coming upon a herd? 
 
KA:  Catching my first walrus was pretty exciting.  We were out hunting one day and we were up north 
about 8 miles and it was about the middle part of May and I was 7 years old when I got my first walrus and I 
shot it with a .222 Remington and they told me to get ready and load my rifle and I did and we were waiting.  
They were sitting on a ice and we were getting close and one of my uncles whistled and the walrus looked 
up and I was lucky to shoot one of them.   
 
 

 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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JL:  How did you learn about hunting walrus? 
 
GA:  Just started when I was younger maybe 8 or 9.  Just observing how the elders hunt walrus and explain 
how to try to hunt or what the steps are to go by and try to hunt or what’s the steps to go by or let’s see…
like what kind of wind walruses usually show up on. 
 
JL:  Would you go out with family members?  
 
GA:  Yeah, my dad and my older brothers when they were around.  
 
JL:  How would they explain to you about the different areas or how would you know about where the walrus would 

be? 

GA:  Usually we go toward to ice or farther south then when the wind is blowing then we try to go south so 
we could travel with the wind or maybe even the current.  So we don’t have to fight the current or the wind. 
   
JL:  What type of subsistence schooling did you go through?  
 
GA:  Usually he would explain how to cut it and the easier way is like going through cartilage instead of go-
ing through bone and where the soft parts are and where to cut through, where to cut through. 
 
JL:  Would you normally approach walrus that is on an ice pack?  
 
GA:  Yeah you would try to go toward them with the wind on you…so it doesn’t carry the sound over.  So 
it doesn’t carry or blow toward the walrus.   
 
JL:  Do you see the younger generation going out in the same manner like you did growing up? 
 
GA:  I see that they may be take more risks than we used to before.  I don’t know if it’s the need or the ur-
gency to get walrus or some of them don’t know about the dangers of the weather or how to hunt walrus. 
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter the types of habitats walrus would prefer around Wales? 
 
GA:  Usually you try to hunt walrus in May until June and in July it would be a little bit late.  There would be 
some walruses on water between July and August.  But it is usually, you have easier time butchering walrus 
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when you can get them on ice like in May. 
 
JL:  Are there different migrations with the sexes, female and male?   
 
GA:  I kinda notice that female walrus travel closer to the edge here than the bulls do.  I’m not sure what 
the explanation would be.  Probably the first week in June you’d see walruses with pups now.  But now we 
start seeing them in the last part of May sometime they’ll have the early pups and head up north, but there 
still others that are behind there with their pups later that come usually in June.   
 
JL:  Have you seen much change with the walrus migration because of the weather? 
 
GA:  I think it’s been a little bit earlier, I think, because of the weather.  Seem to be a little bit earlier when 
they migrate.  But it’s usually too that they are probably waiting for that south wind to go up north.   
 
JL:  Is the ice sticking around the same amount of time as it used to, as in the past?   
 
GA:  The ice break up a little bit earlier, like I’d say close to three weeks earlier some years.  And other years 
it would be later or average or the normal time.  I guess it breaks up earlier cause the ice is a little thinner 
than what it used to be.   
 
JL:  When you were younger how did the hunters observe and conserve the walrus and hunting practices? 
 
GA:  Usually they would tell us to walk up the mountain here and go scan from up above the mountain so 
you have a higher plane to look down for walrus.  We used to hunt walrus for subsistence and get more 
meat before than we do nowadays.   
 
JL:  Do you prefer the more traditional approach? 
 
GA:  They seem to know where they are when they just walk up the mountain and see then you get more of 
an idea of where they are than trying to just go out and boat around cause you spend more gas trying to look 
for them than you do going up the mountain and scanning with the binoculars.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus hunting in the community? 
 
GA:  It used to be more valuable I think because they used to have more carvers when I was younger than 
now cause right now there seem to be less carvers.  I guess they just go to someone else that needs ivory 
before they get it to carve.   
 
JL:  How do you think it will be in the future? 
 
GA:  It probably will as modern times brings on different changes it will probably change in the future.   
 
CW:  What kind of use do you get out of the walrus, what sort of parts of the walrus are important to you? 
 
GA:  Usually you like to get choice parts of what the elders like to eat.  Cause they would explain what… 
like the heart and the inner organs.  Usually it’s the heart that they prefer or the inner organs.   And we like 
to get the young walrus and pups for the elders to eat cause it is easier to chew.  Maybe an elder with less 
teeth they would probably prefer eating the younger walrus cause it’s more tender. 
 
CW:  Did your father pass along any of that knowledge to you? 
 
GA:  Yeah, most of it.  My dad and my uncles and then my older brothers when they were around passed 
on how to hunt and things we might need to know about walruses when we were younger.  Now we have 
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people who don’t know how to age or store the meat like they used to.  They want to but they don’t know 
how to do it.  It’s lots more work than just putting them in the freezer. 
 
JL:  I was wondering too, I was curious about the migration patterns, too or change in the weather patterns if you’ve 
noticed anything with that and the migration with the walrus herds? 
 
GA:  At one time we had a high population back in 1980. Back then there was almost an over-population of 
walrus and we had them starting to get more thin and weak animals until it kind of almost back to average 
now and there isn’t many skinny or under-nourished walrus back when there was that over-population of 
walrus we had.  Some of them were even eating rocks I think.   
 
JL:  In the last few years has the number of walrus declined because of around here? 
 
GA:  Yeah, cause we had more changes in weather and had less time to hunt cause the weather always 
change from being nice to stormy quicker and you have less time to try to get all the meat and everything 
together before the weather changes.  Sometimes when they get like almost stuck in a storm sometimes to 
make our progress faster we have to throw our meat to reach safety to go home safely.   
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LK:  My name is Luther Komonaseak and I am from Wales, Alaska 
 
JL:  How long have you been hunting walrus? 
 
LK:  Let’s see, maybe since I was 11 years old or 12 years old.   
 
JL:  How did you learn about the behavior of walrus, the hunting sites around Wales? 
 
LK:  I think it had to take more than one hunt so, within a span of three years, and it was mainly in the 
spring.  So I started to understand it within that time frame, when I was 12, 13 or 14, about the different 
types of food that they try to gather.  My dad really didn’t own a boat.  So he was always hunting with differ-
ent crews throughout the village, mainly his father-in-law.  That is where I learned most of the traditional 
ways of sharing and dividing.  I am kind of losing that…the ways too, myself.  Because it has changed a lot 
from the way I first learned and understood it.  And as I grew older I have realized how that type of dividing 
and sharing plays a role in managing subsistence game and sea mammals. Especially coming from my grand-
father. ‘Harvest only what you need and never try to overkill.’ He always voiced his concern on that cause 
you know it was happening back then…the early ‘60s.  I was born in ’54. 
 
JL:  Was it primarily family members then that you went out hunting with? 
 
LK:  Yeah.  Mostly family members.  My grandpa had a boat, so I must have hit all the main boat captains 
or had experience with all of them.  At times it…learning that is a necessity because we live in conditions 
where the current is strong and the weather is windy…we live in a windy place.  We have to know these 
type of things.    
 
JL:  When the crews would go out was it a couple of boats at a time or all at once? 
 
LK:  Yeah.  They all go out all at once when the weather breaks, basically.  Sometimes, maybe one or two 
boats.  Nowadays we always try and hunt in pairs or make sure we are always out with somebody.  When I 
was growing up we didn’t have communication.   Not even here in the village, no electricity.  So we had to 
listen to our elders and take their advice as much as we could swallow.  Because I grew up with a father, 
mother, grandparents which lived pretty much subsistence lifestyle back then but you pretty much had to, 
you know, we didn’t have any dependency on welfare.   
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JL:  What kind of schooling did you go through, training did you go through to become a successful hunter? 
 
LK:  I have to give credit to my dad, plus my grandparents.  Because he always made sure that he had a 
boat.  And then, like I said, maybe four or five other boat captains from the village, but mainly my dad.   
 
JL:  The training you did receive, was that primarily through observation? 
 
LK:  Yeah, lots of observation.  But then again, verbal from both my dad and my grandpa.  Dad didn’t al-
ways know it so he always used to ask my mom to ask grandpa.  Sometimes questions come up too.  You 
know, instead of him asking he used to have my mom go ask him or he would instruct me to ask him.   
 
JL:  How would you observe the captains determining where to go to find the walrus?   
 
LK: Prior to the hunt, that same day, they’ll communicate verbally.  You know, they didn’t have phones 
back then. They’d notice when somebody was pulling out their boat they’d go down and get some informa-
tion and go down the village and all of a sudden you’d have all these people going out.  And then the direc-
tion, everybody would always give information on where they’re going.  We still do that now but I think it 
was needed more back then because we didn’t have CBs. Communication was valued back then.  Even 
when we would go out to the flow ice and meet them.   
 
JL:  Were there ways you could determine change in currents or weather patterns?   
 
LK:  Yeah, they taught us what to look out for, like there are signs with clouds and most of us know that 
around here.  We call that ‘wind caps,’ fog over a structure of land.  Like for instance that little island out 
here, Fairway rock, when a cloud goes over it and comes off that is a sign that the weather is going to get 
bad in the next 12 hours or that same day.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to a young hunter what type of habitat walrus around here prefer when passing by on 
migrations?  Where you might see them?   
 
LK:  We used to climb the mountain and observe from up there, but not hunt from up there.  And the 
other way would be just cause we lived here we know the most possibilities where walrus might be, instinct.  
Like weather change might help us, it might be south wind and there is walrus maybe visualized from an-
other village or somehow communication got back to us and then it turned south wind and they’d pass by 
we’d have closed waters.   
 
JL:  Would you recommend more traditional practices to be passed down here?  
 
LK:  Yeah.  I sure would if I could find time.  But I would like to see that passed down some how.   
 
JL:  What types of changes have you seen since you were younger and now seeing the younger hunters go out? 
 
LK:  I don’t know, they just want to go out there and shoot.  Because when I sit at home all I hear is bang, 
bang, bang, bang.  And when they come home I ask, ‘What did you get?’  They say ‘Nothing.’  No…maybe 
not taking care of their catch.  You know to us it is…we understand that it is valuable to us and we know 
how to take care of it right but yet we see this type of traditional ways of hunting have certainly have gone.  
We are still trying to hang onto it as best as we could with losing elders like Faye Ongtowasruk and Pete 
Sereadlook there are a lot of elders that...those are basically leaving.  So our elder count is way down.  Like I 
said as I was growing up there were a lot of elders around and even my dad had an elder to go to, to seek 
information.  Respect.  The ways of life has changed. That respect, to me, is disappearing to like respect to 
our elders.  We spoke highly of elders like not to talk back or walk in front of them, help them when they 
need help, stuff like that is going slowly.  I try to enforce that to my children but it is hard to.   
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JL:  Can you recall any cultural protocol with the animals?  Which ones you should go after, which ones you  
shouldn’t?  Anything with the walrus? 
 
LK:  Staying away from the young bulls was taught to us.  Try to stay away from females with babies and 
from young bulls because they are aggressive.  Maybe a female with a baby...we like to have half-dried baby 
walrus and back then we used to harvest the female for the hide of the skin boat.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus hunting in the community today and in the future?   
 
LK:  I think that it’s valuable.  Not as much as before, alright but it is sill valuable to us.  We are still trying 

to teach our next generation how to 
eat it and having a hard time.  Like my generation, like my age group would probably say that it is a neces-
sity, but times are changing.  Things are changing too fast and it’s a scary thought, but we got to sit down 
and realize one of these times how important this resource is and how important it will be to us in the fu-
ture.  The way the world is going with all these types of sicknesses out there.  Maybe it will be healthier for 
us to go back to our resources whether it’s from the sea and from the land.   
 
CW:  You mentioned that you didn’t think that hunting walrus was as important as it used to be and I was wondering 
if maybe you could explain why? 
 
LK:  Maybe that depends on fresh food.  There are a lot of variables in there like the store.  Teaching the 
younger generation how to have Native foods versus pizza.  It’s just a generation change I guess.  Not me I 
won’t eat that stuff.  I had my hamburger of the month already, so I’m good.  For instance for me, my fam-
ily, my kids like to eat walrus, not all the time though, but we need that walrus meat, we need it so we like to 
harvest it so we have enough for the winter.  I don’t know what it is like for the other families, I can’t speak 
for them I can just observe them and keep my mouth shut.  A lot of change, people sure change.  That 
change just confuses a lot of people too I think.  We only had little over a hundred years with the western 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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way of life, maybe not quite 200 years yet all that change.  It all depends on the age groups, it plays a role in 
our communities, the Native foods consumption.  They certainly like it at a gathering feast or something.  
I’m not trying to say that they don’t like it, it depends on walrus meat or oogruk.  It is not as aggressive as it 
used to be, trying to harvest them.  Like I said that our season around here is changing.  The weather is 
pretty hard to deal with.  Depends on the year.  Like this year may have good conditions to harvest walrus 
and if that happens, then I could say that a lot of crews will be out there and family members will be taking 
part in harvesting the meat.  I would say that for our village that they would go out and try to harvest our 
food supply.  It would be evident that the gathering is happening, for our future it is hard to say.  Lots of 
fun figuring it out.  You got to be a master to figure all this out, or a big chief, or shaman or something to 
figure it out.   
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JL:  How long have you been hunting walrus? 
 
VO:  Almost 50 years I think.  I started going out in a boat maybe when I was 5 and I’m now 54.   
 
JL:  How did you learn about walrus and how were you able to identify its behavior and where to find it around the 
community? 
 
VO:  I learned it mainly by participating in a boat at an early age and we usually had mixed age group and 
usually the elder or oldest hunter would know the most.  He would teach us by his experience and hands-on, 
and communicating with other crewmembers, my friends, relatives that do hunting and even with the other 
hunters with other villages.  Cause we’d meet them out on the ocean like from Diomede or Brevig, mainly 
Diomede or when we get together that time of the year we’d talk about our hunting of walrus. [ 
 
JL:  What type of subsistence teachings did you receive in order to become a successful walrus hunter or observer?   
 
VO:  I think at the time, trying to learn how to hunt was mainly putting the food on the table and hunger 
was the main incentive to put food on the table.  I grew up eating what my father ate, killed and put away.  I 
never had no problems with eating my food.  To provide food for the family was our main priority.  That is 
how I was raised.  It was hard work but I think when I started going boating me and my older brother 
would take turns and I know I would cry just to skip his turn.  Main thing was to put food on the table 
 so… 
 
JL:  Were there preferences?  Would you guys decide before if you were going to go after a female walrus, bull wal-
rus, or baby walrus? 
 
VO:  If we had a choice like if there was lots.  If they wanted a skin for covering the skin boats they would 
go after a female cause the skin is a little thinner than a bull.  Bulls we like the organs cause they are a lot 
larger, but we still took from the female.  We like to have walrus bulls for the coke part and flippers to store 
away cause they were larger.  If we had no choice we’d take the females or whatever we had.  Baby walrus 
we would get them for certain kind of…we like to have them maybe half-dried and cook them and throw 
them in seal oil.   
 
JL:  Would you like your children and future grandchildren to learn about walrus hunting the same way you did?   
 
VO:  My son, yeah.  I started bringing out my own crew maybe when I was 25.  At that time I started using 
aluminum boats.  My own crew, I was in my early 20s.  I do plan to have my son involved with how we hunt 
and he looks forward each time I bring him out hunting.  He has that attitude.  Right now I’m teaching him 
mainland hunting and as he gets older I’ll start taking him out in the water. 
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JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter like your son what types of habitat or where you would find the  
walrus when they pass by on the migration? 
 
VO:  We usually look for the ice and at the time when I was younger we would know the certain times of 
the season.  Now everything is hurry so we look for ice usually towards the south.  Now with our tele-
phones and helicopters going back and forth to Diomede we usually get word when they start passing, or 
down at St. Lawrence Island.  We usually look for floating ice when the walrus start coming and they usually 
come from the south.  All I know is in the springtime they come from the south and we have winter walrus 
too but not that many. 
 
JL:  What months do they normally migrate by? 
 
VO:  Younger ones used to be in June and now it is in May and sometimes as early as late April.  Now it’s 
probably middle part of May through June.  They come with the ice.  We do have what they call a late run of 
bulls and we call them Pacific walrus I guess or something that come from way down there.  They swim this 
way or so long that their skin become water soaked like bleached and we could tell that they’ve been in the 
water for a long time cause under their hair their skin would be like…kind of dirty white color cause water 
soaked into the skin.  And the ones on top of the ice that travel with the ice are usually real red.  Some have 
green flippers, they’ve been on rocks and from their bodies have lots of green right here.  When we go out 
and we don’t know where they are what we do is we listen.  We can hear them barking from up to 10-15 
miles on a clear day, maybe even more.  But we know that they come from the south.  Here in Wales just 
down on the ice they’ll be migrating right below our mountain here.  Family groups or small groups.  I’ve 
seen maybe 500, 600, 700 in the water.  But now with our weather change and warmer weather they come 
and go with the ice real fast.   
 
JL:  When you do go out and you head up with some groups is there any preference with what you select? 
 
VO:  Oh, usually I prefer…if there is over 200 in a group then I won’t go to that bunch.  Cause sometimes 
what happens when the walrus start running off the ice, they’ll make the ice capsize from their weight.  And 
I like the ice to be a little bit heavier.  Thin ice, I’ll leave that walrus alone cause I know there will be no 
room to butcher or that ice will break up.   I prefer good solid ice to be where the animals will be…as long 
as they’re accessible.  I’ve seen some walrus where one bull walrus had three tusks it was on the ice about 20 
feet in the air.  The ice must have melted but he was up there.  
 
JL:  Have you seen unusual things like that very often where a walrus may look a little different? 
 
VO:  I’ve caught one walrus with three tusks.  I didn’t know it had three until I checked a bone and the 
young bull and his other third tusk was this long. I’ve heard of walrus with four tusks and I’ve seen three 
tuskers from Diomede.  There is another walrus that we know of, he eats meat and usually they’re a bull.  
Their tusks are real sharp like they grind them on rocks or something.  We don’t like to eat those cause 
they’re real rich.  It’s a baby male that has been orphaned and on its own and it start eating meat and that’s 
the one we don’t usually like to eat.  They say it’s real rich too.  We’ve heard of walrus dogs but I’ve never 
seen in my life.    
 
JL:  Has there been much change in the migration because of change in whether patterns or change in ice? 
 
VO:  The way I see it is they follow the ice and now with the ice thinner every year it pulls out quicker and 
the walrus follow the ice.  It’s with the weather patterns with the way I see it cause the ice forms from the 
weather.  But I think that it is due to weather patterns and thinner ice.  Early migration walrus will follow 
the ice.  It seems like they’re a month earlier now than before compared to how it used to be.  Cause back in 
the ‘50s and ‘60s we’d still floating ice in June and we’d start to hunt walrus, what we call water boys, in the 
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middle part of June through…we’d quit hunting in July, first part of July cause we’d have 4th of July then 
and then they’d be gone but now they’re early. 
 
JL:  Have you seen much of a difference in a total number of walrus overall? 
 
VO:  I don’t know.  Sometimes they travel so fast with the ice and they’re up north already to where we 
can’t get them that I don’t really know what numbers are anymore.  Cause last year I went out one time and 
walrus were gone already.  Some guys were lucky enough to taste the meat, put some away and that was that.   
 
JL:  Earlier you mentioned that anymore you hear news by telephone about people seeing walrus or by Evergreen.  
Do you know much about how traditionally they used to know when the walrus would be coming?  Traditional  
observation? 
 
VO:  We’ve changed so much now.  Usually each mammal had their own time.  It would be kind of like  
beluga, bowhead, and after oogruk, walrus…that is kind of what we’d watch for.  They’d come at a certain 
time.  When we start seeing a lot of those spotted seal we figured that the oogruk would start to get fewer.  
And after that would be walrus behind there.  But what we usually look for are what we call the 
birds...walrus birds?  I think it’s some form of albatross with the real long wings? And we know that they’re 
coming.  Sometimes those bulls will be real quiet if there’s lots and it’s the females with the babies that are 
pretty loud and if you can’t see them sometime you could smell them…makes your nose kind of tacky.   

 
JL:  Would you recommend that the younger generations learn more about traditional observation? 
 
VO:  I would recommend it with all those…to have a different source of food.  Cause I start to read the 
news and we have cow disease and bird disease and I wonder if I’ll eat ducks when they come this way with 
that flu, you know, you don’t know what is going to happen.  Some bad things might happen and I would 
like for them to know some things now.  Cause we may have to revert to depend more on our food from 
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what we catch out on the water or on the land.  I think we are headed to that point.  Some of these young 
boys don’t know much about hunting, I don’t think.  I never see some of them go out.  And as they get 
older I start to see the ones that don’t go out and as they become teenagers the time when they should be 
real active in a crew.  They are the muscle, the haulers.  And some don’t like to get bloody anymore.  That 
attitude.  I always tell my brothers and who ever hunt with us, ‘we hunt for our food, we don’t say we’re 
here to…something…we’ll wash it off.  I don’t have any qualms on my clothes cause it will come off.  I ate 
it.  I had to learn to…I ate it just on the table now.  
 
Last year we never put nothing away.  What walrus meat was I caught or had was given to me by my 
nephew and some of my relatives.  Even some of my friends from Diomede, I asked if they had extra walrus 
and they said I’ll send it to you right away.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus in Wales today?   
 
VO:  The value for me in Wales is very high.  For the food value that is the main thing is the food.  From 
there it would probably be the ivory value for the carvers.  I don’t see very many young carvers anymore.  
Right now they are playing with soapstone and some of them will get interested in carving.  I value walrus 
for my own self.  Back in the early ‘70s there was so many walrus that the value of ivory went beyond the 
value of meat.  And I tried to have my children eat everything I eat.  And times are changing now.  The 
young people are never learning to put away food like we used to.  Some will learn maybe when they get to 
middle age and will learn about storing the meat away.  But I value walrus.   
 
JL:  Those are the questions. Do you have anything else you’d like to add? 
 
VO:  Walrus in my own time…things change so much with the weather and the value or food preference 
like with the younger people are changing a lot.  Like within my own family with my brothers and sisters, we 
all eat the traditional foods, everything.  So my kids prefer, they like to taste it.  I’ve always encouraged my 
son to always eat everything that we hunt.  I always tell him if you don’t eat it we won’t go hunting.  I always 
tell him that the reason why we hunt is cause I want to eat.  I don’t know what else to add about walrus 
though.  It’s getting warmer.  Even now it’s warm out even though there’s wind.  Things change so much 
even them old people used to predict these change but they say that more worse things will come later.  
Things will be very different and they are.  It’s just amazing how all the things that they had to talk about 
will come to pass. 
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JL:  How did you learn about Walrus, its behavior and the feeding places around Wales? 
 
FOJr.:  From my elders, my dad and my uncles.  I started hunting when I was 6 years old.  I got my first 
walrus when I was 6.  From then on it took me over 20 maybe 25 years to make boat captain.   
 
JL:  What type of subsistence schooling did you go thorough to learn about walrus hunting? 
 
FOJr.:  I didn’t go to no school I just learned from my dad and uncles.  We would go out hunting.  Actually, 
I could say that I went to school because every time we went out there I would learn something.  Mostly 
about the weather, the ice conditions, and the currents.  I think the main focus is the weather because it 
changes so fast here.  
 
JL:  Is there anything in particular that you look for?  In terms of whether conditions? 
 
FOJr.:  Yeah, when it is clear and the weather is calm, and you have winds maybe 15 or less, you’re always 
looking out towards the horizon all around you, towards the land, out in the ocean, down south, up north 
and if you see a fog bank or clouds that means the wind is coming.  Or on the islands, Diomede Island, Fair-
way Rock, if you see a cloud on top that means the wind is out there and coming.  And the ice how fast the 
current is moving will tell you the weather is going to change too.  Usually, it’s just watching the horizon.  
The mountains, especially Cape Mountain and the main landmarks King Island, Cape Mountain, Diomede, 
Fairway Rock, those islands we watch quite a bit in the horizon cause from the distance you could see the 
wind.  If there is fog you’ll know there is wind coming.  Fog or clouds low on the horizon or on top of the 
water.   
 
JL:  Are these some things that you’ve observed and things that your father and your uncles have passed down?  
 
FOJr.:  Yeah, we just learned from their example and what they tell us to look for from experiencing what 
we see and what they say will happen, usually happens. 
 
JL:  Have you seen a fluctuation in the numbers with the game because of the weather? 
 
FOJr.:  The weather the past 5-10 years has been getting windier and we haven’t been able to go hunting like 
we used to.  And the ice conditions when the wind dies down the ice come in and we wouldn’t be able to 
get to the open water.  It’s usually too much ice or too much wind.  Those are the two factors that you 
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know.  That’s why we make our decision with the wind or the ice conditions.   
 
JL:  Back to how you learned about walrus hunting. Do you have children?  Would you like them and your grandchil-
dren or your future grandchildren to learn about walrus hunting the same way you did? 
 
FOJr.:  I try to teach my sons what was taught to me by my uncles and dad as much as I could.  It’s like  
everything else.  It wouldn’t do them any good to go out hunting if they can’t take their catch home and  
nobody know how to work on them or put them away.  So, it not only takes the boys but it takes the girls, 
the women at home to take care of the food we bring home.  We were taught never to waste.  Just take what 
you need.  That’s the main thing that has been brought to us is to never waste any food because if you waste 
there will be nothing the next time you go out.  I think the sad part is our culture is dying because quite a bit 
has died with our elders and there is very few ladies, young women who even know how to cut up an oo-
gruk or a seal nowadays here in Wales, let alone work on walrus meat.  Because there are different ways of 
putting walrus and oogruk meat away, they are basically the same but we do it a little bit different.   
 
JL:  So with food preparation, you’ve seen a lot of change with the incentive to bring home food between  
generations? 
 
FOJr.:  Yeah, especially with the younger generation.  I think maybe the last ones that really know are  
probably my age that have listened to their mothers and aunts and watch them how to.  When our parents 
were still alive that was probably the very last time, a good chance for these younger people to learn how to 
put our foods away.  Everything is store-bought, and it’s expensive.  And then there is a need also for sub-
sistence food because you don’t always have the money to go to the store to buy what you need so we’re still 
depending on subsistence food cause that will carry us over during the times when we don’t have income to 
buy the food.  A lot of time we just make sure we have the staples like sugar, salt, flour and we just add to 
our subsistence like walrus meat or mainly oogruk.  That helps quite a bit.    
 
The weather has been changing quite a bit.  We don’t hunt like we used to cause the weather change.  It 
seems like it’s always windy…the wind picks up faster and it stays windy longer.  Cause when I was younger 
we used to see days when the ocean water was just like glass for a couple, three days at a time.  That is when 
we used to get walrus, put them in meat hole, eat and go right back out.  Sometime up to two days without 
sleep, we wait till we fill up our meat holes.  
 
JL:  How has that change affected the community? 
 
FOJr.:  Hunting is to me is more than just gathering food.  It affects the whole community cause whenever 
somebody goes out and hunt and they get something, that share meat don’t just stay in that family, some if it 
is spread out throughout the community and that is what I really believe in is subsistence hunting is…helps 
communities. It helps everybody because it is shared with everybody, especially those in need.  Just like 
growing up I’ve seen my dad share his meat when the other boats don’t get nothing.  He would make sure 
that some of these families get some oogruk meat, walrus meat.  And there was one or two families that did-
n’t have real hunters in their families cause maybe one of them died or their health isn’t good and he would 
always make sure that their families would get meat, even from their catch.  And it was so strong in those 
days growing up, it’s so different from when I was younger, people have changed more.  But when we are 
living in the real subsistence way of life, everybody worked together and people were happy together you 
know.  Happier and get along better.   
 
That is why I think hunting is more than just being out there because you always learn something.  Every 
time you go out there is always something you learn.  It might be the smallest thing that matter, the biggest 
thing later.  You forget something in your boat that you’re supposed to have and when the time comes 
when you need it, that could make a difference whether you take that game home or not.  You know, stuff 
like that you got to worry about all the time.  And it took me over 20 maybe 25 years to make a boat captain.  
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What I learned is you make your crew understand what you have to do, what you need in your boat, what 
you have to have, what you don’t need, and what you do in the boat and how people move in the boat. It’s a 
lot of little things to make your hunting crew successful and you got to have a good motor man, that is what 
I found out.  
 
JL:  How would you explain to a younger hunter, your boys, or your crew where they most likely would see walrus 
when going by the community? 

 
FOJr.:  The way I was taught was you got to learn the currents that come here toward Wales. I always watch 
them from the south.  In the fall time they are migrating from the north so in general areas you look from 
south to north, depending on the season.  And the ice conditions, if the ice is too thin, there will be no wal-
rus on it.  It’s got to be good, heavy ice.  That is what you look for…for walrus.  That is what they like, that 
good heavy ice.  And sometime that heavy ice is way out there, 15-20 miles out…sometime on the Russian 
side and there are times when we just can’t do it.  And we’ve been warned not to go too far out cause of the 
weather change here so much.     
 
JL:  So the 70s, that’s during the time when there was a change in mentality towards hunting? 
 
FOJr.:  Yeah, mentality too because the people here really enjoyed it. Walrus was plentiful especially after 
hunting season, people had more than enough to eat until fall time.  And then after that we didn’t see that 
anymore.  People just have…they would treasure their catch you know they wouldn’t share as much as they 
would cause it’s not as valuable as it used to be.  But still they share.  But mostly our elders they were the 
ones that really grew up with the walrus meat and the oogruk meat.  There were times after the 70s when we 
would see some elders walking around town and they would say ‘Gee, we didn’t have enough walrus, we’re 
hungry for walrus.’  And I would hear that and it would make me mad at the government.  I couldn’t under-
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stand it.  Why put men in jail when they are just trying to feed their families.  That really affected  
walrus hunting here in Wales, I’ve seen it drop.  Even hunters and boats who usually get a lot of walrus were 
affected by that.  It affected my crew.  Because you know we could only carry so much in these Lund boats.  
And try to take as much as we could, what choice our elders say to take and that’s a lot of meat, the coke 
and livers…they’re heavy.  And yet we have to think about where our gas is going to come from for our 
next hunt and the ivory is a source of income so we get as much ivory as we could so we could continue to 
by ammo, gas, food.  In the ‘70s before the government came and did their thing the ivory used to supple-
ment our... mainly our gas and food for our crew to go out.  And that was good.  Usually, as long as we get 
walrus we would usually sell it or trade it.  And buy some food.  We were good.  We didn’t have to take 
other sources of income like fuel bill or anything.  And I guess that is how it went.  That is how I see it lo-
cally.  And there were times when after that there’s some boats here where their captains didn’t have any real 
skills to work to get any income.  They couldn’t go out hunting cause they didn’t have the money for gas 
and ammo.  It is expensive you know, gas and ammo. 
   
It takes a lot of work to go out hunting.  It not just physical its mental and it costs money nowadays.   
 
JL:  Would you recommend more traditional monitoring practices within the community so instances like that don’t 
occur or when they do occur that people within the community taking action? 
 
FOJr.:  I think what needs to happen is that the government doesn’t have any business monitoring us cause 
thousands of years the Iñupiaq always had walrus year and year after cause they never wasted it.  I don’t 
know.  I think the federal government look more at the traditional ways everybody would be happy.   
Instead of their own roles and to the people like the animal groups, save-the-animal people that say you 
can’t kill this for food or you can’t do this.  They don’t understand that we can’t just go to Walmart and buy 
our food everyday.  I think more education to these people that don’t understand our way of life…they need 
to know and it’s just not the save-the-animal people, it’s people like NRA, anti-gun people.  They need to 
understand that we need firearms to provide for our family and to put food on the table.  We don’t use 
them to kill each other in the cities or in the villages.  That is what we have them for, is to put food on the 
table and that is what they don’t understand.  In the big cities like New York or  wherever, the only reason 
they have firearms is to protect themselves.  Here we don’t do that.  We don’t protect ourselves with our 
firearms cause we want to shoot somebody. We have them because we need them to live.  That is what they 
don’t understand.  I think more education…something has to be done with the save-the-animal people.  
Maybe send them to an island and let them live the way we live and let them understand and experience it.  
That’s the only way I think they’ll stop it.  Just like my uncle say and my dad say is that it takes all kind of 
people to make the world go around.   
 
It really makes a difference when living in an environment like this.  You need longer sustaining food cause, 
you know, if I eat chicken I go out there and I get cold.  Otherwise if I had walrus or oogruk meat and seal 
oil, that keeps me warmer longer and it keeps me going longer.   
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus in the community today and in the future?   
 
FOJr.:  The value I think, like I say a lot of it died with our elders cause today not a lot of people know how 
to put the food away correctly.  Cause if you don’t do it right, like the walrus meat is fermented or the other 
parts and you gotta do it right.  We still always get hungry for walrus meat, we still have walrus meat in the 
springtime when we get some but not like we used to.  A lot of these carvers, young carvers that were start-
ing back in the early ‘70s and ‘80s, we lost a lot of carvers because the ivory just wasn’t around anymore and 
that affected people economically, also cause we lost a lot of carvers.  It’s just about every boat and crew-
member had ivory cause walrus hunting season, the way we do it, the captain would keep all the ivory.  All 
the ivory was stashed and put away and then in the end of the hunting season in springtime, usually June or 
July the crews would get together and divide the ivory equally, everybody would get an equal share. And that 
is how we would divide the ivory and that is how a lot of the crewmembers would earn their ivory so they 
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could carve them and earn their living that way.  And it’s hard that that was lost because the federal govern-
ment stepped in.   
 
I don’t see to much interest in walrus here in Wales except a few people that probably are my generation 
that still like to eat walrus meat.  I think the generation after mine, they don’t really care for it and that is sad 
because the stores and federal government won’t always be here.  God forbid that something happens and 
we can’t depend on the store for food, I often worry about my kids, how are they feed themselves if that 
happen.  I guess I try to tell my kids, got to learn how to watch your mom when she cut up oogruks and 
walrus and usually it’s just my wife and my aunt that do that.  These young girls they don’t care.  And it is 
scary because I often worry about my kids how they going to feed themselves if that ever happen.  The 
world is changing all the time and it seems like it is getting worse and worse. And we are so dependent on 
electricity and I don’t think that it will always be here.  It is going to be harder and harder in the future and I 
always tell my kids, you need to learn how to make your own wood stoves and go hunt and at least know 
how to put away our food.  Use what you have and don’t expect to have something cause the plane won’t 
come.   
 
JL:  Those are my questions.  Is there anything else that you’d like to add? 
 
FOJr.:  We covered the weather pretty good I guess. What I’ve experienced is that…that’s changed since the 
younger days and these older hunters, older than me have seen that.  I think you will notice that with the 
questions you’ve asked me. The weather is the biggest factor I think.  The ice conditions and the weather 
will determine if we are successful or not.   And you can’t go against the weather.  Just like in the villages or 
the rural areas, you can’t…you gotta respect nature.  Just like you, you tried to go to the other building and 
you couldn’t make it so you had to do what you had to do.  And a lot of people don’t understand that, that 
live in Anchorage and Nome, even in Nome.  They’re not…I always think they are ignorant because they 
don’t know that we don’t even have water and sewer like they do and that is something that they take for 
granted.  And when we go to Nome I always tell my kids that we are going to the land of plenty.  We just 
turn on the faucet and don’t have to worry.  Unplug your sink and you’re done.  And it’s stuff like that.  
Working and being with the City Council and working with the different entities, we are trying to get water 
and sewer for the village and I’m second generation trying to do it.  
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JL:  Back to walrus. How do you know when they are going to be migrating through? 
 
RS:  There are always three groups.  In May there is female with young ones.  And then in June, mostly 
young bulls and bulls and few females with bigger pups too.  In July, but we don’t see them all the time, we 
have herds too, big bulls.  So, those are the main 3 herds I always see when the weather is good, you know.  
Like I tell you, we don’t go after walrus in water too much anymore.  Too much ammo.   
 
JL:  Is that migration changing at all?  Have you noticed a difference? 
 
RS:  Last spring was a little different story.  Even in Diomede there was lots of ice in the latter part of May 
and close to June.  No walrus I hear. Was too far out for us.  Only got 18-foot Lund boats anyway.  So, last 
spring it was a little bit different story.  They would see walrus.  Once in a while small groups anyway but the 
weather wasn’t too good last spring or this fall.  No good for hunting for anything.  So not even one boat 
went out last fall.  So that is how our hunting was last spring and fall.  I don’t think nobody got walrus last 
spring.  We tried to.  That is our garden out here.  That’s our food.   
 
JL:  Does your son go walrus hunting? 
 
RS:  Whenever it’s good, yeah.  But the weather too and gas wise it is kinda hard.  I took him out looking for 
seal on ice.  No luck yet.  I always take them out, my two boys.  Raymond Jr. he’s in here, in school.  He 
loves to hunt too.  So, I try to carry on what I learned from him too or try to pass it on and try to keep up 
with what we used to use.  I try to carry on what I know with my crew or with the other hunting captains.   
 
Today it is different, very different.  Weather-wise too unpredictable today, look at it.  When I was in grade 
school it used to be real nice almost all the time and our shore ice we would lose it first week of May at the 
most. Every spring.  Today we lose it almost in June.  So lots of things change and our beach is getting nar-
rower.   
 
Too easy today now for the younger generation.  I don’t know how it is going to be for the younger genera-
tion.  And these younger kids got no respect some of them like back.  When I was growing up we had lots 
of respect for our elders.  When we visit, we stand by the door till they ask us to sit down.  Boy, we had lots 
of respect toward our elders anyway.  That was our law in those days, them older people they were powerful 
then.  Not like today.  Sometime, I would tell my crew, ‘Boy you are lucky my dad is not around with you, 
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he would really ball you out then.’  Cause, I try to teach them too.  I jump on my crew little bit once in a 
while, correct them with what I learn.  After a while they know what to do.  My father used to tell every one 
in the crew, ‘You have to have a knife right there.  You shoot, you have to help.  Not to just shoot and 
watch.’  Everybody work together cutting up.  There is always so much to say and so little time. 
 
I see lots of walrus in my lifetime.  One year I see walrus on the ice, we see walrus on the ice just like tan-
dem.  Lots of walrus.  That is the only time I see walrus like that.  Few times I see big herds.  Sometime two 
or three years ago we went over to East Cape to hunt walrus. 
 
JL:  Do you remember any lessons from your dad or grandpa about walrus hunting? 
 
RS:  Not really, just to put away and save as much as we can.  Those days they used to use female stomach 
for drum long time ago.  I see how it was worked on all right.  Used to be a big Eskimo dance group when 
kasghee used to be up where the dome is over there.  That was the custom in those days.  
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Interview with Wales Hunter  

 

Pete Sereadlook (PS) 

(No Photograph Available) 

 

Place:  Wales Multi Purpose Building 

 

Interviewed by:  Jonella Larson (JL) EWC Specialist and Clinton White EWC                         

Photographer 

 

Present:  Pete Sereadlook, Jonella Larson and Clinton White   

 

Date:  February 12, 2004 

 

 

 

JL:  How did you learn about the walrus and it’s behavior and the hunting sites around Wales? 
 
PS:  When I was growing up they always hunt walrus with skin boat and when nice whether they always try 
to gather some meat.  They use dog team to gather the meat.  I grew up with just Eskimo food.  Walrus 
taste real good.  Right now walrus getting more and more skinnier.  One time when we go out hunting when 
we come back there’s lots of walrus you could see them from this end to the other end.  You can’t go 
across.  Lots of walrus. 
 
JL:  When you were younger would you go with your dad or relatives? 
 
PS:  I go with other captains, not my dad.  My dad he died when I was too young.    I start hunting with 
other captains.  Right now they hardly get walrus due to weather.  Maybe the fourth year now.  Last year 
they get walrus alright but not too many.  I never go out maybe 20 years now…16 years I never hunt.   
 
JL:  How far out do you normally go? 
 
PS:  Sometime they go out 10–15 miles, when it’s nice whether.  You can’t go too far out sometimes.  Got 
to watch the ice in the springtime.  The ice always come up real fast. 
 
JL:  Did your son learn how to walrus hunt from you? 
 
PS:  Yeah he used to go out with other boats hunting.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to someone who is younger than you where they would find walrus when passing by the 
community? 
 
PS:  Sometimes when I was younger I used to go up the hill and look through binoculars.  And when we 
would see the walrus on top of the ice we used to go after them.  And in springtime we could hear when 
they are barking out there.   Some of them are pretty smart, those big ones are pretty smart.  And when 
there’s too many on the ice they are dangerous too.  The ones with the small tusks always go after the boat.   
 
JL:  When do the walrus normally migrate?  What months? 
 
PS:  Let’s see.  May, I think.  They see them out there and especially in May they always hunt them out there 
and in June, sometimes July those big ones.  They call those outsiders green flippers.  They call them  
‘outsiders.’   
 
JL:  How much change have you seen in the hunting from when you were growing up to how they are hunting now? 
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PS:  Sometimes they always do real good when they hunt.  Get oogruk. Due to weather before four years 
they used to get walrus quite a bit.   
 
JL:  Do you think because of the change in the weather patterns and the wind that that’s changing the number of 
walrus that are coming by? 
 
PS:  We used to hear the walrus barking when it was real nice weather but can’t go out due to ice.  When 
north wind, it’s time to go hunt.  Too much south wind.   
 
JL:  How would the hunters monitor the walrus when you were younger? 
 
PS:  The captain would organize a crew and then they would go out.  And when somebody is too slow they 
always leave them behind.  After they get walruses they always share with the crew.  Even tusks, they divide 
them up.   
 
JL:  Would the crew get together and meet any other time? 
 
PS:  Sometimes mens always gather in the community building long ago.  They always talk and we always 
listen.  Those elders, real strict elders.  They got fine too if somebody don’t show up they fine them $5.00.  
Big money in those days $5.00, everybody help.  Not anymore…everything change.  If somebody want to 
work they’ve got to have money.  
  
JL:  How do you think the importance of walrus hunting is for the community of Wales? 
 
RS:  We grow up with the meat that is why we want more walrus and ivory.  Most of us don’t work and we 
just carve ivory.  Like the boys there they don’t work, they just carve.  And we grow up with that meat.  
They cook ‘em and put them in seal oil those coke, you know those coke?  They hang dry them.  Only  
oogruk meat they dry them.  I like coke and liver, walrus liver.  I don’t eat fried liver…I don’t know how-
come.  I like walrus liver and coke.  Sometime they send us from Diomede, walrus meat.  After people stay 
with us and they go home, they send us meat.  Even Shishmaref people after stay with us they send us  
oogruk dry meat.   
 
JL:  How often would the families get walrus here when you were growing up? 
 
PS:  Yeah, when I growing up they always put them in the underground.  There’s two underground meats 
and they’ve got permafrost and before the summer time they put them in the permafrost and put them out 
again before winter.  We used to put away lots of meat long ago.  Not anymore.  Unless I put away musk ox.  
Real good dried meat.   
 
JL:  Do you think there is going to be much change with the younger generation with how they go about hunting? 
 
PS:  Those younger ones they try to learn how to hunt too with their dad, they always go with them.  Some-
times real hard to find a walrus out there.  
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Interview with Wales Hunter 

 

Winton Weyapuk Jr. (WWJr.) 

(No Photograph Available) 

 

Place:  Wales School 

 

Interviewed by:  Jonella Larson (JL) EWC Specialist 

 

Present:  Winton Weyapuk and Jonella Larson 

 

Date:  February 13, 2004 

 

 

 
JL:  How long have you been hunting walrus? 
 
WWJr.:  Probably started almost when I was a teenager.  The first time my father took me out boating in a 
skin boat was when I was about 11 years old.  Just went along as watching and learning and as I got older I 
started getting more active and participating in the hunt.   
 
JL:  Who would you normally go out with? 
 
WWJr.:  At the time my father was a crewmember with Andrew Seetook, Raymond’s father.  And he had a 
big 30-something-foot skin boat and we had a 13-man crew including myself.  That skin boat could hold 
about 5 whole walrus butchered and that was a lot of weight and a lot of meat and skins.   
 
JL:  How did you learn about the behavior of walrus and the best hunting sites around the Wales area? 
 
WWJr.:  From the stories that the hunters would tell, my father and the other hunters.  Their instructions 
and just observing, a lot of watching and learning and listening.  They didn’t ask us to learn by asking a lot 
of questions.  They mainly expect us to learn by observing and listening.  Sometimes when you ask too 
many questions, they would ask us howcome we are asking too many questions and would tell us to shut up 
and watch.    
 
JL:  How do you know when the walrus migration is about to occur? 
 
WWJr.:  In May when the leads would start opening up and after the whales had gone by, walrus are next 
and that is when the hunters would get ready for walrus hunting.  First, they would hunt oogruk first and 
make sure they have enough oogruk meat and skins.  Then they would turn their attention to walrus and 
walrus hunting.   
 
JL:  Was there anything that people would specifically look at in terms of the ice conditions? 
 
WWJr.:  Yeah, they would kind of watch for the times when the flow ice started getting more scattered and 
you could boat into the flow ice.  That’s mainly what they look for is when the ice started scattering, getting 
farther apart, and they would say that that is a good time to go walrus hunting.   
 
JL:  What type of subsistence schooling/education did you go through to help you learn to become a successful  
walrus hunter and observer? 
 
WWJr.:  Probably started with my mother when I was a small kid.  I watched how my mother prepared the 
food, store it and watched her how to split the walrus skin for the skin boats, and listening to the hunters 
talk about their day.  They would usually gather when they weren’t out hunting at the store, the old store, 
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there was a bench there all the hunters, couple of hours before closing time, would be sitting there talking 
about the day and what they hunted and what they got and what the conditions were.  And the next step 
was actually getting in the boat and watching how they conducted the hunt.  And because I was so small and 
young they put me in the way back by the driver of the outboard motor.  Where I was out of the way and I 
could watch everybody in the boat.   
 
JL:  Would you like the younger generation to gain knowledge about walrus the same way you did?  
 
WWJr.:  Yeah, it is getting harder to teach these younger kids cause you mainly have to use English to try 
and teach them and for some things it is hard to find the English word whereas in Iñupiaq you are to com-
municate what you want to say in regards to hunting and weather  There could be a lot of meaning in one 
Iñupiaq word whereas it will take some time to try and explain it in English.   
 
JL:  How would you explain to someone who is younger than you who is interested in walrus hunting what types of 
habitat they would prefer? 
 
WWJr.:  Yeah, usually we have to go farther for the walrus sometimes they’re right out here close by but 
usually you have to go farther and it’s a little more dangerous because of the distance.  The weather can 
change form while you’re way out there.  You have to be a lot more careful and more observant.  Look for 
good scattered ice, watch the current so you wont get trapped inside the ice flows, don’t take any chances, 
go home as soon as you’re done butchering and that is what our elders and my father and those other hunt-
ers used to always emphasize was safety first and don’t take chances.  Cause sometimes you only get one 
chance and people have gotten into danger and could have lost their lives by trying to take chances and try-
ing to trust in their equipment, outboards.   
 

Photograph courtesy of the Kawerak Inc. Eskimo Heritage Program 
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JL:  How would you explain to a younger person or an inexperienced hunter the timing of walrus migration around 
Wales? 
 
WWJr.:  Probably by watching which animals are going by…what kind of birds.  You start in April and you 
kind of have to be out there on the ice or on the mountain watching the conditions out there and you’d see 
whales first then eider ducks, murres, oogruks, and then the walrus would come next.  You kind of watch 
what kind of sequence the animals are appearing and you know that one species will come right after the 
other. And ice conditions start to improve…leads get wider and ice gets more scattered.  It’s usually gener-
ally warmer too by then around mid-April, I mean mid-May, early May.  The shore starts eroding and break-
ing off.   
 
JL:  Have you seen much change in that routine?   
 
WWJr.:  It’s pretty steady but every year is a little different.  Sometimes we see whales pretty early in March 
or late March.  Some years both the whale migration and the walrus migration happen real quickly.  Seems 
like the whales are there one day and a couple days later they are passed.  Sometimes the same way with the 
walrus.  Sometimes you have a week or two to do your hunting they get up here and they go by so quickly.  
So some years you can hunt walrus for a month cause the currents are not as strong or the wind is not as 
strong.   
 
JL:  How was hunters’ observation and conservation of the walrus organized when you were younger?  What types 
of concerns would the older hunters have with walrus conservation?   
 
WWJr.:  They were kind of tough on what kind of walrus they would want to kill.  Usually when they first 
started hunting walrus they would want the females with the good skin first so they could get skins for the 
boats.  They would kind of observe the females and calves that would come first.  They would look for big 
females with the good hides on them and they would get those first.  And after they would get the good  
female hides, then they would look for the bulls with the good coke and the good meat.  And also a few of 
those baby walrus for food.  They also emphasized only taking as much as you need.  If you need only three 
or four females for your skins then only take three or four females...times number of bulls.  If everybody got 
enough walrus meat then you’d quit hunting walrus.   
 
JL:  Do you see change in that with the way people are hunting today? 
 
WWJr.: Yeah I think that people seem to be getting back to the values and not wasting.  And they seem to 
be going back to the tradition of taking the whole walrus for the meat.  They still look for the biggest bulls 
and the biggest walrus with the biggest tusks.   
 
JL:  Would you recommend that more traditional observation practices be used in today’s walrus conservation in the 
community and if so which ones?   
 
WWJr.:  Yeah, I would recommend traditional observation practices.  And that includes everything that goes 
into the hunt.  I think that observing the weather is one thing that people seem to be losing.  A lot of people 
today seem to be relying on the TV or the radio to get the weather forecast and sometimes those forecasts 
are wrong so we have to know how the tides are moving to predict your own weather.  I think that is what 
the younger generation needs to learn because in order to be safe out there they have to know how the 
weather is changing and how the ice and the current are moving.  And when you get to a walrus herd some-
times, some of the boat and the hunters try to get walrus from a really big herd and it seems to be safer if 
you find a smaller herd on a good, safe flow rather than try to kill a walrus on from a big herd on a bigger 
flow.  You have to see what kind of ice the walrus are around and if it is safe to hold a boat after you kill a 
walrus or if it is safe to butcher a walrus once you kill it.  You have to be kind of careful when choosing 
which herd to kill walrus from.  
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JL:  If you do come across good size herds where they are grouped together, what do you look for that helps you 
determine which ones you want to shoot at? 
 
WWJr.:  Usually you try to shoot an animal that is kind of near the center of the herd so they don’t fall off 
or get pushed off when they’re killed.  Sometimes the walrus with the bigger tusks are near along the edge of 
the herd.  You have to look at the herd and try to visualize if you kill that walrus, if it will fall safely on the 
ice, will it be hard to butcher if you kill it.  You have to be careful of which animal you choose.  It might be 
a walrus with real long tusks along the edge of the ice, and even though people want to kill it, that might not 
be a good idea because it will probably get dropped in the water or pushed in.  Usually when you approach a 
herd, the men who are going to do the shooting kind of discuss among themselves which ones they will try 
to kill.   
 
JL:  How do you approach the herd? 
 
WWJr.:  Down wind if there is any wind and real slowly and quietly as possible.  Even with an outboard mo-
tor now it’s going slowly or idling slowly it’s quiet enough to get close.  Sometimes when we were hunting 
with skin boats, the captain who was driving the boat would turn the motor off and we would use paddles 
to real quietly get closer.  Usually that is when walrus seems skittish and usually there is one animal in the 
herd that kinda wakes up and watches around and acts like the watch guard for the herd and maybe some of 
those walruses are better watch dogs then others.  Sometimes something makes them skittish, polar bears in 
the area or killer whales so you have to be a lot quieter and a lot slower when you are approaching a herd 
that seems to be more skittish and nervous.    
 
JL:  How do you see the value of walrus in the community today and in the future? 
 
WWJr.:  The meat and the coke is the most valuable along with the tusks.  I always thought that hunting and 
butchering would help teach kids about biology from the outside in.  My father and mother and those other 
hunters used to explain the organs, what the organs are, the names of the parts of the animal, how every-
thing is connected, where the heart does and where the veins are, how the stomach works, the intestine, 
liver, kidneys and all of that.  Kind of like they were biology teachers teaching the students.  And I thought it 
was a good way of learning about the biology, ecology and environment…what the animals eat and stuff like 
that.  Maybe one of the most important things, too, is the value of respecting nature and all of the animals 
because that is what my father and the other elders used to emphasize all the time, was to respect the  
animals you kill for food and maybe people are kind of losing that now because of big high powered rifles 
and fast boats and stuff like that. It seems easier to kill animals and people rather than hunting out of  
respect, they hunt for excitement.  Some of these younger kids always talk about how exciting it is to hunt 
walrus and they don’t talk about respecting the animals or their environment. 
 
JL:  So you’ve seen the change in the attitude with the actual hunt? 
 
WWJr.:  Yeah. 
 
JL:  Do you think that will change again in the future? 
 
WWJr.:  I don’t know.  It’s kind of hard to say.  I don’t know what is going to happen.  I don’t know why, 
but I imagine people will still be hunting, but maybe their reasons for hunting will change.  Maybe they’ll 
hunt for money and sell the tusks, sell the meat and trade it for something else.  Maybe the attitude will 
change from hunting for food to hunting for product that you can exchange or sell.  I don’t know.  I some-
times wonder about that, whether people’s values or their reasons for hunting would change and how and 
even though I know that people always say that they would be against any kind of sport hunting or commer-
cial hunting of anything, maybe that will come about in the future if there is enough walrus the federal and 
state government will say ‘Okay we’ll allow for sport hunting.’   
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And sometimes I think a few of the young hunters do it for bragging rights, you know.  To brag about how 
big of a walrus they got or how many and I never did hear elders brag about anything they killed or got.   
 
 

Photograph courtesy of US Fish & Wildlife Service –2004 ice edge 
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Anonymous Traditional Conservation Method Comments 

 
 
JL:  Are there any lessons that you can recall hearing from you grandfather?  Like solid lessons?  Are there any 
particular times that really stand out? 
 
Like earlier what I was saying about wasteful hunting. That’s been evident I guess.  Hard to say that alright 
but it happened.  That was his big concern all the time and when are we going to come home bring the nec-
essary parts.  Back then we had to be safe with the boat, load it up but to be safe at the same time.  But like 
overkill, just going for the ivory was like heavily… reminded us about that all time.  I felt bad because that is 
one of the first things that he told me was that we have to respect the wildlife animals too.  Just take what 
you need.  
 
Different hunter: 
JL:  The last question is how do you see the value of walrus in the community today and in the future? 
 
When I thought that the walrus product from the kill, too few parts are taken…like right now, it’s been a 
long time now, ever since 1986, ever since the sea mammal protection act was passed, you get to take the 
head, the flippers, some of the coke, liver, heart and stuff.  That is legal.  So, you leave some of the…behind.  
I think that is a bad attitude.  I think that is the wrong kind of rule.  Whereas you can make as much time, 
more quickly, if you just do it legally.  Take only the legal part. And go to another one and take only legal 
part, and another and take only legal part.   Whereas you can choose by boat owner who is going to be more 
wasteful.  The term wasteful take is what I like to use when the walrus season is here.  I hope the program 
changes where the walrus hunters and the USFWS and the country itself put out more rules where the con-
servation is stricter per kill.  We kill walrus for several reasons.  The amount of meat taken per kill very con-
cerning because nobody is counting the walrus population.  We know, we observe the walruses are not get-
ting more, they are getting fewer.  We have to try harder almost every year to get enough to put in our meat 
hole.  And the conservation of walrus is my concern a whole lot.  That is what I tell my children.  That is 
not saving the walrus population.  It’s still declining.   
 
Different hunter: 
I hope there is more attention to each kill of the walrus, per person for all Eskimos.  Siberians, St. Lawrence, 
Diomede…somebody has to start that.  It just won’t start by itself.  We have got to tell the people from the 
people themselves that we want the population up again.  We have to change one rule.  Two flippers, heart, 
chest, coke and stuff like that…we have to take hopefully the whole carcass.  Conservation of walrus.  And 
attempt to get a good population estimate instead of a statement in the newspaper or in a meeting saying 
‘The population is healthy and it’s bound to grow.’  That is not a good attitude at all.  Somebody has to 
spend more money to see how many walrus there is.  More conservation is what we want.  
  
Different hunter: 
Yes, I have witnessed the change.  I have gone out, hunted with some other boats and I have seen the 
change in how they hunt walrus now.  These younger people, especially these younger people, they fire sev-
eral rounds even if the walruses are in the water after they go in the water, which I feel should not have 
been.  And I think that is one of the things that the Walrus Commissioners should discuss sometime in the 
future and maybe some kind of policy where they could advise these younger hunters that after the walrus 
get down from the ice pan to stop firing.  I’ve seen them fire at anything that comes up and a lot of time 
most of them, after they shoot them, they sink and they lose them so that is one of the things needs to be 
changed or addressed to our younger hunters with the rifles they have, the high powered and the semi auto-
matic, that needs to be changed.   
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Summary of Results 

 
What is the value of these interviews? Undoubtedly it will depend on one's viewpoint. Tradi-

tional ecological knowledge [TEK] is a term that is being used more often and perhaps with different 

meanings and expectations. As cited in the Introduction, TEK  is “a body of knowledge and beliefs 

transmitted through oral tradition and first-hand observation.” Each of these interviews met this 

condition with references repeatedly to observing and listening to elders, fathers, uncles, and many 

others that had shared experiences with them. The interviews certainly include a “system of classifi-

cation, a set of empirical observations about the local environment.” The description of walrus, 

migration patterns, weather, current, and geography around communities and hunting areas are 

specific and consistent. These interviews represent solid examples of sound traditional ecological 

knowledge. 

Where, then, does TEK, and the knowledge in these interviews specifically, take one's consid-

eration, conversation, and understanding? Hopefully, towards addressing the conditions prompting 

this project, which are the perception of increased violations of hunting regulations by younger 

hunters, the gradual loss of knowledge as elders pass on, and the hope in some communities to 

adopt local ordinances regulating walrus hunting. Interviews in each community indicated a tradi-

tional, customary form of self-regulation for walrus hunting, which is yet another description of 

TEK. Interestingly, all generations have knowledge of what was considered acceptable. Much con-

fidence should be found in realizing all hunters know of a system of self-management that worked 

successfully in their communities. 

There are many statements made in these interviews that “are closely tied to social and spiritual 

aspects of the knowledge system” of a community. For instance, Frank Oxereok, Jr. said “Hunting 

is more than just gathering food.” He spoke of the link between hunting and the environment and 

to binding a community. When discussing their traditional way of selecting what kind of walrus to 

harvest, hide and meat were the primary consideration, not ivory. The discussions of customary self

-management in their communities were quite specific. Herbert Milligrock mentioned a limit of 10 

females and 10 bulls per hunter and Winfred James, Sr., Leonard Apangalook Sr., and others from 

St. Lawrence Island noted that 4 walrus per hunting trip were allowed at one point. Several indi-

viduals described how a group of leaders and elders would check boats for compliance and confis-

cate ivory if necessary. The ivory would be given to families in need. As Christopher Koonooka 
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commented, “only an elder could get away with doing something like that.” 

Finally, TEK is described as having roots firmly in the past and as being “both cumulative and 

dynamic, building upon the experience of earlier generals and adapting to the new technological 

and socioeconomic changes of the present.” The following answer by Jody Madsen, a young hunter 

from Savoonga, represents what this aspect of TEK is and how powerful it can be. 

 

Question: How would you explain to a younger hunter the types of habitat or 

where you would see the walrus when passing by the community? 

 

Jody Madsen: In the past it was fairly easy because we would just go down towards 

the northwest area, where I was told most of the clamming beds are. But these days 

it's a little different. The ice moves a lot quicker and it's more like spotting them 

now rather than knowing where they are. The currents are stronger now the ice 

conditions are weaker. I've been noticing changes with the ice conditions and the 

ice is moving out a lot faster than in the past years. There have been a lot of 

changes and I guess it's more or less adapting to the hunting conditions like the ice 

and the weather. 

 

To summarize, the value in these interviews is undoubtedly in the realization that traditional 

ecological knowledge is the key to sound resource management in these communities. Not only is 

the understanding of the resource available, but the social structure is still present to support imple-

mentation. Perhaps the final element that's necessary is community confidence in its own tradi-

tional ecological knowledge. It is confidence that will enable their intimate knowledge and depend-

ence on walrus to be utilized, and the faith and strength necessary to self-manage their harvest that 

will ultimately allow for successful traditional management 
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